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migrant thoughts.
image as a gesture  
of resistance

florencia incarbone and sebastian wiedemann

To migrate is to move from one place to another, seeking to sustain the 
flow of life. It’s common practice in the animal world, usually in response 
to periodic or seasonal cycles: penguins migrate to look for food, to escape 
the extreme cold, to mate and to nest; elephants wander the great African 
plains in search of water sources, while monarch butterflies undertake 
transatlantic journeys to warmer climes. For human animals, reasons for 
migrating may include a lack of guarantees of personal liberties, economic 
needs, precarious or non-existent healthcare systems, or religious perse-
cution, to name just a few, moving a whole life from a familiar territory in 
response to prevailing forces that violently provoke such a departure. The 
untimely nature of this forced displacement is lived in the flesh, and on 
numerous occasions jeopardizes the lives of those who, with no other al-
ternative, decide to take the risk of constructing their destinies beyond the 
borders of what is familiar.

Migration naturally means displacement, and in that movement the 
sensibilities that inhabit the spaces are multiplied. Traditions move from 
one place on the planet to another, cultures mix as a possibility of open-
ing up to differences and the discovery of life practices of an other who 
addresses and inhabits the world with sensibilities that diverge from one’s 
own. Migration expands the horizon of possibilities, enables exchanges, 
brings about a shift in the notion of community as a closed body and, de-
spite the violence, embraces the individual’s life potential. 
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To think like a migrant means to think outside of what is normalized, 
structured and expected. It is about exposing oneself to something that, 
because of its difference, may be a danger and at the same time an oppor-
tunity for complete transmutation. The bravery of those who throw them-
selves into the unknown lies in trusting that what lies beyond the visible is 
a potential to be discovered, making it possible to beat the asphyxia that 
has become a fact of life, increasingly restricting the most vital essence 
of bodies in their everyday lives. The irremediable, inevitable search for a 
decent life is the condition of any living person, something which nonethe-
less in human animals is considered a luxury and a privilege of the few. 

As a publishing act, Migrant Thoughts argues that the image is inevita-
bly nomadic and inexorably migrant and, as Henri Bergson reminds us, is 
everywhere. Everything is image. We are images among images, and in this 
respect film is no more than one of the media through which images move. 
Images become a gesture of resistance, as by being just an image and not 
a just image, as Jean-Luc Godard said, they are worthy and can never be 
subdued by power, despotism or an all-too human will corrupted by the 
idea of ownership. They are pure potential for resistance, as they are not a 
luxury, or a privilege, and much less a possession. On the contrary, they are 
the permeable condition of passage so that a living thing does not become 
stationary or stagnant. The image can of course move on the screen, but at 
the same time, the image makes a whole screen, a whole surface where it 
can continue. It continues in bodies, in writing, on these pages, as in poli-
tics, archives, memory, literature, and philosophy. The image migrates, and 
in its wake it provides and proposes intersections, intervals. That is, it ad-
vances through life affirming what is living as a cinematographic gesture 
and, in turn, it exceeds and goes beyond film itself. Or, to put it another 
way, where cinema itself has to open up to metamorphosis, it becomes a 
gesture of editing between blocks of text. As editors we have proposed a 
montage in three parts, with two intervals (opening and closing) as false 
cuts in a flow of images which could certainly exceed and migrate outside 
of the fragile content of this book. 

Just as penguins, elephants and butterflies don’t belong to the map or 
to the measurements that human animals draw, nor do the images and the 
potency of thought that these images bear belong to a disciplinary condi-
tion. Images do not belong: images resist, images exceed, images migrate. 
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Like a cinematographic editing idea but with different media, we 
propose then a journey, a wandering that knots and nests between three 
intersections, affirming not only the dynamism of thought among images, 
but above all images’ constitutive condition of heterogenesis as a differ-
entiating force where to migrate is simply to open up to the other that 
brings variety. As processes of mutual implication and inclusion, we have 
called these intersections Memory and Archive, Literature and Philosophy, 
and Decolonizing the Image. Opportunities for thought as “betweens” and 
“middles” where, as film and book editors, we want to communicate this 
feeling of precariousness in migration, of being incomplete, and therefore, 
this disposition to become, to be again, and differently. Migrating and not 
perpetuating oneself, never completely realizing or effectuating image 
or thought, making them always incomplete. Being always just passing 
through, inhabiting seasons and atmospheres in the eternity of the instant 
where something unthinkable can unfold and be expressed. 

Thinking with and between. The moving aspect of thought that be-
comes matter vibrating in the encounter with the body of film. Fleeing, 
becoming im-migrant, errant, fearful that film will close in on itself. Open 
it, let it move, be part of an ecology that passes through the images, but 
is not reduced to a single medium; let it become potent in the encounter 
with heterogeneous materials. More than film, cinematographic intersec-
tions, unexpected encounters with images that force us to think, that move 
thought, that make it migrant, that launch it on adventures interwoven 
with literature, poetry, anthropology, philosophy, music, politics, ecology, 
nature, life...

Migrant Thoughts. Cinematographic Intersections, as a gesture of film 
editing that becomes literary, begins with the interval proposed by Nicole 
Brenez, who puts to us a question about action. What is to be done? is pre-
sented as the question that opens up possibilities to the vital limitation 
of the alienated individual. It’s about putting an end to the life mutilated 
by abuses of power and returning it to its plenitude, as a gesture of resis-
tance. This question motivates the switch from speculation to praxis by such 
filmmakers as Jean-Luc Godard and Masao Adachi. We are challenged to 
think about what happens when the facts morph into information, ques-
tioning the supposed transparency (or lack of it) in communication, and 
raising the problem of falsifications and interventions that take place in this 
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process. Processes of counterinformation have always existed in opposition  
to opaque information, seeking to destroy what intends to be invisibilized to 
expose it in the flesh. 

That libertarian will advances in the first intersection, Memory 
and Archive, and is what drives the filmmaker to make film: someone 
should tell this story, someone should denounce what is going on. Marta 
Rodríguez embodies this intention, giving a voice to those silenced 
by oppressive power structures. Marta and her partner Jorge Silva travel 
around Colombia, meeting peasants and indigenous people. These people  
are the protagonists of their own stories, past and present, and find in 
cinema the chance to be heard and show the everyday tragedies (precar-
ious working and living conditions, discrimination) they are inexorably ex-
posed to. Land, labour and memory are the central themes that resonate 
throughout Rodríguez’s filmography. Carlos Andrés Bedoya Ortiz takes us 
on a journey through her life, films and archive, inquiring into how the re-
lationship between work and memory is established. This relationship im-
plies an approach from discards, essays, recordings, mistakes, secrets, and 
private moments that Marta Rodríguez keeps alive in her Fundación Cine 
Documental/Investigación Social [Documentary Film/Social Investigation 
Foundation]. 

The “archive fever” that brings this intersection alive continues with 
the cinema of Argentine filmmaker Albertina Carri, analyzed by Jens 
Andermann. The images multiply in a maelstrom of reproductions, the 
screen is split and becomes composed, abundant. The visual simultaneity 
seeks to fill in the gaps that history, power and any given government have 
sought to censor. The digitalization of the image thus allows the diverse, 
the anachronistic and the impure to live side by side. The visual branching 
and its compositional richness enable story and aesthetic to meet. This 
is not a mere audiovisual accumulation, but rather a transformation of 
things that occur separately, as that which is conserved can respond to the 
interests of the day or remain on the sidelines to detonate the oppressive 
will of official history. It thus becomes possible to inhabit the absence of 
those that are not present to tell their version of events. 

This void can also operate as a starting point for a sensitive construc-
tion. In fact it modulates and is at the same time the starting point and con-
tinuation of our second intersection, Literature and Philosophy. Portuguese 
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filmmaker Pedro Costa refers to the void when he portrays anonymous 
communities. “The void between us is what makes the film.” The distance 
between the director and the mutant corps of migrants, the displaced, la-
bourers, and children is the result of the vacant space that allows a possible 
encounter to spring from there. The distance is what permits a rapproche-
ment, a perspective. It is without a full identification with the other that 
a perspective, a portrayal can emerge as a unique mirror. The community 
that those faces make up, they who have left behind their places of belong-
ing and persist amid the fragility, is characterized by being detached but 
still affective. The affect can be nomadic; this exudes from Carolina Villada 
Castro’s pen at the meeting between Pedro Costa and the French writer 
Maurice Blanchot. What is affirmed is the periphery of thought, where 
anonymity gives way to communities for those without community, and 
where we feel the vertigo that the abyss is what brings us closer, noting 
that there cannot be just one world; in the middle of catastrophe and col-
lapse, the world must be multiple. There, in that vortex, one is at the level 
of a gesture that dignifies life, because it knows that life is always foreign, 
inappropriable, and therefore migrant and errant. Life is always alter-life, 
inhabiting border spaces, the limits, where what is real vacillates. 

The artistic and narrative break in the audiovisual model allows us to 
sustain that the figurative gives the place of representation to the immea-
surable. Cloe Masotta shows this in plunging us into the cinematographic 
universe of Venezuelan-Catalan director Andrés Duque. A universe of un-
certainties, where the pertinent form or de-form is the essay, where that 
vacillating movement in which one advances in the thresholds, in the tran-
sit and passage that depends on and penetrates the spaces, in the direction 
of something that always slips away and forces the material. That is, that 
interstitial space, that crack, where the invisible puts tension on the visible, 
where we embrace uncertainties like the heart of all that is migrant, which 
always has something fantastical about it and a potential for transmut-
ing the real, where the spectral and the figurative can offer us a reconcil-
iation with the times we are living. Times in which bodies become ritual, 
trance, medium and voyage. Cloe Masotta embodies this tension, passes, 
insists, and migrates; from the universe of Andrés Duque she drags us to 
the dazzling potential of the writing of the Catalan author Mercè Rodoreda 
in La mort i la primavera [Death in Spring]. There a fold opens up like an 
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intersection between cinema and literature, like a clearing in the woods 
that calls itself a common space, where the border area, the utopian, the 
other towards which one migrates, becomes a dwelling in which the invisi-
ble lives and becomes manifest. 

As a last gesture in the Literature and Philosophy intersection, Carlos M. 
Videla writes about how in Undergrowth experimental US filmmaker Robert 
Todd creates a sensitive experiment that ceaselessly migrates and oscil-
lates between literature and philosophy. It traces a movement that insists 
on the logic of the thresholds, where we are presented with the potency 
of the editing between heterogeneous fragments that open unexpected 
intervals for thought from the poetic and conceptual figure and charac-
ter of the owl. The bird’s blindness intensifies the impossibility of com-
prehending its animal being, and the filmmaker-hunter gets involved  
in the challenge of portraying, as a creative invention, a body that inhabits  
the space under the logic of the perceptive anomaly. The poetic image and the 
cinematographic image dance between the materiality and the ethereal, 
oscillating between the visible and the evoked, which always remains hid-
den in the shadows of what cannot be represented. The potential of the 
poetic invades the body and mind, proposing inhabiting reality in a state 
of constant questioning, suspicion as its standard. Moving in the space as 
a seeing person, suspecting the images that are presented to our educated 
eyes by culture, means taking on the adventure of our rationality cracking, 
and letting into that crack the multiple potential of the poetic experiment. 

The final intersection, Decolonizing the Image, displaces us to a “be-
tween,” in which the migrant gesture advances in the direction of other 
worlds, ontologies, and epistemologies, where our Western whiteness is 
questioned by creative forces from the Pacific. Cinema meets anthropol-
ogy when we come across the audiovisual work produced by the Karrabing 
indigenous collective of Australia, in the text by Tess Lea and Elizabeth A. 
Povinelli, or Maori filmmaker Nova Paul’s colourful gestures, which Tessa 
Laird writes about. These blocks of text, like circumstances approaching 
each other, focus on the potential of perception itself migrating, making it 
an otherness in itself. To decolonize the image is to open up to possibilities 
of migration of the senses, to intersections where the perceptive matrixes 
that anchor and petrify the bodies from a modern rationality can open up 
to variations, where cinema abandons the poverty of being a window to 
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the world and, instead, transmutes into a medium, a passage for the pro-
liferation of worlds. Decolonizing the image goes against the current of 
logics of belonging, possessing and dominating from which we can affirm 
that the world is always multiverse, an infinite variation in constant migra-
tion and transformation.

As Tess Lea and Elizabeth A. Povinelli show, in the cinema of the 
Karrabing indigenous collective our senses are attacked by the “impro-
vised realism” of fables where the image vacillates and evades capture by 
an ultimate meaning. A gesture of disorientating Western perceptions in 
the direction of the establishment of another world. A cinema as a rela-
tional practice and formation of a social existence and a land, where the 
experience of a unique reality comes true thanks to collaborations that do 
not aspire to homogenize or unify and which, in turn, encourage the active 
and creative maintenance of a collective memory as cultural maintenance 
that resists the constant threat of the strangulation of a people. A realism 
of life experience, which insists that politics is a question of perception and 
should function as an “open book,” where gestures do not “hide intentions, 
but reveal potential actions, establishing possibilities of much agency,” 
increasing potential. The Karrabing collective perseveres in making im-
age a gesture of resistance, in refusing to let this operate as a translation 
machine between worlds. Nothing translates the image, and therefore, it 
owes satisfaction to no one in terms of wills and expectations of interpre-
tation. The image is the gesture of migration, it is in itself an occasion of 
perceptual passage where worlds and possible worlds are experienced. 

This is what Nova Paul also proposes and what Tessa Laird shows in 
her text, when she makes us feel that colour itself has the potency for per-
ceptive variation that can help us leave behind Western ocularcentrism 
and move towards a hapticity where we receive the film itself as skin/
membrane, as a complex of surfaces where colour is nomadic, where a pol-
itics of colour between dying and resisting can be installed. Resisting an-
nihilation by dying life with colour in the homophonic play between “dye” 
and “die.” A kind of reconstruction, a chromic restoration of the world, or 
where worlds can be foreboded, and where the fact resonates that for the 
Uenuku Maoris the god of the rainbow is also the god of war. A sensorium 
is reinvented when it is coloured. A polychromy, opening a polychrony.  
An inflorescence perspective of life as flower power. 
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So it is that, after advancing in the direction of a perceptive between-worlds 
from the Pacific, by way of closing we propose a final interval from Yann 
Beauvais, who leads us back to the materiality of film, to the establishment 
of the procedures of a fold that leads us to the centre of its tradition and 
history. He shows us the intimacy that exists between experimentation 
(experimental film) and improvisation. A crossover and resonance that, 
from our perspective as book and film editors, we connect with the gesture 
of migrating. A migrating, a mutating, a varying from the forms that are al-
ways in deformation. Listening to the whisper of the materialities that tell 
us that there is an endearing, inexorable series and relationship between 
experimenting, improvising and migrating as event forces in life, in film 
and in thought. 

It only remains to say that this kaleidoscopic editorial montage be-
tween intervals and intersections aspires to give consistency to the follow-
ing proposition, which could very well sum up the spirit that inspires us to 
set out to defend in Hambre | espacio cine experimental [Hunger | experi-
mental cinema space]: the image resists, because it is migrant!
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image, fact, action, and 
what remains to be done1

nicole brenez

As a title for a literary work and subsequently a film, the question “What 
is to be done?” has a long history. In 1863, the Russian socialist Nikolay 
Chernyshevsky wrote a utopian novel while in prison called What Is to Be 
Done? Story of the New Men, portraying labour relations in a cooperative 
factory where one of the protagonists, Rakhmetov, is an intrepid, commit-
ted, revolutionary hero. The novel inspired various Russian revolutionaries, 
starting with Lenin, who had already read it in depth by the time he dis-
covered the works of Marx. After a brief outline published in his newspaper 
Iskra (no. 4, 1901), titled “Where to Begin?” Lenin published his own What 
Is to Be Done? in 1902. Here he discussed the problems of the practical or-
ganization of the revolutionary movement, established his theory of the 
vanguard in opposition to the socialist-democrats and leftists, and put 
forward the bases for an organization of professional revolutionaries. His  
treatise concludes with a call to form the vanguard, of which many twen-
tieth-century artists would claim membership. “We have the strong con-
viction that the fourth period will lead to the consolidation of militant 
Marxism … that the true vanguard of the most revolutionary class will re-
place the rearguard of the opportunists.”2 

1  This text was specially written by Nicole Brenez for the Bienal de la Imagen en Movimiento 
2018, event produced by the Universidad Nacional de Tres de Febrero. —Ed.
2  Lenin, Vladimir, Que faire ? [1902], trans. Jean-Jacques Marie, Paris, Éditions du Seuil, 1966, p. 242. 
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In 1914, actor and trade unionist Joseph Leon Weiss made What Is to 
Be Done?, transposing Chernychevsky’s fable onto US territory.3 In 1970, 
a collective of Chilean and US filmmakers—Saul Landau, James Becket, 
Raúl Ruiz, and Niva Serrano—shot a feature film called ¿Qué hacer?, a doc-
umented fiction foreshadowing the CIA’s role in the coup that overthrew 
Salvador Allende. In January of the same year, Jean-Luc Godard published 
in the UK the emblematic manifesto of his Marxist-Leninist period, “What 
Is to Be Done?” In the 1990s, a Jean-François Richet script, Merde in France, 
took the alternative title Que faire? In 1996, the Moravia-born filmmaker 
Karel Vachek made Co dělat? (Cesta z Prahy do Českého Krumlova aneb Jak jsem 
sestavoval novou vládu) [What Is to Be Done? (A Journey from Prague to Český 
Krumlov, or How I Formed a New Government), 216 minutes], an essay on 
the Czech Republic after 1989, perspectives of political leaders and the 
media’s role in civil society. From some references we can observe the 
the recurring use of the fundamental question “What Is to Be Done?” tends 
to apply to a period of great violence and upheaval in the country in ques-
tion. “What Is to Be Done?” becomes an emblematic question of a commit-
ment arising from a theoretical and political position, varying broadly from 
Chernyshevsky to Lenin, but always maintaining an activist connection 
with a historical situation. 

i. “what is to be done?” / “what is not to be done?”  
two marxist manifestos 

a. genesis of jean-luc godard’s manifesto

Godard’s “What Is to Be Done?,” originally written in French as “Que faire?,” 
appeared in English in the first issue of the British journal Afterimage (April 
1970), co-directed by Simon Field and Peter Sainsbury, and produced by 
Peter Whitehead, filmmaker, writer and editor. This exemplary journal de-
voted each issue to different experimental and avant-garde cinematogra-
phies, exploring early cinema and guerrilla film. The cover of the first issue, 

3  See Shull, Michael Slade, Radicalism in American Silent Films, 1909–1929: A Filmography and 
History, Jefferson, NC, McFarland, 2009, p. 185.
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dedicated to “Film and Politics,” was in itself a theoretical platform and a 
visual synthesis: it took its motif—a French policeman pointing his gun—
from a photograph taken from the image bank used to make the French 
Ciné-tracts series in 1968, accentuating its granular appearance, in the style 
of the typical structural investigations of 1970s British experimental film 
(Malcolm Le Grice, Peter Gidal, Mike Dunford, etc.). The founding connec-
tion between activist commitment and artistic pursuit was thus declared 
from the outset. Simon Field and Peter Sainsbury describe the intellectual 
context of the writing of Jean-Luc Godard’s manifesto: 

We met at the University of Essex, a new university that had been a 
hotbed of political radicalism in the late 1960s. We were both part of  
a very active, very open university cinema there, and for the first time we 
thought about creating a film journal. When we left for London, we de-
cided to create our own publication, Afterimage. The project got started 
thanks to funding and support from the filmmaker Peter Whitehead. 
Various film magazines, modest in size and politically radical, were ap-
pearing on campus. There was also Cinema, Cinemantics, Cinim and Cinema 
Rising. With their politically and aesthetically radical positions, almost 
all of them were a reaction to what they perceived as the conservative 
positions of Sight and Sound and Movie, taking sides with the new inde-
pendent cinema and underground cinema. Those were the positions we 
tried to develop in the first issues of Afterimage. So the first issue, pub-
lished in April 1970, had on its cover an emblematic image from the Ciné-
tracts, and in the index there were texts by or about Glauber Rocha, Peter 
Whitehead, the English producer Tony Garnett, the “rediscovery” of Dziga 
Vertov, and the radical news bulletins produced at the time in the USA, 
Italy and France. This issue also included in its centre pages a compilation 
of texts about the films of the Dziga Vertov Group and the figures of Jean-
Luc Godard and his partner Jean-Pierre Gorin, who were exemplary to us. 
With the exception of the “What Is to Be Done?” manifesto, these texts 
were translations from other sources. 
Some kind of contextualization is necessary here. In 1969, at the Institute 
of Contemporary Arts (ICA) in London, a conference was held on the need 
for new forms and new distribution circuits for independent and radical 
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cinema. One of the consequences was the creation of a new distribution 
company, The Other Cinema, of which Peter was the first employee. The 
Other Cinema went on to become the distributor for the films of the 
Dziga Vertov Group and Godard, such as Le Gai Savoir [Joy of Learning]. 
Peter knew Mo and Irving Teitelbaum, and those two were our connec-
tion to Godard. Mo had participated in the initiative at the ICA confer-
ence and Irving, her husband, was a lawyer and on the board of Kestrel 
Films, co-producer Tony Garnett’s company, which in 1969 had backed 
the production of British Sounds for Thames Television. More than Tony, 
it was Irving who, as we understood it, had the role of producer, if there 
was such a thing. A lot of the sequences in British Sounds were filmed at 
the University of Essex with the participation of university students and 
workers from the Dagenham car plant. Kestrel was also the production 
company for Ken Loach’s early films, including Kes. 
At the same time we were getting Afterimage 1 ready. Mo suggested 
talking to Godard. His handwritten notes and Mo’s translation were the 
immediate and unexpected result. 
Afterimage published thirteen issues, at irregular intervals, between 
1970 and 1987. The loyalty to Godard continued and this showed visibly 
in Afterimage 4, with the publication of Peter Wollen’s essay on Vent d’est 
[Wind from the East], another production by the Dziga Vertov Group.4 

That Jean-Luc Godard was able to write this manifesto with such conviction 
and at the same time with such speed (as seen in the error in the number-
ing: he forgot number 9, so the text has 39 sentences instead of 40) was 
due to his immersion in the principles of Marxism-Leninism since 1967. The 
text takes the literary form and movement of the Ad Feuerbach pamphlets, 
a set of notes written by Karl Marx in 1845, where “ad” means at the same 
time “from” and “against.”

It should be stressed here that the series of critical notes that 
Marx wrote against Ludwig Feuerbach in turn borrowed the form used 

4  Field, Simon and Sainsbury, Peter, “Présentation,” trans. Franck Le Gac, in Collectif (dir.), Jean-Luc 
Godard: Documents, Paris, Centre Pompidou, 2006, p. 144. 
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by Feuerbach himself. His Vorläufige Thesen zur Reform der Philosophie 
[Provisional Theses for a Reform of Philosophy] (1842) are organized into 
numbered and frequently brief paragraphs. Without even mentioning 
mathematics or physics, that is, the exact sciences, a double philosoph-
ical model for this organization into numbered fragments can be found 
in Spinoza’s Ethics (which allowed Feuerbach to move away from Hegel); 
and in fragments of the authors of the Athenaeum, the organ of German 
Romanticism. The geometrical work of the parataxis and the web of refer-
ences is at odds with the “Latin” rhetoric organization, demanding factual-
ity, observation, reason, exactitude and veracity. The numerical division by 
tableaux, playlets and moments reigns in Godard’s work: Vivre sa vie (film 
en douze tableaux) [My Life to Live] (1962); Une femme mariée (Fragments d’un 
film tourné en 1964) [A Married Woman] (1964); Masculin Féminin (15 faits pré-
cis) (1966); Six fois deux (sur et sous la communication) (1976); Le Rapport Darty 
(1989); Histoire(s) du cinéma (1988–1998); Le Livre d’image [The Image Book] 
(2018). Going against novelistic narrative logics, the numbered structure 
removes the work from the area of demonstration and essay, claiming an 
educational dimension, while also anchoring art in the materialistic philo-
sophical tradition of Spinoza, Feuerbach and Marx. 

Unpublished in Marx’s lifetime, the eleven theses on Feuerbach were 
found, published and celebrated by Friedrich Engels as “the first document 
in which is deposited the brilliant germ of the new world outlook.”5 Why do 
these pages, new tablets of the law, seem so important? Because in them 
Marx transposes to politics the critical principle invented by Feuerbach. 
Feuerbach had stated: God does not exist, he is no more than man’s pro-
jection of his own spiritual needs in an artificially autonomized sphere, the 
world falsely divided into earth and heaven. Marx transposes Feuerbach’s 
critical reasoning to the world of labour, where a false division prevails be-
tween the life force of individuals and the alienated life. Here, effectively, 
is the germ of Marx’s philosophy, but also that of Theodor W. Adorno, 
Guy Debord and so many others who, in turn, cry out for an end to the 

5  Marx, Karl, Œuvres III. Philosophie, ed. by Maximilien Rubel, Paris, Gallimard, Bibliothèque de la 
Pléiade, 1982, p. 1022. 
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mutilated life and the recovery of a full life. Marx’s eleven theses constitute 
an attempt to go beyond Feuerbach, and therefore the emancipatory con-
text of the 1840s. Marx named this surpassing of Feuerbach “praxis.” Praxis 
is the qualitative leap of the critical intellect towards a concrete action that 
results in the eleventh thesis: “The philosophers have only interpreted the 
world in various ways; the point, however, is to change it.”6 

Godard’s manifesto, in which the “idealist conception” plays the same 
role as Feuerbach in Marx’s notes, transposes in turn the Marxist logic  
to the terrain of cinema: turning representation into action follows in  
cinema the same process undertaken by Marx to transform “traditional 
philosophy” into “critical philosophy,” that is, speculation in praxis.

b. genesis of masao adachi’s manifesto 

Japanese artist, filmmaker, writer, activist and political prisoner Masao 
Adachi was born in 1939 and continues to work today. Less famous now 
than Jean-Luc Godard, whom he admired greatly, Masao Adachi offers 
us an exemplary oeuvre and trajectory in the history of emancipation.  
We might even say that he is praxis incarnate. He is an exceptional case 
in the history of cinema, an artist whose radical trajectory covers almost  
all the dimensions of the avant-garde (art, politics, theory), whose poetic 
exigency successfully abolished the limits of his discipline, and whose 
work allowed cinema to have a dignified, face-to-face dialogue with collec-
tive history. 

In 1974 Masao Adachi went underground to fight for the Popular Front 
for the Liberation of Palestine, to which he devoted twenty-six years of his 
life. He was arrested in 1997, after three decades of combat in images, in 
the course of which he made Palestinian news bulletins dedicated to the 
Palestinian resistance. Sentenced to three years in prison, Masao Adachi 
spent eighteen months behind bars before being extradited to Japan, 
where he was jailed for a further eighteen months. As the formula used by 
Jean-Luc Godard in the Film Socialisme (2009) posters reminds us, “Liberty 

6  Ibid., p. 1033.
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is expensive.” Masao Adachi paid a very high price, the true budget for pro-
ducing his films, which are as liberating as they are free in form. 

Go Hirasawa, the professor and curator to whom we owe the distribu-
tion of this work in the West, resumes Adachi’s career thus: 

He was born in Fukuoka in 1939. He entered the Department of Fine Arts 
of Nihon University in 1959, where he studied film. He was part of the 
restructuring of the university’s film study group, which was avant-garde 
not only in cinema but also in experimental film in general. In this con-
text he made films that transcended in this period, Wan [The Cup] (1961) 
and Sa-in [The Holeless Vagina] (1963). In parallel, and with the VAN 
Institute for Cinematic Science, Adachi worked with a large number of 
artists such as Genpei Akasegawa, Takehisa Kosugi, Yasunao Tone, Yoko 
Ono, Sho Kazekura, and organized a show called Sa-in no Gi [The Holeless 
Vagine Ceremony]. He collaborated with the Independent Film collective 
through collective projections of works by independent directors, before 
joining Wakamatsu Production. 
Meanwhile, he continued to make his own films. Adachi wrote a lot of 
scripts for Kōji Wakamatsu, particularly: Taiji ga Mitsuryō Suru Toki [The 
Embryo Hunts in Secret] (1966), Fukushûki [New Underground History of 
Japanese Violence, Vengeance Demon] (1967), Kyôsô jôshi-kô [Running in 
Madness, Dying in Love] (1969) and Seizoku [Sex Jack] (1970). Adachi also 
independently produced Gingakei [Galaxy] (1967). In 1968, he acted in the 
Nagisa Ōshima films Kōshikei [Death by Hanging] and Kaette kita yopparai 
[Three Resurrected Drunkards]. He also worked for Sozo-sha, Ōshima’s in-
dependent company, and wrote the script for Shinjuku Dorobō Nikki [Diary 
of a Shinjuku Thief] (1968). In 1969, with Sozo Sha writer Mamoru Sasaki 
and anarchist film critic Masao Matsuda, he co-produced and co-directed 
Ryakushô renzoku shasatsuma [A.K.A. Serial Killer], a film composed from 
shots of landscapes that serial killer Norio Nagayama might have seen. 
In 1971 Adachi, Ōshima and Wakamatsu were invited to International 
Critics’ Week at Cannes. On returning to Japan, Adachi decided to go via 
Palestine, where he produced the internationalist counterinformation 
film Sekigun-PFLP: Sekai senso sengen [The Red Army/PFLP: Declaration 
of World War], a coproduction by the Popular Front for the Liberation of 
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Palestine and members of the Japanese Red Army, including Shigenobu 
Fusako. To show the film, he organized the Red Bus Film Screening Troop, 
which travelled all over Japan. 
As an activist, Adachi conceived and put into practice numerous film the-
ories, both on aesthetics and forms of screening. 
Adachi left Japan in 1974 to devote himself to the Palestinian revolution, 
at the heart of the Japanese Red Army. His activity remained under-
ground until his arrest and incarceration in Lebanon in 1997. 
In 2001 he was extradited to Japan, where he was released after eighteen 
months in prison, although he was forbidden from leaving the country. 
He published Eiga/Kakumei [Cinema/Revolution], an autobiographical 
story in interview format, with Go Hirasawa.7

Adachi made various films during the period when he was barred from 
leaving Japan: Yûheisha-Terorisuto [Prisoner/Terrorist] (2005), which ad-
dresses the subject of the torture of Kozo Okamoto, one of the JRA mem-
bers imprisoned in Lebanon, who went mad to the point that he believed 
he was a dog; Danjiki geinin [Artist of Fasting] (2016), a title that references 
the Kafka story Ein Hungerkünstler [A Hunger Artist] (1922), based on a per-
formance about a hunger strike, which the film uses to examine the history 
of political “performances” and the society of the spectacle. 

Masao Adachi is a filmmaker of the biopower, in the Foucauldian 
sense,8 describing how an oppressive power seizes, torments and mutilates 
bodies which end up subjugated despite themselves. This defines the com-
ponents of his film work: the post-surrealist experimental component and 
the fictional component, which describe collective psychic mutilations, us-
ing essentially feminine allegories. There is also the documentary compo-
nent, that addresses biopower directly in the fields and the prisons. Lastly, 
the recapitulating component (Prisoner/Terrorist, Artist of Fasting), which 
tells the history of activist somatization practices (suffered in Prisoner/
Terrorist; or intentional, in Artist of Fasting).

7  Hirasawa, Go, Cinémathèque française programme, December 2010.
8  “The old power of death that symbolized sovereign power was now carefully supplanted by the 
administration of bodies and the calculated management of life.” Foucault, Michel, La Volonté de 
savoir, Paris, Gallimard, coll. Bibliothèque des Histoires, 1976, p. 183.
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In the context of the history of emancipation film, Masao Adachi 
fights hand-to-hand ceaselessly against “mancipatio.” In Roman law, manci-
patio refers to the action of taking something with the hand to appropriate 
it, accompanied by certain solemn forms. In other words, it is an effective 
dispossession concealed behind a falsifying ritual that renders it legiti-
mate, legal. Mass mancipatio occurs, of course, after conquests and military 
invasions, and from this, as Giambattista Vico reminds us in his De constan-
tia jurisprudentis [Origins of Poetry and Law] (1721), mancipium means “slave” 
and “prisoner.”9 Mancipatio constitutes the very core of injustice within jus-
tice; its symbolic efficacy establishes the force in law. Questioning manci-
patio allows a criticism of the spectacle, not as a production of images and 
simulations, but as an instance that is part of social activities and in the 
register of instruments of oppression, especially in courtrooms, battle-
fields and military ceremonies. Adachi’s life and work are a systematic criti-
cism of the paths of mancipatio: 

 ▷ dispossession of the imaginary,
 ▷ dispossession of singular bodies,
 ▷ tortures and mutilations,
 ▷ and the whole ensemble of falsifying ceremonies that legalize dispos-

session, that is, justice, the State apparatus, and the media system. 

c. two mirrored manifestos

From this perspective, with the concrete effectiveness of the struggle as 
his aim, Adachi enquires in his films into the functions and usefulness of 
images. 

The article “Que ne pas faire  ? Antithèses pour un cinéma militant” 
[What Is Not to Be Done? Antitheses for a Militant Cinema] (April 1971) con-
stitutes a dialogue at the peak of the reflection on activism. Masao Adachi 
lists the different forms of critical cinema (cinema of disillusionment, of 
deconstruction, of reflexivity), then questions the effectiveness of cinema 

9  Vico, Giambattista, Origines du droit et de la poésie [1721], trans. from Latin by C. Henri and  
A. Henry, Langres, Café Clima, 1983, p. 295.
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with his Japanese peers. He returns to his own experience and renews it, in 
the terms of Ad Feuerbach:

In 1968, I and my many comrades of the Protest Committee in favour of 
Seijun Suzuki understood that we have to become auteur-militants. For 
us, the parallel relationship between the auteur and the work and the 
militant realization of such a relationship are the only factors that can 
lead to a movement capable of becoming reality through cinema.10

He calls for a cinema capable of “building bridges” between images and 
the world revolution. Adachi ends his article with a counter-manifesto 
that responds to Jean-Luc Godard’s “What Is to Be Done?” written the year 
before. 

What Is Not to Be Done? Antithesis for a Militant Cinema (Excerpts)
… I will begin by putting forward my antitheses to Godard’s statements in 
“What Is to Be Done?” 

Jean-Luc Godard,  
“What Is to Be Done?”

— Masao Adachi,  
“What Is Not to Be Done?”

We must make political films. 1 We must make activist films.

We must make films politically. 2 We must make films in an activist way.

1 and 2 are antagonist to each other 
and belong to two opposing concep-

tions of the world. 

3 The antagonism between the two visions 
of the world (1 and 2) reflects a decisive 
difference in the conception of the strug-
gle against power.

1 belongs to the idealistic and meta-
physical conception of the world.

4 1 does not seek to exceed the idealistic 
and metaphysical conception of the world 
in the most authentic sense of cine-
matographic expression.

10  Adachi, Masao, “Que ne pas faire ? Antithèses pour un cinéma militant,” in Le bus de la révolu-
tion passera bientôt près de chez toi. Écrits sur le cinéma, la guérilla et l’avant-garde (1963-2010), trans. 
Charles Lamoureux, Pertuis, Éditions Rouge Profond, 2012, p. 69.
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2 belongs to the Marxist and dialectical 
conception of the world.

5 2 exceeds even the Marxist and dialectical 
conception of the world. 

Marxism struggles against idealism 
and the dialectical against the meta-

physical.

6 Marxism struggles against idealism and 
the dialectical against the metaphysical. 
But this struggle is not blind or deaf, and 
cannot settle for the struggle between 
Marxist and metaphysical dialectics. 

This struggle is the struggle between 
the old and the new, between new 

ideas and old ones.

7 This struggle is a struggle of deconstruc-
tion through permanent activism. 

The social existence of men deter-
mines their thought

8 The objectivism of the formula according 
to which the social existence of men deter-
mines their thought must be overcome.

The struggle between the old and the 
new is the struggle of classes.

9 This struggle will be waged in the class 
struggle.

To carry out 1 is to remain a being of 
the bourgeois class.

10 To carry out 1 is to remain in futility.

To carry out 2 is to take up a proletarian 
class position.

11 To carry out 2 is to take up a proletarian 
class position. 

To carry out 1 is to make descriptions of 
situations.

12 If there is no praxis of the struggle, it will 
be impossible to apprehend the situations. 

To carry out 2 is to make a concrete 
analysis of a concrete situation.

13 To carry out 2 is, after making a concrete 
analysis of the concrete situation, to adapt 
cinematographic activities to overcoming 
this situation. 

To carry out 1 is to make British Sounds. 14 We must not make films that allow the 
subsistence of the vestiges of the old 
system. 

 To carry out 2 is to struggle for the 
showing of British Sounds on English 

television.

15 To carry out 2 is to struggle on all fronts, 
concretely and assiduously, towards the 
deconstruction of cinema.

 To carry out 1 is to understand the 
law of the objective world in order to 

explain the world.

16 To carry out 1 is to do what the counter- 
revolution and Stalinist journalism do. 
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To carry out 2 is to understand the 
law of the objective world in order to 

actively transform that world.

17 To carry out 2 is to transform the world 
dialecticizing the factuality (subjective 
analysis of the concrete situation) and 
the action (objective interaction on the 
concrete situation).

To carry out 1 is to describe the wretch-
edness of the world.

18 To carry out 1 is to show myopia and a lack 
of understanding of the misery of the 
world. 

To carry out 2 is to show the people in 
struggle.

19 To carry out 2 does not come down to 
showing the people in struggle.

To carry out 2 is to destroy 1 with the 
weapons of criticism and self-criticism.

20 To carry out 2 is to destroy 1 thanks to the 
relationship between the class struggle 
and individual activism. 

To carry out 1 is to give a complete view 
of events in the name of truth in itself.

21 To carry out 1 is to settle for a circumstan-
tial understanding of the “truth.” 

To carry out 2 is not to fabricate 
over-complete images of the world in 

the name of relative truth.

22 To carry out 2 is not to falsify the world 
and to destroy radically the falsifying and 
illusionist conceptions of the world. 

To carry out 1 is to say how things are 
real (Brecht).

23 1 does not even reach the rank of the 
absurd (=a void).

To carry out 2 is to say how things 
really are (Brecht).

24 To carry out 2 is to overcome the absurd 
(=of the void).

To carry out 2 is to edit a film before 
shooting it, to make it during filming 

and to make it after the filming (Dziga 
Vertov).

25 To carry out 2 is to free the limitations of 
the field of action of film. Film is not the 
valuing of one point of view and it must 
not attribute value. The work of elucida-
tion (according to Godard’s thesis 24) must 
be done not only before, during and after 
the filming but also, and permanently, 
during and after the projections. 

To carry out 1 is to distribute a film 
before producing it.

26 To carry out 1 is to generate a short circuit 
in the relationship between the collective 
struggle and individual militance, it is 
recovered by the political power and 
participates in the reaction. 
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To carry out 2 is to produce a film  
before distributing it, to learn to pro-

duce it following the principle that:
it is production which commands 

distribution, it is politics which  
commands economy.

27 To carry out 2 is to produce an activist film 
and to learn the following principle to 
create a method: all the mechanisms of 
film production and distribution must be 
organized politically. 

To carry out 1 is to film students who 
write: Unity – Students – Workers.

28 To carry out 1 does not allow any pro-
gramme to be established, it does not 
even allow a mere phrase to emerge, a 
word (a voice).

To carry out 2 is to know that unity is a 
struggle of opposites (Lenin), to know 

that two are in one.

29 To carry out 2 is to verify the conditions 
of effectiveness of activism, and that the 
struggle is permanent activism. 

To carry out 2 is to study the contradic-
tions between the classes with images 

and sounds.

30 To carry out 2 is to study the contradictions 
between the classes and the images and 
sounds. 

To carry out 2 is to study the contra-
dictions between the relationships of 
production and the productive forces.

31 To carry out 2 is to study the reality of the 
contradictions of life, denouncing the 
infinite alienation of existence. 

To carry out 2 is to dare to know where 
one is, and where one has come from, 

to know one’s place in the process of 
production in order then to change it.

32 To carry out 2 is to dare to know where one 
is and where one has come from, to know 
one’s place in the production process in 
order to then change it. 

To carry out 2 is to know the history 
of revolution struggles and be deter-

mined by them.

33 To carry out 2 is to know the history of 
revolution struggles and be determined 
by them. 

To carry out 2 is to produce scientific 
knowledge of revolution struggles and 

of their history.

34 To carry out 2 is to produce scientific 
knowledge of revolution struggles and of 
their history.

To carry out 2 is to know that film 
making is a secondary activity, a small 

screw in the revolution.

35 To carry out 2 is not to understand the 
figurative meaning of making cinema, but 
to make cinema itself. 
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To carry out 2 is to use images and 
sounds as teeth and lips to bite with.

36 To carry out 2 is the urgent duty of all 
filmmakers, instead of theorizing about 
how cinema can be made, deconstructing, 
in the truest sense of the term, all the 
mechanisms of cinema. 

To carry out 1 is only to open the eyes 
and the ears.

37 Once again, to carry out 1 does not even 
reach the rank of the absurd (=of the void).

To carry out 2 is to read the reports of 
comrade Kiang Tsing.

38 To carry out 2 is to make the struggles be-
tween the system and activism last, thanks 
to the sincerity of self-criticism. 

To carry out 2 is to be militant. 39 To carry out 2 is to be militant.

The choice of the term “antitheses” connects the text to the great Hegelian 
tradition of investigation into the negative. Indeed, “antithesis” consti-
tutes in dialectics the negative moment, prioritized by all Romantic and 
Baudelairian combatants (like early Marx). In the twentieth century  
the prefix “anti,” like “counter,” was part of the elementary vocabulary  
of the committed artist of the 1960s and 70s, which has its ancient source 
in the “Antichrist,” its Marxist source in Engels’s Anti-Dühring (1878); and its 
cinematographic source in Gil J. Wolman’s L’Anticoncept (1952), a seminal 
work in the history of installations. So what’s so new or contradictory about 
Masao Adachi’s antitheses?

Adachi adds proposals of his own to Godard’s ideas about the shift 
from auteur film to militant film: they are the proposals of a filmmaker 
fighting on the terrain, one who has specialized in the organization of pro-
test collectives, and then guerrilla warfare collectives. His manifesto was 
part of the genesis of the film Sekigun-P.F.L.P: Sekai sensô sengen [The Red 
Army/PFLP: Declaration of World War]. Filmed in the same year with com-
batants of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine in Jordan and 
Lebanon, in 16 mm, this film describes with great documentary simplicity 
the living conditions in Palestinian refugee camps in Shatila and Saïda, the 
proximity of the camps to the wilderness, combat training and the actions 
of guerrilla warfare. The film records the combatants analyzing and pro-
fessing their faith, including the writer Ghassan Kanafani and the iconic 
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guerrilla Leila Khaled, making it a unique and valuable document. It brings 
together three formal forces: documentary description; a theoretical essay 
on counterinformation; and performativity, that is, the transformation of 
representation into action. 

The Red Army/PFLP: Declaration of World War vindicates to a great ex-
tent its condition as an instrument in the revolutionary struggle: the film 
reflects specifically on the need for “propaganda” work, in the etymological 
sense of “thing to propagate,” in opposition to the prevailing disinforma-
tion of the authorized media.

What is propaganda? Firstly, it can be defined as men in struggle who ut-
ter in their own words the true meaning of their struggle … The people of 
South Vietnam have only feeble power, without television or newspapers 
of their own, but they fight with a firm will as their only weapon against 
the imperialist system. And what is happening now? The gigantic propa-
ganda system of the United States is failing to convince the people that 
“the war is just.” American people are getting sick and tired and started 
opposing the war. This is propaganda, our propaganda. Propaganda is 
action and struggle.11

The film explicitly exhorts young people all over the world to join the ranks 
of the proletarian Red Army, to combat imperialism all over the world. 

“What Is Not to Be Done?” announces in text the historical diptych rep-
resented by Adachi’s film and Jean-Luc Godard and Anne-Marie Miéville’s 
Here and Elsewhere (1974). Both are works by theoretical filmmakers who 
ended up joining the Palestinian guerrilla war. Both achieve the necessary 
excess of critical reflection through implementation in the concrete space 
of the struggles, thanks to which critical theory must be transformed, ac-
cording to Marx, “into material strength”12 or, as Véronique interprets it in 
La Chinoise (1967), “into combatant truth.”

11  Text from film.
12  Marx, Karl, Pour une critique de la Philosophie du Droit de Hegel [1844], in Œuvres philosophiques, 
trans. from the German by Louis Évrard, Michel Jacob, Jean Malaquais, Claude Orsoni, Maximilien 
Rubel and Suzanne Voute, Paris, Gallimard, coll. Bibliothèque de La Pléiade, 1982, p. 390.
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ii. two visual treatises  
about counterinformation 

With Alberto Cavalcanti’s programmatic Rien que les heures [Nothing but 
Time] (1926) as a shared forerunner, there are many masterpieces of visual 
reflection on counterinformation, in the form of recapitulation, educa-
tional film or problematization. To give some diverse examples: episodes 
10, 11 and 12 of La hora de los hornos [The Hour of the Furnaces] (1968) by 
Octavio Getino and Fernando Solanas; the Newsreel film Summer 68 (1968); 
Medium Cool by Haskell Wexler (1969); Speaking Directly by Jon Jost (1974); 
Quand on aime la vie, on va au cinéma by the Cinéthique Group (1975); Maso 
et Miso vont en bateau by Carole Roussopoulos, Delphine Seyrig, Ioana 
Wieder and Nadja Ringart (1976); and Historia de un cine comprometido  
by Emilio Rodríguez (1983). A more recent example is Newsreel 55 (2013) by 
Nika Autor, Marko Bratina, Ciril Oberstar and Jurij Meden, which prolongs 
the Markeresque reflection on images. But one of the most profound mo-
ments of reflection that cinema has seen was the Dziga Vertov Group’s un-
finished Jusqu’à la victoire [Until Victory/Thinking and Working Methods of 
the Palestinian Revolution], taken up by Ici et ailleurs [Here and Elsewhere] 
and by The Red Army/PFLP: Declaration of World War by Masao Adachi, pro-
duced by Kōji Wakamatsu; a crucial ensemble for history in terms of activ-
ist filmmaking’s capacity for immediate action and reflection. 

Factually, the theoretical and practical principles and the formal 
imaginary of Masao Adachi and his comrades is structured through films 
such as those of the Dziga Vertov Group, the first to be screened in Japan. 
The Red Army/PFLP: Declaration of World War and subsequent activity (the 
frequent filming in 16 mm of cinema newsreels, lost in 1982 during a 
bombing raid in Beirut) embodies certain slogans launched by the Dziga 
Vertov Group: 

…this is what art and literature can become, just as Lenin wanted, a little 
living screw in the mechanism of the revolution. In short, then, not to 
show a wounded fedayee, but to show how this wound will help the poor 
peasant. The road to achieving such a goal is long and hard, because, 
since the invention of photography, imperialism has made cinema to 
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prevent the victims of its oppression from making it. It has made images 
to disguise the reality of the masses that it itself oppressed. Our task is to 
destroy those images and learn to construct other, simpler ones, to serve 
the people, and so that the people may in turn make use of them.13 

It is all the more moving to discover the hypotheses that Masao Adachi for-
mulated thirty years later about the “failure” of Jusqu’à la victoire, which he 
attributed to the new connection with the dominant image created from 
the hostage-taking in Munich in 1972. 

In his text “The Testament that Godard Has Never Written. A Reflection 
 on Ici et ailleurs” (2002), Masao Adachi confirms the affinity of political 
and psychic visions among the members of the Dziga Vertov Group and 
Japanese activists:

Ici et ailleurs manifests a spirit that we shared with comrades all over  
the world, mobilized as we were by the march towards the creation of 
a new world. The film recounts the shadows of the historical time and 
space as we lived it back then. It is an account that demonstrates the 
painful road travelled by those who marched without halt in the middle 
of those shadows, towards a confiscated goal.14

Nonetheless, from the point of view of the terrain itself, we could add that 
Godard and Gorin constantly ran into problems with political interlocutors 
and did not want to submit their project to Fatah (Yasser Arafat’s nation-
alist organization), while Adachi, who worked precisely in the political 
framework of the alliance between the Japanese Red Army and the PFLP 
(Georges Habache’s Marxist-Leninist, and therefore internationalist, orga-
nization), continued to set out his production conditions, free to choose his 
cinematographic initiatives. 

13  Godard, Jean-Luc, “Manifeste,” El Fatah, July 1970. David Faroult reproduces, contextualizes and 
analyzes this text in Brenez, Nicole et al. (ed.), Jean-Luc Godard, Documents, Paris, Éditions du Centre 
Pompidou, 2006, pp. 138–140. See also Faroult, David, “Du vertovisme du Groupe Dziga Vertov.  
À propos d’un manifeste méconnu et d’un film inachevé (Jusqu’à la victoire),” ibid., pp. 134–137.
14  In Le bus de la révolution passera bientôt près de chez toi. Écrits sur le cinéma, la guérilla et l’avant-
garde (1963-2010), op. cit., pp. 194 et seq.
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The existence of Adachi’s films brings us to the “failure” of the film 
shot in Palestine titled Jusqu’à la victoire (Méthodes de pensée et de travail de 
la révolution palestinienne) [Until Victory: Thinking and Working Methods 
of the Palestinian Revolution] by Jean-Luc Godard, Jean-Pierre Gorin  
and director of photography Armand Marco in 1970, as Godard stages and 
edits it in the self-critical film Here and Elsewhere (1974). These two works, 
Declaration of World War and Here and Elsewhere, form a crucial diptych in 
history in terms of the immediate capacity for action and reflection of com-
mitted cinema. 

As for the energy of “L’Antithèse,” Here and Elsewhere and The Red Army/
PFLP: Declaration of World War are not part of counterinformation but part 
of a broader logic of counter-discourse: they seek to question the forms of 
the Logos and the role of images in the history of emancipation. But both 
films express two very diverse conceptions of the effectiveness of the im-
age. We could sum up this difference thus: Adachi’s film works the proper-
ties of affirmation, while Godard and Gorin’s film (taken up later by Godard 
and Miéville) works those of the question. 

Of Godard and Gorin’s initial project only texts and raw material have 
been preserved, represented as such in Here and Elsewhere. But the aim 
remains clear between both: to reject submission to political discourse—
perhaps that of the PLO—and to learn to make images. Faced with the 
imperialist creed that cinema shows what is real, it is necessary to learn to 
work the connection between the images themselves and between images 
and sound. 

This activist conception of representation is based on a principle 
taken from Bertolt Brecht, that of the incomplete image. 

In 1937, in Me-ti, Buch der Wendungen [Me-Ti, The Book of Changes], 
Brecht writes: 

Me-ti said: “It is the whole world that produces an image, but the image 
does not register the whole world. It is better to attach judgments to ex-
periences than to other judgements, if judgements are to have the pur-
pose of ruling over things.” Me-ti was against the construction of overly 
complete world images.15 

15  Brecht, Bertolt, Me-ti, Livre des retournements (1937), translation by Bernard Lortholary, Paris, 
L’Arche, 1968, p. 48. 
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Godard was inspired by this paragraph of Brecht’s to write precept 22 of the 
manifesto “What Is to Be Done?” (“not to fabricate over-complete images 
of the world in the name of relative truth”), which governs the unchained 
style of the films of the Dziga Vertov Group, and which Masao Adachi takes 
up in his manifesto “What Is Not to Be Done?” For a creator of images, not 
only is it important to constantly confront one’s critical invention with the 
reifying instructions coming from supposed collective representations, 
but above all to conceive and occupy the symbolic field in another way.  
An unchaining and re-foundation are at stake: representation is not lim-
ited to imitating, validating, confirming, comforting, but works to analyze, 
dissipate, modify, destroy. 

Masao Adachi keenly picks up on the most explicit symptom presid-
ing over such a counter-discourse in Godard and Gorin: it is the principle 
of the “black screen,” that is, he summarizes, “the expression of a message 
through silence.”16

From the motif of the blackboard in La Chinoise (1967), passing through 
the black shots of Pravda (1969) and Luttes en Italie (1970) which systematize 
praxis, the emblematic figure of the critical new beginning is, in fact, the 
black image. Its invention is extracted from the living sources of Lettrism, 
especially Gil J. Wolman’s L’Anticoncept (1951), a projection of a black and 
white flicker on a weather balloon, whose soundtrack begins by estab-
lishing a history of the formal invention of film, from Auguste Lumière 
through to Wolman himself. Violent and polysemous, the black image in 
Godard guarantees simultaneously and alternately seven functions. It: 

 ▷ symbolizes the way in which ideology darkens the world,
 ▷ breaks the chain of representations,
 ▷ erects a barricade against typical images,
 ▷ shows the impossibilities of producing a revolutionary image of a cap-

italist world,
 ▷ leaves time for reflection,
 ▷ supports listening to the sound,
 ▷ leaves a place for images whose realization we do not yet know about.  

16  Adachi, Masao, Le bus de la révolution passera bientôt près de chez toi, op. cit., p. 195.
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The dialogue between the types of images assigns a special space to the 
virtual, the conditional, the absent, the negative, the unacceptable. 

The black image constitutes the most manifest plastic element in a 
relation that is non-mimetic, non-reproductive of images in the world; be-
cause it is not a question of reproducing it but changing it. 

The Red Army/PFLP: Declaration of World War is also presented as a the-
oretical essay: renaming “counterinformation” as “propaganda,” in the way 
in which Fauvist painters accepted the pejorative name fauve [wild beast], 
the film contrasts documentary descriptions, its slogans and archive foot-
age with the ideological machinery constructed by capitalism as a whole. 

Every image is an argument, whether visual, verbal (printed or oral), 
or musical. Thus, the shots do not clash with each other, but rather they all 
enter into a struggle against the same enemy. Where Godard and Miéville 
worked on forms of visual conflict, Adachi concentrates, in contrast, on the 
elimination of barriers between the forms: here, without even a need for 
words, the visual description of the landscape becomes an argument about 
exile, the report of everyday activities of the Palestine people in exile be-
comes an international accusation, and as a whole, a film that theoretically 
reflects the world becomes a declaration of war; that is, performativity 
taken to its highest form of historic violence. The Red Army/PFLP: Declaration 
of World War brings together the roles of document, defence, pamphlet, 
manifesto, and theoretical essay, constituting a core piece of activist 
filmmaking. 

It should be noted that, within the terrain of apotropaic powers (resis-
tance to physical disappearance or disappearance in the memory), Adachi, 
who worked for decades to forge a visual archive of the Palestinian struggle 
so it would not be forgotten, had the elegance to reveal in his 2002 article 
only the positive elements of the Dziga Vertov Group’s film. In contrast, 
Here and Elsewhere is hard on itself, as it questions the danger in which it 
could have placed the fedayeen in repeatedly filming their journeys be-
tween the fronts. 

What can we retain, in terms of the images’ connection to factuality 
and action, of the two textual manifestos, of the two visual treatises, of the 
very careers of Jean-Luc Godard and Masao Adachi?
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iii. theoretical elements.  
connections between facts, event and information

Let us specify the differences in the nature of four instances and terms that 
the communication industry seeks to confuse. 

 ▷ The noumenon: is what happens itself, the hard core that precedes 
any act of perception, experience and historicity, where one is not on 
the plane of the symbolic. 

 ▷ The fact: one can estimate that, as long as life and death exist, the 
world will not be reduced to a polymorphous circulation of heteroclite 
signs, and that factuality will remain. However, such a thing as a “fact,” 
epistemology has taught us, does not exist itself; a “fact” emerges 
from a coming together of beliefs to which we provisionally adhere. 
“A theory is never in agreement with all the facts it covers, and yet, it 
is not always the theory that is at fault. The facts themselves are con-
structs of the most ancient ideologies, and a break between facts and 
theories can be a sign of progress.”17 Paul Feyerabend’s statement de-
velops (and confirms, thanks to numerous historic examples) in the 
scientific field Louis Althusser’s analysis: a science, Althusser writes, 
“does not work on pure and objective ‘data,’ which would be that of 
pure and absolute ‘facts.’ Its work consists, on the contrary, of elab-
orating its own scientific facts, through a critique of ideological ‘facts’ 
elaborated by the previous ideological theoretical practice.”18 (Both 
were inspired by Kant, who in the preface to his Critique of Pure Reason 
summarizes the history of the sciences in the light of criticism: “…rea-
son does not see what it produces itself according to its own plans 
and must take the lead with the principles that its judgements de-
termine, in accordance with immutable laws, this must oblige nature 
to respond to its questions and not get carried away, so to speak, by 
itself.”)19 Transposed to the aesthetic field, this critique of the “ob-

17  Feyerabend, Paul, Contre la méthode. Esquisse d’une théorie anarchiste de la connaissance, trans. 
Baudouin Jurdant and Agnès Schlumberger, Paris, Seuil, 1979, p. 55.
18  Althusser, Louis, Pour Marx, Paris, Maspero, 1967, p. 187.
19  Kant, Emmanuel, Critique de la raison pure, preface to the second edition [1787], trans. André 
Tremesaygues and Bernard Pacaud, Paris, PUF, 1975, p. 17.
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jective fact” makes it possible to approach fundamental aspects 
of phenomena and constitute the instrumental counterpart of a 
Proustian definition: to take up and perhaps understand “that aggre-
gate of reasonings that we call vision.”20

 ▷ The event: of the phenomenological order (in opposition to the nou-
menonic), this consists of the subjective and social focus of the “fact”; 
it is equal to the form in which this resonates in the intellect and the 
consciousness, both individual and collective. The transposition of 
fact into event opens up the possibility of addressing it, apprehending 
it, ultimately uttering it, recounting it, staging it. The event is there-
fore what passes from the “fact” to the intelligible and confronts what 
is sayable and unsayable. 

 ▷ The information: is the transformation of the event (and not of the 
fact directly) into transmissible content, and the sometimes complex 
work of transformation that is done in this process. 

 
In principle, one can conceive a transparent vectorization between these 
four ontic and phenomenological dimensions, the noumenon / the fact / 
the event / the information. Such (ideological) transparency is postu-
lated in the everyday life of the information industry, whether written or 
audiovisual. 

It can be observed from this that industrial information equals the 
kingdom of disinformation, that is, the implementation of numerous pro-
cesses, including: 

1. The postulate of transparency
On the one hand, it makes believe in some relation between the fact and 
the information, to the point of defending a relationship of synonymy be-
tween these two terms; on the other hand, it reserves for one organization, 
that of professional journalists, expertise in terms of factuality; and finally, 
it overlaps the fact and the “new,” which is visible in the use, in English, of 
the term “newsreel,” in French and other languages in the term “journal” 
[newspaper], putting medium- and long-term processes into second place. 

20  Proust, Marcel, Le Côté de Guermantes [1922], Paris, Gallimard, Pléiade, 1954, p. 419.
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One defensive strategy would be to re-introduce here the terminology 
of the “gazette,” a noun that spread in the sixteenth century in reference 
to a periodical publication related to a work of information, and which 
stems etymologically from the Italian “gazzetta,” the coin used to buy this  
publication. Replacing the term “gazetteer” with “journalist” makes it 
possible to repatriate all the imaginary of trade and falsification in the 
terminology, to protect oneself mentally from the effects of reality (in the 
meaning that Roland Barthes gives it) produced by information. 

2. The generalized approach
One may recall in this sense the maieutic that Jean-Luc Godard practiced 
one day in May 1982, when he made news presenter Philippe Labro (a 
professional writer and journalist who acted in Made in USA, 1966) confess 
live on air that he didn’t strictly know anything about the situation about 
which he was “informing,” “recounting”—on this occasion, the Falklands/
Malvinas War. Philippe Labro, Jean-Luc Godard concludes, is not then a 
journalist but a “speaker,” a propagator. 

3. The lethal selection
It consists of ignoring, intentionally or otherwise, whole sections of factual-
ity, and allowing them to be ignored, unknown or forgotten. 

4. Diverse falsifications
Let us remember that as early as the second filmic creation of a “news-
reel,” on 7 September 1894, the “fact” was entirely staged: a boxing 
match between James Corbett and Peter Courtney, planned to last until  
the sixth round, the duration of the film, and conclude with victory for the 
favourite.21

5. The invention of “facts” ex nihilo
In this sense, the report presented to the UN on 12 September 2002 by 
Colin Powell to justify a “pre-emptive war” against Iraq is symbolic of the 
work of contemporary information. The euphemism “alternative facts,” 

21  Fielding, Raymond, The American Newsreel. 1911–1967, Norman, Oklahoma, University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1972, p. 10.
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coined in January 2017 by an advisor to Donald Trump to replace the term 
“lies,” constitutes its current semantic institutionalization. 

Throughout history and in all environments, including that of in-
formation professionals, we find efforts to rectify, call into question, and 
update the relations between factuality, eventalism and broadcast. The 
dynamics of these initiatives are interconnected. 

 ▷ In the long term, they engage the possibility of a History that is not 
reduced to its functions of ideological instrument. 

 ▷ In the medium term, they engage the critical work of historians (who 
in principle should guarantee the return to the establishment and 
putting facts in perspective as opposed to their political instrumen-
tation). By “historians,” moreover, we do not only mean the group of 
professionals specializing in this subject. 

 ▷ In the short and immediate term:
 ▷ On the level of the fact, they engage the endless battle for fac-

tuality, that is, the struggle to prevent forgetting before the 
partial and lethal selection made by the media industry. Almost 
nothing reaches the consciousness of these snippets of lived ex-
perience, and this occurs as much in the present as in the past. 

 ▷ On the level of the event, it is a question of rectifying falsifi-
cations in progress. One canonical example is offered by René 
Vautier in his film Marée noire et colère rouge. On 16 March 
1978, the Amoco Cadiz, a very large US crude tanker sailing  
under the Liberian flag, ran aground off the west coast of Brittany.  
The French government broadcast that the situation was under 
control, that there was no spill. René Vautier found a helicopter 
and filmed the black slick spreading out behind the tanker. The 
film constructs an extremely eloquent alternate montage be-
tween State discourse (the news bulletin) and the facts. 

But can we from hereon sustain the traditional duo formed by disinforma-
tion and counterinformation? The documentation of facts is experiencing 
exponential expansion and acceleration: it appears and is spread proba-
bly in more counterinformation films in a nanosecond today than in the 
whole history of cinema. This is why we can today speak of Ur-information, 
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originary and primary information: originary in that it chronologically pre-
cedes official information; primary in the sense that the media industry 
increasingly uses it as material. 

However, this Ur-information comes from numerous sources. Today we 
think of course about the internet, but it also corresponds to the day-to-day 
of certain major reporters, who see their difficult and sometimes tragic 
work mutilated in various ways in the course of the broadcast process. This 
was the case of Fabien Thelma, who resigned from his position on a rolling 
news network, and to whom this text is dedicated.

Can the abundance of initiatives replace the organization today? 
What sparks of effectiveness remain for counterinformation in a society of 
control?

iv. history.  
counterinformation and formal creations

Positioned on the threshold of the intelligible and the transmissible, coun-
terinformation offers a laboratory for the creation of forms of discourse 
(verbal, visual, etc.). How can we conceive of the deep solidarity between 
taking care of factuality and some of the most profound questions that 
concern art: the describable, the expressible, the organization of discourse, 
the criticism of signs and of languages, the articulations between repre-
sentation and action, and so on?

In this regard, what can we learn from historic experiences in practical 
organization, formal work, and diffusion of counterinformation?

For this, we have to establish the history of counterinformation initia-
tives. There follows a brief outline of their history and definition. 

a. defining characteristics  
and variable features of counterinformation 

The defining characteristics that we can observe in the history of film coun-
terinformation initiatives include:
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 ▷ a relation of immediacy with the present of events and struggles that 
translates into a call to action; 

 ▷ the documentation of a fact or situation that is ignored, hidden or fal-
sified by the dominant media;

 ▷ the expression of a critical point of view not represented by the domi-
nant media;

 ▷ a reflection in situ on the role of images and representations in history; 
 ▷ a work that is exercised over time and is manifested in serial form;
 ▷ and often, an optional but frequent feature: a title or graphic presen-

tation framing establishes a formal point of reference, such as televi-
sion news bulletins; in some cases, a format, a framing (for example, 
a duration or sequence) homogenously accommodates different 
contents. But unlike in the dominant media, the stylistic framing and 
title make explicit an editorial and political line: “Prokino” (proletarian 
cinema), “Ciné-tracts,” “Camera War”…

From this platform there exist numerous variable features whose existence 
is testimony to the formal liberation realized by counterinformation. Such 
variations may be seen in: 

 ▷ speculative choices: pure factuality / analysis / placing in historical 
perspective, 

 ▷ formal choices: documentary / fiction / essay / poetry / song,
 ▷ logistical choices: duration / format / support / means of production / 

fabrication / reception. 

The most eloquent corpus in this sense is that of the newsreels created 
under Jonas Mekas’s initiative in New York in 1967: from grotesque parody 
of news bulletins (Yippie!, 1968) to phantasmatic parable (Make Out, 1969), 
from plastic installation (The Great Society, 1967) to political manifesto (Off 
the Pig, 1967), from simple recording to geopolitical analysis of racism 
(Repression, 1970), Mekas explores the formal extension of the styles of 
counterinformation. 

In law, counterinformation has no limits, since it is precisely a question 
of leaving the Logos, the Discourse of the Law, and the Discourse as law. 
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b. some historic milestones

A political problem immediately emerges: can we talk about counterin-
formation when this is produced in the context of the State, revolutionary 
or otherwise, such as in the case of Dziga Vertov and his Kino-Pravda, or 
Santiago Álvarez with his Cuban newsreels? The answer to this is at least 
threefold:

 ▷ No, in the sense that the information comes from an official body;
 ▷ Yes, if the revolutionary information is placed in its historical con-

text; in opposition to the past of the Tsarist newspapers (Vertov) or 
American newspapers (Álvarez); in opposition to the present of capi-
talist, imperialist information; in resonance with the future of the col-
lectives for which they constitute sources of inspiration;

 ▷ In fact, the answer demands greater documentation, specifying the 
authentically critical character of counterinformation according to  
the situation. For example, Dziga Vertov and his cruel lack of resources 
is not quite the same status as Alexander Medvedkin and his Film-
Train of the State. Here, the responses must be documented in each 
case, which also depend on the political positions of the historian, de-
pending on whether the historian accepts the idea of a “revolutionary 
State” (for example, if they are Leninist), or whether for them such a 
thing is an absolute contradiction in terms (for example, if they are 
Bakuninist).

In all cases, the documented historical study takes precedence, and it be-
gins here by establishing an extremely rich history, to this day far from 
being observed or synthesized, despite its one hundred years of practice. 
It is absolutely not a question of excluding other filmic forms (such as the 
single feature-length documentary) from the field of counterinformation, 
but to start from a precise formula to then spread out; here are some of the 
milestones necessary for a history of filmic counterinformation as a spe-
cific form:
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1913–1914: France: Le Cinéma du Peuple
Le Cinéma du Peuple [The People’s Cinema] cooperative, made up of union-
ists, socialist and anarchist militants (starting with Miguel Almereyda, 
Jean Vigo’s father), made a news film with an explicitly committed title, 
Les Obsèques du citoyen Francis de Pressensé [The Funeral of Citizen Francis de 
Pressensé] (1914), and six fiction films.22

1918–1925: USSR: Dziga Vertov
Dziga Vertov directed three film series of revolutionary news bulletins: 
the Kinodelia, weekly cinema news (43 issues, 1918–1919); the State Cine-
Calendar, daily and weekly news flashes (55 issues between 1923 and 1925) 
with the following principle: “Lightning news shows events on the screen 
on the same day they occur,” and Kino Pravda, news-cinema (23 issues be-
tween 1922 and 1925).

1927–1934: Japan: Prokino
The Prokino made 48 films: a series of 19 current affairs reports, documen-
taries and fiction films, of which only six survive today.23 Genjû Sasa, trans-
lator, filmmaker and theorist, led this movement until its prohibition by 
the imperial power in 1934. 

 1930: USA: The Workers Film and Photo League
The Workers Film and Photo League in the United States (better known  
as the Film and Photo League from 1933) was an initiative by the 
Komintern, the Communist International, via its international branch 
Workers International Relief (WIR), founded by Lenin in Berlin in 1921. 

22  Remember that journalist Francis de Pressensé was part of the foundation of the Human 
Rights League in 1898. On Le Cinéma du Peuple, see Mannoni, Laurent, “28 octobre 1913 : création 
de la société ‘Le cinéma du peuple’,” in 1895, hors-série “L’année 1913 en France,” 1993; Weber, Alain, 
Cinéma(s) français, 1900-1939. Pour un monde différent, Paris, Séguier, 2002; Marinone, Isabelle, 
Anarchie et cinéma. Une histoire du cinéma virée au noir, doctoral thesis, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-
Sorbonne, December 2004.
23  See Makino, Mamoru, “Rethinking the Emergence of the Proletarian Film League in Japan 
(Prokino),” in Nornes, Abé Mark and Gerow, Aaron (dir.)., In Praise of Film Studies: Essays in Honour 
to Makino Mamoru, Trafford/Kinema Club, Victoria, BC, 2001; and Capel, Mathieu, “… les œuvres de 
Prokino, en dépit de leur immaturité technique…,” in Jean-Pierre Bertin-Maghit (dir)., Une histoire 
mondiale des cinémas de propagande, Paris, Nouveau Monde éditions, 2008.
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The Workers Film and Photo League spread out all over the US territory, 
especially in Los Angeles. David E. James described the activities in his 
California branch: 

During the Great Depression, the WFPL in Los Angeles made a dozen 
short films about the issue of the unemployed, then, at the start of the 
New Deal, about workers initiatives. In 1933–34, years of major workers’ 
struggles the length and breadth of the United States, the members of 
the LA league widened their field of action and dedicated films to mar-
itime workers, to the peace marches in San Pedro, to the farm workers 
in the San Gabriel Valley and San Joaquin Valley, in Imperial Valley, es-
tablishing ties between local situations and internationalist struggles 
against the two main fascist aggressors, the Spanish Civil War and the 
Japanese invasion of China.24

In 1977, Russell Campbell and William Alexander established the filmog-
raphy of the Film and Photo League, a corpus partially destroyed by a fire 
in 1935.25

 1932–1933: USSR: Alexander Medvedkin’s Film-Train
Chris Marker’s two films about Medvedkin (Le Train en marche [The Train 
Rolls On], 1971, Le Tombeau d’Alexandre [The Last Bolshevik], 1992) and the 
name chosen by the Medvedkin Groups of Besançon and Sochaux turned 
the creator of Schastye [Happiness] (1934) into the symbol of militant coun-
terinformation. The Film-Train, produced by the Ministry of Industry, was 
nevertheless part of a government framing which, at that date, had noth-
ing revolutionary about it. 

24  James, David E., The Most Typical Avant-Garde: History and Geography of Minor Cinemas in Los 
Angeles, Berkeley, University of California Press, 2005, p. 107.
25  See Campbell, Russell and Alexander, William, “Film and Photo League Filmography,” in Jump 
Cut, no. 14, 1977, p. 33. Available online (http://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/onlinessays/JC14folder/
FPhotoFilogy.html).
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 1960: Cuba: Santiago Álvarez and the Cuban news
Álvarez made around 2,600 newsreels, many of which are surprising in 
their inventiveness of form. As Santiago Álvarez states, “a revolutionary 
artist does not stop searching. An artist who rests is dead.”26 

On this subject we can also consult the exciting documentary by 
Alice de Andrade and Iván Nápoles (Álvarez’s collaborator), Memoria cu-
bana (Brazil, 2010), which traces the conditions of possibility and forms of 
fabrication. 

1965–1968: West Germany: Ulrike Meinhof
In 1965, Ulrike Meinhof, chief editor of the journal Konkret, a political ana-
lyst who informed on the darker side of the West German “economic mira-
cle,” wrote three documentaries for West German television, all broadcast 
as part of a series titled Panorama (and subsequently forgotten). These 
were Arbeitsplatz und Stoppuhr [Factory and Watch] (broadcast on 9 August 
1965); Arbeitsunfälle [Labour Accidents] (24 May 1965); and Gastarbeiter 
[Foreign Worker] (1 November 1965). These hour-long films document  
and criticize extremely accurately the living conditions of workers during 
the economic boom in the Federal Republic of Germany, still led politi-
cally and economically by a party of ageing leaders and Nazi collaborators. 
These are excellent examples to reflect on the virtues and limits of militant 
information set out in the framework of the media industry. 

Ulrike Meinhof’s three documentaries were exhumed in 2010 by 
Jean-Gabriel Périot in the course of extensive archive research carried out 
for Une jeunesse allemande [A German Youth] (2015), a film essay that traces 
in its totality the combat of future members or sympathizers of the Red 
Army Faction that took place in the field of images: Meinhof’s revolution-
ary films (2 Juni 1967 [2 June 1967], Bambule [Riot] (1970), as well as those of 
Holger Meins, Ali Limonadi, Gerd Conradt and Katrin Seybold.

1966: Argentina: Grupo Cine Liberación
In 1966, Fernando Solanas founded an independent film production and 
distribution group, Cine Liberación, dedicated to the struggle against dis-
information. In this context, in 1968 he co-directed with Octavio Getino  

26  In Terre des Arts, television programme by Max-Pol Fouchet, 1964.
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La hora de los hornos [The Hour of the Furnaces], a film with freedom of form 
and a rigorous social and political analysis that dedicated various specific 
episodes to ideology and disinformation. 

1967: United States: The Newsreel
Under the initiative of a call put out by Jonas Mekas, the collective The 
Newsreel was formed on 22 December 1967. Members set out to make two 
films a month, and with this in mind, wrote a programmatic manifesto. 

we believe that existing coverage of current affairs on the 
television does not respond to our needs. The point of view of the 
information services of the establishment not only limits their capacity 
to effectively treat what they define as “information,” but also prevents a 
constant redefinition of what is most important and relevant: what con-
stitutes “information.”
1. We are engaged in a process of liberation in relation to numerous 
ideas received from American society, and part of a struggle that seeks to 
change its systems of organization and control; 2. Our solidarity extends 
to those who make such liberation and change tangible in the United 
States and in other countries, and we have the intention to make films 
about these people and their work; 3. Our conception of information is 
defined by an experience of American society, an experience close to that 
of people working for change. 
we are filmmakers who attempt—through the formation of 
an organization capable of making and distributing quickly 
a variety of types of films—to enter into contact, we and our 
work, with other people, here and abroad, committed in the 
struggle for change. 
As individuals we have filmed many events that we consider information: 
protests, acts of resistance, countless inequalities and injustices, situa-
tions that seem significant or productive. Sometimes, these films were 
concluded, other times not. All too frequently they arrive too late, and 
they do not reach those who could get the most out of them. From now 
on, we are grouped together. 
we divide the films provisionally into three categories: in-
formation, education, and tactics. 
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Information: fast coverage of events that we deem relevant. 
Recently, we should have filmed the protest at the Pentagon, the week 
against conscription, the Hilton protest, the riots in the ghettoes, the 
political dilemmas of New York hippies, the deserting marines. From our 
point of view, many events are important as they bring in their wake the 
germs of a redefinition of US society. We propose to distribute copies of 
such films all over the country and abroad in the space of a week. 
Education: longer films, intended to analyze one event in detail. 
Interviews with LeRoi Jones, with Garrison, with individuals whose opin-
ions cover areas we know little about (such as dockers, the police); spe-
cific studies on urban renovation, on provocateurs, addicts, elementary 
schools, etc. The copies should be ready in a period of three weeks to one 
month. 
Tactics: films that respond directly to a specific demand. For example, the 
geography of Washington and the Pentagon, clashes with mounted po-
lice and tear gas, different means of protection, etc. 
This list, evidently, is not exhaustive. Our main priority is to begin to reg-
ularly produce “information” films. As we develop, we will address other 
areas. 
We will begin distribution through existing networks such as the SDS 
(Students for a Democratic Society, a student organization), the under-
ground press, war opposition groups and The Film-Makers’ Cooperative. 
Unlike a film rental service, we will not work with an on-demand system. 
In principle, we want to supply free copies to groups that can make the 
best possible use of them. This will depend on the money we manage to 
raise to finance the project as a whole.27 

Four decades later, Paul McIsaac, a member of the collective, described the 
work done:

All the aspects of film production were considered as political questions: 
the Newsreel filmmakers did not separate the claim from the field of 

27  Manifesto written by Robert Kramer, Allan Siegel and other members. Translated from the 
French with the title “Première déclaration de The Newsreel,” in dossier “Un cinéma pour la revolu-
tion,” Paris, Positif, no. 97, Summer 1968. 
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production, from the aesthetic form or distribution. In the year after the 
creation of Newsreel, various cells of this decentralized collective were 
formed, from San Francisco to Chicago, via Florida. Over one hundred 
people participated, and around sixty films were produced in five years. 
The Newsreel films managed to cover numerous events and fronts:  
anti-imperialism, police repression, the struggles of minorities (women, 
African Americans, Latin Americans), the workers’ and students’ strug-
gles. Its internationalist work consisted of re-connecting and articulating 
those struggles, not sectorizing and dividing them according to their 
identitary deconstructions.28

The “historic” Newsreel films are still distributed, mainly by Third World 
Newsreel in New York, who continue their work of documenting contem-
porary conflicts and educating the oppressed and the disadvantaged in the 
creation of their own images.

1968–1970: Italy: Cinegiornali liberi
Under the aegis of director and script writer Cesare Zavattini, who had fore-
shadowed the project since 1963 with Cinegiornale della pace, some fifteen 
Cinegiornali liberi were made. The initial principle of these free cine-news-
papers consisted of inviting anyone who had an audiovisual recording in-
strument to participate in the venture.29 One of them, Strike and Occupation 
of Apollon, made by Ugo Gregoretti, was distributed by Slon/Iskra in France. 

1968–1973: France: États Généraux du Cinéma 
The General States of Cinema came into being on 19 May, 1968. They 
brought together as many as 1500 people, film professionals and other-
wise, motivated to “make political films politically,” challenging all aspects 

28  McIsaac, Paul, quoted in “The Newsreel. Aux États-Désunis l’Amérique critique,” programme 
of the Cinémathèque française, January-February 2003. See Nichols, Bill, Newsreel: Documentary 
Filmmaking on the American Left (PhD 1972, UCLA). Thanks to David E. James for sharing this pio-
neering work with me. See also Kerjan, Cécile, Un exemple de cinéma américain engagé: The Newsreel, 
les années fondatrices, DEA, Université Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne, September 2003. 
29  See Giannarelli, Ansano, Zavattini. Sottotraccia, Rome, Edizione Effigi, Archivio Audiovisivo 
del Movimento Operaio e Democratico, 2009; Ienna, Gerardo and Lancialonga, Federico, “Pas la 
tristesse ouvrière, mais la joie ouvrière! Interview avec Ugo Gregoretti,” 2015, French translation by 
Célie Rouiller (available online: http://www.debordements.fr/Ugo-Gregoretti).
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of cinematographic practice: production, directing and distribution. Three 
major collective counterinformation series came into being, under the 
auspices of Chris Marker—the Ciné-tracts, the series On vous parle de [We 
Talk to You About]—and, through the Medvedkin Groups of Besançon and 
then Sochaux, the series Images de la nouvelle société. The New Society series 
is one of the few undertakings of filmic counterinformation to be made 
by workers, including Henri Taforetti, who described his experience in the 
following terms: “These films counter-attack counter-informing: they are 
true cries that, with their virulence, are essential calls to revolt, to the ac-
tion necessary for the individual to be considered a human being and not 
merchandise.”30

1968: Mexico: El grito
From July 1968, film students at the Universidad de México documented 
events prior to the student massacre: El grito [The Scream] was born, a 
Mexican collective film edited under the direction of Leobardo López 
Aretche after his release from prison in 1970. Although it is a unique item 
and does not belong to a series, El grito is of particular importance in the 
history of counterinformation film reels in the sense that the revolt move-
ment of which it was part came forth to confront and subvert the ideolog-
ical and media apparatus implemented for the Olympic Games in October 
1968. In this sense, it is prefigured by another hapax, Carole Roussopoulos’s 
Munich (1972), an assault on Western propaganda arising from the hos-
tage-taking of Israeli athletes by the Palestinian Black September group.  
In his article “The Testament that Godard Has Never Written,” Masao 
Adachi, who at that moment was dedicated to Palestinian newsreels, 
analyzes the qualitative turn that Munich represented for the media in-
dustry.31 We observe finally that the great, committed documentarian 
Margaret Dickinson, author of the first collective history of British commit-
ted cinema,32 made, in a much less dramatic way, a film pamphlet against 

30  Traforetti, Henri, in Brenez, Nicole and Traforetti, Henri, “Histoire de la contre-information,” 
lecture on 5 March 2013, Petit Kursaal, Besançon. 
31  Adachi, Masao, “Le testament que Godard n’a jamais écrit” [2002], in Le bus de la révolution 
passera bientôt près de chez toi. Écrits sur le cinéma, la guérilla et l’avant-garde (1963-2010), op. cit.,  
pp. 202 et seq.
32  Dickinson, Margaret (ed.), Rogue Reels. Oppositional Film in Britain, 1945–1990, London, BFI 
Publishing, 1999.
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the London Olympics, Builders and the Games (2011). A systematic history 
of clashes between the world’s most powerful media power and isolated 
counterinformation initiatives has yet to be written.

1969–1977: Argentina: Cine de la Base
Ya es tiempo de violencia [It Is Now a Time of violence] (1969), by Enrique 
Juárez, initiated counterinformation cinema in Argentina.33 One of the 
most radical collectives, Cine de la Base, was organized around Raymundo 
Gleyzer, a member of the PRT, Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores 
[Revolutionary Workers’ Party], making between 1972 and 1977 a series of 
short documentaries and “revolutionary communiqués” on behalf of the 
ERP, Ejército Revolucionario del Pueblo [Revolutionary People’s Army]. 
Raymundo Gleyzer was murdered by the military junta in 1976, and to this 
day his body has not been found.34 

1969: France: Vidéo Out
Following Jean Genet’s suggestion, in 1969 Carole Roussopoulos acquired 
a Portapak video camera. The Vidéo Out collective was the result, not only 
making counterinformation films on all fronts (homosexual, feminist, 
workers, Palestinian liberation, Basque liberation, etc.), but also training 
militants to use the video recorder, especially the Black Panthers.35 

1969–1978: United States
This decade witnessed a multiplication of video collectives as a result 
of the Portapak: Alternate Media Center, TVTV, People’s Video Theater, 
Videofreex, Downtown Community Television Center, Portable Channel, 
Marin Community Video, Videopolis, etc. The filmmaker and trade union-
ist Jesse Drew tells the story in A Social History of Contemporary Democratic 
Media (Routledge, 2013). 

33  See Trujillo, Gabriela, Avant-garde, expérimentation et engagement dans le cinéma latino-américain, 
doctoral thesis, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, January 2012. 
34  See Peña, Fernando Martín and Vallina, Carlos, El cine quema: Raymundo Gleyzer, Buenos Aires, 
Ediciones de la Flor, 2000.
35  See Fleckinger, Hélène, Cinéma et vidéo saisis par le féminisme (France 1968-1981), doctoral thesis, 
Université Paris 3 Sorbonne nouvelle, December 2011.
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1971–1982(?): Japan-Lebanon: Masao Adachi and Palestinian newsreels
Filmmaker Masao Adachi spent two decades making Palestinian news-
reels underground in the company of Japanese Red Army members. These 
works were almost completely lost in a bomb explosion in Beirut in 1982. 
The inaugural theoretical manifesto survives, Sekigun-P.F.L.P: Sekai sensô 
sengen [The Red Army-PFLP: Declaration of World War] (1971), as covered 
above. Adachi traces the genesis of this film in the article “The Paths of 
Information and Creation” (October 1971).36 Two issues of the Palestinian 
newsreels were distributed in France by the (now defunct) Librarie 
Palestine,37 and there is still hope that they may be found. 

1979–1987: Nicaragua: INCINE
The Sandinista newsreels, made by numerous filmmakers, photographers 
and collectives as part of the INCINE, Instituto Nicaragüense de Cine 
[Nicaraguan Film Institute] were produced in a context of revolutionary ur-
gency. The sense of constructive energy is manifested from the first issues 
of the newsreel, as they seek to explain and sustain the major work of the 
revolutionary government, beginning with nationalization and literacy; 
this offensive energy is exerted against the recently defeated dictatorship, 
imperialism and capitalism, while the United States organized the coun-
teroffensive that would become open war in 1982.38 

 1966–present: New York, United States: Democracy Now!
Independent programme inspired by Noam Chomsky, animated by Amy 
Goodman and Juan González, Democracy Now! is distributed to this day on 
1400 television and radio channels, and available on the internet. 

1999–present: Seattle, United States: Indymedia
Birth of the Independent Media Center in preparation for the G7 in Seattle. 

36  See Masao Adachi, Le bus de la révolution passera bientôt près de chez toi. Écrits sur le cinéma, la 
guérilla et l’avant-garde (1963-2010), op. cit.
37  Hennebelle, Guy, Guide des films anti-impérialistes, Paris, Éditions du Centenaire, 1975, p. 49.
38  See Buchsbaum, Jonathan, Cinema and the Sandinistas: Filmmaking in Revolutionary Nicaragua, 
1979–1990, Austin, University of Texas Press, 2003.
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2001: Genoa, Italy 
Various counterinformation initiatives deployed during the G7 summit in 
Genoa, to document police abuses from a legal aid perspective. One was 
synthesized almost immediately in the film Carlo Giuliani ragazzo (2001), 
by Francesca Comencini, especially eloquent in the technological uses of 
images;39 another, with Don’t Clean Up the Blood, by the Primitivi collective 
(2001).

2006–present: UK: Reel News
Funded by donations and volunteers, Reel News has been shooting and 
posting online counterinformation films with great regularity for over a 
decade.40 The group acts on all fronts: climate change, social rights, pop-
ular protests of all kinds, and more recently, Brexit. Frequently focusing on 
the words of the protagonists of struggles and experts in different situa-
tions, the films adhere mainly to a great pedagogical clarity. 

2008–2009: Camera War, by Lech Kowalski 
In September 2008, the US filmmaker Lech Kowalski, based in France, 
posted weekly on the Camera War site the episodes of his counterinforma-
tion chronicle which he shot alone. In the history of image logistics, at the 
camera and at the editing station, Camera War has included as one of its 
organic components the electronic function of the link. As a general under-
taking, whether in terms of formal invention or in the selection of subjects, 
Camera War explores the stylistic beauty of irregularity to fight “Corporate 
Reality,” a title that stays on the screen of one of the two episodes made up 
of television images of Barack Obama’s inauguration ceremony. 

These are just some points of reference; other counterinformation 
collectives have worked all over the world: in Vietnam (South Vietnamese 
News, by Liberation Studios), in Ireland (under the auspices of Sinn Fein), 

39  See Houssa, Émilie, Cinéma et la vidéo, la question du document immédiat aujourd’hui. Objet d’anal-
yse: Carlo Giuliani ragazzo de Francesca Comencini, master’s thesis, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-
Sorbonne, 2006.
40  On the website Reel News—News from the Frontline (http://reelnews.co.uk), Steve Presence 
talks about the genesis and operation of the project in “Reel News in the Digital Age. Framing 
Britain’s Radical Video-Activists,” in Tzioumakis, Yannis and Molloy, Claire (eds.), The Routledge 
Companion to Cinema and Politics, London, Routledge, 2016, pp. 103 et seq.
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etc. With the appearance of digital in the means of production and dis-
tribution, we are seeing a boom today in spontaneous, militant, artistic 
initiatives, in terms of documentary in general and counterinformation in 
particular, whether individual or collective. We can mention, for example, 
the collectives Mosireen in Egypt, Abu Naddara in Syria, Mídia Ninja in 
Brazil, etc.41

Thus, a great deal has been achieved and still everything remains 
to be done, every day. Our horizon, opened by the pioneering gestures of 
Cine del Pueblo and Alberto Cavalcanti, is now that of the exponential and 
much-welcomed multiplication of “producers” of images. The republic of 
images entails and favours the advent of the multiple, whether from the 
point of view of producers, artisans, speakers; from the point of view of its 
supports, substances, systems, plasticities; but also, and above all, from 
the point of view of its polymorphous relationships with the stratigraphies 
of a situation, of the states of the real.  

41  A day of collective reflection was dedicated to them on 11th June 2014 as part of the Flamme 
éternelle exhibition by Thomas Hirschhorn, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, by Marie Braun, Joe Bender, 
Miguel Armas, Maya Da-Rin, Léa Leboucq, Martín Molina, Benjamin Pénet, Tom Ullrich, Monica 
Zhong, Johanna Cappi, Jean-Marc Manach, Stéphane Bou, Gabriela Trujillo, Cécile Kerjan and 
Isabelle Marinone (under the direction of the author). 
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marta rodríguez:  
memory and resistance

carlos andrés bedoya ortiz

I’ve devoted forty years to the documentary, 
but not just as a genre. 

Marta Rodríguez

 
Marta Rodríguez (1st December 1933) continues to make documentaries 
with the same determination she started out with over forty years ago.1 
Her filmography includes fifteen documentaries that are established as 
leading examples of the genre in the world, positioning her as the most re-
nowned Colombian documentarian. Her works have inspired a great deal 
of writing, interpreting and reinterpreting her images, but aside from what 
her productions and the different essays on them show us, Marta has com-
piled an appendix to her films and her audio visual career in what is still a 
fairly unexplored area: the archive.

The universe that Marta has created in her collection contains films 
that never saw the light of the projector; her work is just a part of what 
waits to be discovered. A memory trail that reveals more profound objects, 
which can only be stated in the films. In this sense, how is the relationship 
established between documentary work and the memory, as an anthro-
pological object, contained in Marta Rodríguez’s archive? This question 
will guide us through her work in its historical context and in relation to 
its relevance today. We will seek to describe the correlations in the archive 
as a possibility of audiovisual and anthropological creation, taking as our 
methodological guideline that

…a creator’s relationship with their work and, therefore, the work itself, 
are affected by the system of social relationships in which creation occurs 

1 Interview to Marta Rodríguez (https://vimeo.com/36877282).
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as an act of communication or, more accurately, by the creator’s position 
in the structure of the intellectual field.2

In assuming this principle of relationship between artist and work—and, 
consequently, its construction as such—we find along the way different 
studies, intentions and supports that sustain them in the process of realiza-
tion. These materials and the work itself are part of the archive generated 
by the documentarian over the course of her lifetime and the trajectory of 
her creation. This allows us to get closer to Marta Rodríguez, exploring the 
archive as the guiding thread of what is not narrated and in its dimension 
as means of communication. This is, then, an approach not from the works 
but from her off-cuts, trial runs, recordings, mistakes, secrets and personal 
matters. 

the origin of the archive

In an apartment building in the Chapinero neighbourhood of Bogotá is 
the headquarters of the Fundación Cine Documental/Investigación Social 
[Documentary Film/Social Investigation Foundation], under the direc-
tion of Marta Rodríguez. The Foundation’s HQ is at the same time Marta’s 
home, and home to her archive. There is hardly any room to store more 
documents, which include newspapers, books, journals, postcards, posters 
and films. At first there doesn’t appear to be any order to it, but there is, 
although not in the strictest sense of cataloguing: the order is in Marta’s 
memory, in a basic scheme she devised herself, which forms a system of 
connections with different supports, the backbone of which are the field 
journals, notebooks that are a kind of logbook of the secrets contained in 
the archive. Particularly, Marta has preserved many elements from her life, 
whether personal or things picked up in her research career. Her archive 
can be divided into two main sections: personal and research. 

 ▷ Personal archive: depicting her private life and family in letters, pho-
tographs, cinema, video and audio, pieces that bring sadness and joy 

2 Bourdieu, Pierre, Campo de poder, campo intelectual, itinerario de un concepto, Buenos Aires, 
Montressor, 2002, p. 9.
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to Marta’s memory, and which gradually describe how her character 
formed over the years. 

 ▷ Research archive: the main part of the archive, containing her audiovi-
sual and investigative output in a wide range of supports, classified as 
printed (journals, press, books, posters, postcards, drawings, diaries), 
photographic (photos, slides, negatives), film (tapes in 16 mm, 35 mm, 
8 mm), video (Betacam, Hi8, Video8, MiniDV, DVCAM, 3/4, VHS), au-
dio (Uher, Nagra, cassette), multimedia (CD, DVD) and digital (hard 
drives).

Let’s go back to the origin of the archive, that is, Marta’s personal and 
family life. Daughter of Doña Conchita Otero and Don Juvenal Rodríguez, 
she lost her father before she was born: he died at the age of 33, when 
Conchita was six months pregnant. Differences over the inheritance with 
a brother of Juvenal’s meant the family had to move to a small lot on the 
outskirts of the town of Subachoque, in the department of Cundinamarca. 
They received a paltry subsidy to survive on with Marta’s four siblings 
(Guillermo, Mariela, Conchita and Lucy). Hers was a poor, rural childhood, 
amid the region’s middle-class families’ weekend homes, the same people 
who discriminated against the poor, the indigenous, and the peasants. 
Fortunately, help came in the form of a schoolteacher who supported them 
and brought them comfort in those hard years. With a combination of that 
teacher’s help, their hard work, the sale of wood, and some savings, the 
whole Rodríguez Otero family were able to migrate to Bogotá, where they 
built two houses and lived off the rent of one of them. Years later, they ac-
quired a large house in Chapinero. Marta has lived in this part of the city for 
seventy years. 

Marta’s basic education was from nuns at the María Auxiliadora 
school, a relationship that was never ideal, as she was dubbed “the mute” 
for her silence in class. Education for girls in the 1940s was a sorry affair: 
women were taught to be housewives, their will crushed by the severity 
of the nuns and the education system. She was there when the events of 
9 April 1948 occurred. While the streets of the country were in uproar, pu-
pils in the school were forbidden from speaking about what was going on; 
the subject was forbidden. It was a cousin in the police force who described 
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to her what was going on in the city; she had long conversations with him, 
and her muteness disappeared when he told her about the conflict that 
was triggered by the Bogotazo and the violence Colombia was suffering. 
She left school at seventeen. Some time later, her mother sold the estate 
in Subachoque, bought boat tickets to Spain, and they set sail to meet 
Guillermo, the elder brother, who was studying medicine in Madrid. They 
arrived in Barcelona in 1953. 

They came to post-war Spain during the Francoist dictatorship, unable 
to distinguish between the sides in the conflict, although Marta would 
learn to do so with practice. At first she tried to study philosophy, but had 
no knowledge of Latin or Greek, languages that were never taught to her at 
school. She started university, where she attended classes in history of art 
and literature. In her free time she visited the Museo del Prado in Madrid, 
where she was thrilled by Velázquez and El Greco, and cultivated her artis-
tic path. She decided to study sociology at the Instituto León XIII, whose 
curriculum excluded Marxism and other schools of thought that went 
against the Francoist State. She lived for a year in Paris with a scholarship to 
study French, and returned to Spain to finish her sociology degree. Up until 
this point, Marta’s life had been closely tied to her family and her mother’s 
influence, always watching after her daughters; there was no trace yet of 
the filmmaker she would later become. This period in the archive is docu-
mented by family photos, from her parents’ wedding day, moments of her 
childhood and her first youthful years in Spain. In 1957 there came a break, 
when Marta returned to Paris, but this time alone, without her mother or 
her siblings. 

When her sister Lucy left the Rodríguez family, the first to break free, 
she encouraged Marta to seek her fortune far from home. Marta travelled 
to France empty-handed and with an uncertain fate. She sought shelter in a 
charitable institution that fed the needy and where newly arrived, impover-
ished Spanish labourers headed; in this space she had her first contact with 
left-wing political organizations and became familiar with the movement 
of priests founded by Abbé Pierre, who created the Emmaus movement.3  

3 Today, the Emmaus movement remains loyal to its founder, with a presence in thirty-six coun-
tries in every continent. Emmaus International continues Abbé Pierre’s work, defending basic 
human rights with always a twofold goal: to work every day with the most excluded, and to fight 
against the causes of poverty. 
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The Spanish priest Antonio Luterano suggested to her that she teach 
Spanish to a group of French nuns, and in exchange she would live in a 
room in the women’s prison in La Roquette. She studied languages and 
French civilization at the Sorbonne, but she spent more of her time work-
ing with the left-wing priests, welcoming labourers arriving from Spain to 
work in the beetroot harvests and the coal mines. 

The left-wing priest movement gained in strength and she began 
to hear about the priest Camilo Torres, who studied sociology in Leuven, 
Belgium, and did the same as her, helping labourers who arrived look-
ing for work. The scholarship she received for her studies came to an 
end and she had to return to Colombia. She took the boat again and on  
11 November 1958 reached Cartagena, where she would meet another 
person who went on to change her life: the priest Gustavo Pérez. He had 
studied with Camilo Torres in Leuven and both did social work. Gustavo 
offered her the chance to connect with his work as a researcher, thanks 
to her sociology degree. Her job was to carry out surveys and interviews in 
Bogotá. In 1959 she started studying sociology at the Universidad Nacional 
where Camilo Torres taught. Classes were constantly held outside of the lec-
ture theatres, encouraging students to take action. Camilo founded the 
Movimiento Universitario de Promoción Comunal [Communal Promotion 
University Movement, MUNIPROC] in the Tunjuelito neighbourhood in the 
south of Bogotá, where many families displaced by the violence of 1948 
had settled. Their living conditions were very basic. Marta formed part of 
the movement, teaching literacy. It was here that she first came into con-
tact with brickmakers. 

Children came to her classes in a sorry shape, their arms broken, 
beaten by their parents, malnourished. She was curious as to where these 
mistreated children came from, and followed them home; she went down 
Avenida Caracas, carried on a few more blocks, and saw in the distance how 
these children were used literally as pack mules. This sight, this moment, is 
what drove her to make cinema: someone had to tell that story, someone 
had to denounce what was happening there. 

Marta had quit sociology at the Universidad Nacional and had started 
studying ethnology at a school that existed within the Museo Nacional, 
where classes were taught by Paul Rivet and Virginia Gutiérrez de Pineda. 
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She stayed there until 1961, when she returned to Europe, mainly with the 
intention of marrying her Swiss boyfriend. When she arrived in Spain, her 
life took a twist: she changed the tickets to Switzerland to return again to 
Paris with the firm intention of studying cinema. Marta Rodríguez was 
twenty-eight by then, her travels had put her in contact with many places 
and people who had started to change her understanding of the world, 
more sensitive and committed to social causes, closer to the ideologies of 
the left. Her position in the intellectual field began to take shape and the 
relationships she cultivated brought her close to the origin of her work as 
a documentarian; she decided to make Chircales [The Brickmakers],4 as she 
rebelled against being a housewife and the wife of a foreigner. 

In Paris she met the man who would become her master and greatest 
influence on her subsequent work, the anthropologist and documentarian 
Jean Rouch. For four years, Marta studied ethnographic film. Paris was go-
ing through a golden age, existentialism was on everyone’s lips in intellec-
tual circles, cinema was enjoying a revolution with portable cameras and 
synchronic sound, filmmakers like Godard were taking their cameras into 
the streets, the documentary took on new airs with Jean Rouch, the docu-
mented began to have a voice in film, the subjectivity of the characters was 
expressed as a possibility for investigation. The documentary picked up on 
Robert J. Flaherty and Dziga Vertov, the former proposing the methodol-
ogy and the latter its theoretical basis. Jean Rouch brought them together 
and added the perspective of the documentary subject as an alternative 
between subjectivity, art and science. Marta spent four years in France 
studying film and ethnology. She took classes with Claude Lévi-Strauss 
and other intellectuals of the time, but her admiration for Jean Rouch 
was enormous. He taught her group to make cinema with the most basic 
tools, an artisan cinema. Most of her classmates returned to their countries 
of origin and didn’t find the same facilities for working, something that 
was confirmed to Marta on returning to Colombia in 1965: the Colombian 
film industry was rudimentary, there was a lack of production companies, 
equipment and technicians. In France she left her first documentary, made 

4 The chircales were areas in which brickwork was carried out using artisanal methods under 
precarious conditions. The facilities were also occupied with temporary housing for the workers 
or caretakers. The chircales, which emerged because of economic needs, displacement and social 
differences, became places of work and housing for peasants in the city.
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in a working-class market, a class exercise that is preserved on the shelves 
of the archive of the Musée de l’Homme in Paris.

research archive: film

When Marta Rodríguez returned from France in 1965, she settled again 
in Chapinero, got a job at the Alliance Française film archive, and started 
studying anthropology at the Universidad Nacional. At the Alliance’s film 
club she met Jorge Silva (1941–1987), who would be her partner in creation 
for twenty years, her husband and the father of her two children, Lucas 
and Sara. Jorge was self-taught and got his education in the rooms of the 
Luis Ángel Arango library, and was a frequent visitor to the city’s cineclubs. 
When they met, Jorge had made a short silent film called Los días de pa-
pel [Days of Paper, 1963] with Enrique Forero and Hernando Oliveros, on 
16 mm reversal film, that now rests in the headquarters of the Fundación 
Cine Documental/Investigación Social. Marta and Jorge began the investi-
gation archive with Chircales (1971). 

In the 1970s there were no film schools or professional laboratories 
where film could be developed, and Colombia as a whole was very weak 
in terms of film production, especially in the documentary genre, and 
lagged behind the rest of Latin America. The Mexican film industry was 
much more developed, and it was from Mexico that productions arrived 
that started to form an industry in Colombia. Television was introduced 
during the government of Rojas Pinilla (1953–1957) and developed by 
Cuban technicians. In 1970 Gustavo Pérez Ramírez, a sociologist priest who 
had studied with Camilo Torres Restrepo, created the Instituto Colombiano 
de Desarrollo Social [Colombian Institute of Social Development, ICODES], 
and a minimal infrastructure was put in place for the film and televi-
sion industry, following the example of more experienced countries like 
Venezuela and Argentina. Under the concept of anthropological film and 
the influence of her master Jean Rouch, Marta Rodríguez and Jorge Silva 
made Chircales, following a family of brickmakers for five years. These were 
the years of the Frente Nacional. After 1948, Bogotá had become a city of 
migrants and slums, where those driven off their land by the violence 
sought refuge. It was in one of those slums in the south of the capital, 
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inhabited by artisan brickmakers, that the documentary was filmed, a pro-
cess that lasted from 1966 to 1971. It was completed in the editing rooms of 
ICODES. 

The discarded material from Chircales that was not included in the  
final cut—the film originally lasted ninety minutes and was cut down to 
forty-two—was rejected for commercial reasons and for reasons of content. 
Commercially and at the recommendation of other filmmakers, the film 
would not get a release if it was so long, something that Marta lamented, 
as she eliminated material that was very important. Nonetheless, various 
critics still thought the film too slow, although this itself reflects the pace 
of life of the brickworkers. The material discarded for content reasons was 
due to the violence that was a reality of the chircales. This material was not 
included out of respect for the community. Originally the family that was 
going to appear in the film moved and it was not possible to continue film-
ing them. The directors met the Castañeda family, who ended up being the 
protagonists. 

The archive that accompanies Chircales is a rich one, including photos, 
newspapers, interviews and film material. Additionally, during the period 
of the shoot other events in the city were recorded that are part of these 
years, such as the Army’s occupation of the Universidad Nacional in 1966, 
Nelson Rockefeller’s visit to Colombia, or the formation of the Policarpa 
neighbourhood. If we leave this period and return to the Castañedas, we 
find that the archive contains photos of the process of building a house 
which the family moved into after being expelled from the Los Molinos 
estate, where the brick factory was. The lot was paid for in part with earn-
ings from the film. In 1992, the burial of one of the members of the family 
was recorded on Hi8 video, after his violent death in Ciudad Bolívar while 
working. Marta never lost touch with the Castañedas, who she considered 
family. Alcira Castañeda is now her right-hand woman and has been with 
her for forty years. 

Chircales serves as a first example of how what we don’t see, what is 
part of the archive, forms correlations that can be interpreted and reinter-
preted. What happened with the Castañedas and the Los Molinos estate? 
Thanks to Chircales, the family became a symbol of labour exploitation and 
the State’s abandonment of the most vulnerable classes. Currently part 
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of the family lives in Ciudad Bolívar in a house they built themselves over 
forty years, in which each of its members has their own room. The mother, 
María, died three years ago, and the father, Don Luis Alfredo, shortly after 
the film was finished, working in the only trade he knew, making bricks. 
Many of the siblings have suffered from illnesses caused by the carbon 
monoxide from the brick kilns. 

The brickworks in this area were closed in 1996 by order of the 
Municipal Department of Environment. The decision left many brickworkers 
out of work; many of the brickworker families bought lots where the estate 
owners, the Pardo Morales, lived; another part of the land was usurped by 
pirate developers (Diana Turbay, Los Puentes, El Rosal), and another part 
was sold to Government and City Hall social plans (the developments 
Molinos I, II and III). There are still Pardo Morales family lots disputed by 
squatters, and the Montaña Entrenubes district ecological park, located in 
San Cristóbal, Usme and Rafael Uribe, partly belongs to the same family. 
The old mansion on the estate was incorporated as city heritage and there 
is a project to convert it into a cultural centre for the town. Forty years after 
Chircales, Marta has kept all the information from the area, from the brick-
makers, the Castañedas and the Pardo Morales family. In this way, the ar-
chive continues to have a relation with the work. 

While Chircales was being filmed, the indigenous problem was thrust 
into the public spotlight with the media registering it around two massa-
cres: that of the Cuiba people, and that of the Guahibo or Sikuani in the 
Vichada region. This led to a second documentary titled Planas, testimonio 
de un etnocidio [Planas, Testimony of an Ethnocide, 1970–1971], produced by 
ICODES and the Fundación Cine Documental/Investigación Social. Planas, 
testimonio de un etnocidio does not have the same methodology of filming 
over a long period of time like Chircales: it came about from an emergency, 
with no time to wait, taking great risks. The format of this documentary is 
the closest to a reporting style. The Silvas filmed with the Army and the 
settlers behind: the Army was exterminating the Sikuani people to take 
their land and silence their organization. The State considered them mi-
nors and the settlers considered them irrational beings. At the time this 
practice was called guajibiar, which in other, cruder words means “to go 
out hunting indigenous people.” The film left out material whose content 
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would be of enormous help to the indigenous peoples of Vichada to re-
cover the memory of this dark and sinister event, shedding light on what 
happened, showing the conflict over lands and how paramilitarism is not 
a recent phenomenon, but a practice that has been perpetuated in time 
against the indigenous peoples. Unfortunately, this material was stored by 
ICODES, which disappeared, and so it is not in Marta’s archive. 

The 1970s was the decade of the agrarian movement. During the pres-
idency of Alberto Lleras, the Asociación Nacional de Usuarios Campesinos 
[National Association of Peasant Smallholders, ANUC] was created. 
In turn, in 1971 the Cauca indigenous people created the Consejo Regional 
Indígena del Cauca [Regional Indigenous Council of the Cauca, CRIC], 
the first organization of indigenous resistance against rights violations. 
Rodríguez made two more films in this period: Campesinos [Peasants, 
1970–1975], based on an original idea by Arturo Alape, which registered the 
mobilizations of peasants and indigenous peoples in that period and por-
trays the agrarian struggles in the 1930s, and Nuestra voz de tierra: memoria 
y futuro [Our Voice of the Earth, Memory and the Future, 1974–1980], which 
sought to combine a documentary recording and a staging by a Cauca in-
digenous group to show the complexity of a process going from submis-
sion, to organization, to the fight for survival as a culture. Lastly, in this 
stage La voz de los sobrevivientes [The Voice of the Survivors, 1980] was made 
at the CRIC’s request, denouncing the murder of its leaders. 

Campesinos and Nuestra voz de tierra are directly related, sharing im-
ages that feed the discourse of each one of the archive images that are 
shown in Marta’s other works about the indigenous peoples. Campesinos 
followed a different style of production, as Jorge and Marta were directed 
by the peasants in a process of memory recovery. The reading of a 1930 text 
about punishments on coffee estates leads the film’s plot, as from this it 
can be deduced how by organizing themselves the peasants were able to 
free themselves from the yoke of the landowners. The punishments were 
recreated and the Silvas only gave technical advice and filmed; then, at 
the editing desk, they respected the peasants’ instructions. An archive, 
that could be called one of infamy, was donated to the foundation, when 
a collection of photographs of La Violencia came into the hands of Marta 
and Jorge. Precisely one of those photos was used in the film, accompanied 
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by an account from a peasant from Villa Rica. The camera films some dirt 
roads until the whole image is revealed: it is a boy of 10 or 12, murdered. 
This collection is still in the archive of the Fundación Cine Documental/
Investigación Social. 

For the shoots of Campesinos and Nuestra voz de tierra, Marta and Jorge 
travelled to various regions of Colombia where land was being recovered 
by peasants and the indigenous. I personally have had the honour, thanks 
to the archive, to hear minstrels in Sucre sing décimas about their struggles, 
and seen interviews where the peasants talk about how they came to these 
unproductive lands and took them with the slogan: “The land for those who 
work it.” Although Nuestra voz de tierra: memoria y futuro shares a good deal 
of material with Campesinos, it is very different from the other film. The es-
sential theme is the same: the issue of and the struggle for lands and the 
recovery of memory, in this case with the myth of the Huecada. Its differ-
ence lies in its production model: the collective “I” was with the indigenous 
peoples, the Silvas were always accompanied by CRIC members through-
out the production and post-production, constantly asking questions and 
making suggestions that placed the directors in conflict with their own 
knowledge of cinema and anthropological investigation methodology.

La voz de los sobrevivientes has a larger archive than this short. This 
work is a series of testimonies on the violence used against the indige-
nous peoples of the Cauca, but behind these testimonies is an inconclusive  
documentary. One of the CRIC’s founding leaders, Benjamín Dindicué, 
murdered in 1979, was a character in a documentary that retold the cre-
ation of the Council, but his murder led to a direct denouncement. The 
documentary is dedicated to this leader, whose memory is still preserved 
on reel-to-reel tapes, in photographs and on 16 mm film. 

In the 1980s, Marta and Jorge took an interest in environmental issues 
and the use of pesticides in flower production, which is common in the 
fertile land of the Bogotá savannah. They made Amor, mujeres y flores [Love, 
Women and Flowers, 1984–1989], gathering testimonies and investigating 
the subject. This film had a great impact on society: the export of flowers 
was affected, and international buyers stopped buying Colombian flow-
ers until the production model was changed. Today, the flower industry 
has changed its treatment of employees, labour rights are respected, and 
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forms of production and worker safety have improved. Although highly 
dangerous pesticides are still used, these are no longer sprayed with the 
employees inside the greenhouses.

On 6 November 1985, a guerrilla commando took the Palace of Justice. 
The combat raged for hours until eventually Colombia and the whole 
world watched as the building was consumed by flames. A week after the 
taking of the Palace, the small town of Armero in Tolima department was 
wiped off the map by an avalanche, as a result of the Nevado del Ruiz vol-
cano thawing. This month was known as Black November. All the media 
went to cover the tragedy in Tolima. Amid the desolation, Marta found 
the story of two elderly people in a refugee camp living in a tent on the 
football pitch in the town of Honda, Tolima. The months passed and the 
other refugees gradually left for the different solutions offered to those 
affected. Eventually there were only two tents left on the football pitch, be-
longing to the two old people. Their age excluded them from any help with 
housing, but their lives continued. From them came the title of the film 
Nacer de nuevo [Born Again, 1987]. This is Marta Rodríguez’s most intimate 
work, and it is a tribute to her partner Jorge Silva, who died at the age of 
forty-six on 28 January 1987. Apart from this documentary, there are three  
unedited chronicles on the women of Armero, stories shot in parallel and 
which are collected under the name Las mujeres del volcán [The Women  
of the Volcano]. There is also extensive photographic work by Lucas Silva 
on the refugee camps.

research archive: video

The issue of drug trafficking directly affected indigenous communities. 
When the drug traffickers from the Valley came in search of new land 
and cheap, naïve man power, the easy money weakened the authority of 
the councils and deeply affected the indigenous community. A profound 
cultural breakdown came about as a result of drugs, weapons, corruption, 
indiscriminate violence and venereal disease. In following this phenom-
enon Marta produced four documentaries: Memoria viva [Living Memory, 
1993], in which the indigenous retell the massacre of the Nile; Amapola, 
la flor maldita [Cursed Poppy, 1998], analyzing the issue of poppy growing 
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among the Misak people; Los hijos del trueno [Sons of Thunder, 1980], recall-
ing the river Páez avalanche in which 1500 people died; and La hoja sagrada  
[The Sacred Leaf, 2001], a vindication of the coca leaf as food and sacred 
plant. 

In making these documentaries Marta gathered testimonies from 
the period, about how drug money affected the indigenous peoples, but 
also their strategies to face up to the problem. The river Páez avalanche 
brought with it the reflection of the sages who read in nature that those 
guilty of the tragedy were the indigenous themselves, for giving up tradi-
tional production and letting themselves be deceived by money. The peo-
ple’s suffering was a punishment from a mother wounded by her own sons.

Most of this material was filmed on Hi8 and Video8 and has now been 
digitalized, as has an extensive photographic collection that shows an-
other side of this documentarian. In 1998 a new exodus began into Bogotá, 
as the city filled up with people displaced as fighting intensified. The first 
were the peasants from the south of Bolívar, gold miners from Serranía de 
San Lucas, who took refuge in the Universidad Nacional and who contrib-
uted to an investigation that took testimonies on the paramilitary assault 
in this area. When the demilitarized zone was created in the coca-grow-
ing region of Caguán, many families fled so that the guerrilla would not 
take their sons. The paramilitary barbarianism in Caquetá, the massacre 
of Mapiripán, and successive massacres in Sucre, Córdoba and Montes de 
María led a large proportion of the population to seek refuge in Bogotá. 
The headquarters of the International Red Cross were taken by some of 
these families, remaining there for three years in what was known as 
“La toma del milenio” [The Capture of the Millennium].

This process was filmed by gathering testimonies from various parts 
of the country, from people who had been driven from their land by the 
conflict. This is unreleased material in the Foundation’s archive, and from 
those three years there is also photographic work by Marta that backs up 
what was filmed. The population of Bajo Atrato crammed into the coli-
seum in Turbo after being expelled violently from their land by Operation 
Genesis in 1997. From 1999 to 2005 Marta followed the community, gath-
ering testimonies on this forced displacement. This led to a series of three 
documentaries, the Urabá trilogy: Mujeres en la guerra: nunca más [Women 
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at War: Never Again, 1999–2001], Una casa sola se vence [A House Alone Is 
Defeated, 2003–2004] and Soraya, amor no es olvido [Soraya, Love Is Not 
Forgetting, 2006]. This trilogy was made with Fernando Restrepo, Marta’s 
partner and companion in these last years. 

Marta’s most recent film, Testigos de un etnocidio: memorias de resistencia 
[Witnesses of an Ethnocide: Memories of Resistance, 2011], uses the archive 
as a source of investigation. It confirms that the archive offers the possibil-
ity of anthropological creation and investigation and the reinterpretation 
of the work. This film returns to Planas: testimonio de un etnocidio to offer 
an introduction to the current conflict in Colombia, directly pointing the 
finger at who is responsible for the humanitarian crisis affecting the in-
digenous peoples. In this work, the archive takes on great importance, as 
it makes it possible to follow the path of the memory of Marta Rodríguez, 
who, with her own voice, with the weight of the years and the experience, 
asks us: “Through our silence, have we been complicit in the tragedy?”

conclusions

The object of social science is a reality that comprises all the struggles, individual 
and collective, which purport to preserve or transform reality, particularly those 

whose issue at stake is the imposition of the legitimate definition of reality and 
whose strictly symbolic effectiveness may contribute to the preservation or the 

subversion of the established order, that is, reality. 
Pierre Bourdieu5 

Marta Rodríguez’s work seeks to transform reality by making it evident, 
and it is through anthropology and film that she expresses her social crit-
icism, pointing out the inequity and discrimination in the system directly 
with images and testimonies from the working classes and organizations 
of peoples, in a constant exercise to preserve memory and exalt resis-
tance. Every work is the result of an archive, that is, it is a medium from 
which accounts come about, discourses that are expressed by the creator 
in an object with meaning for itself, and from the interpretation of critics 
and audiences. More stories coexist in the archive, and its legacy is not an 

5 Bourdieu, Pierre, El sentido práctico, Buenos Aires, Siglo XXI Editores, 2007, p. 227.
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unmovable object, it is re-interpretative, it is not from a static past: it ex-
tends in the configuration of the present and of the future. In this regard, 
for Derrida the archive is a future: the matter of an answer, of a promise 
and of a responsibility for tomorrow. If we want to know what the archive 
intended to say, we will only know it in the time to come.6 

Marta Rodríguez’s archive’s work for the future has been supported by the 
Colombian Ministry of Culture. Through the Office of Cinematography, the 
archive received the Archive Management Grant, which made it possible 
to verify, catalogue, preserve and digitalize the different supports that 
can be found in it. Because of this, we can bring back the memory of Marta 
Rodríguez’s work; in the future it will be a centre of documentation that 
will make it possible to attain the ideal of the archive: accessibility. 
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glaring absence: 
viral archives  
in albertina carri’s  
restos and cuatreros

jens andermann

“Is the accumulation of images a form of resistance?” asks actress Analía 
Couceyro’s voiceover at the start of Albertina Carri’s 2010 short Restos. 
A sequence of images in digital and Super 8, frequently edited over or inter-
vened by hand with artificial colour stains or scratches, the film is a dense 
meditation on the affective materiality of images of militant film from the 
1960s and 1970s which, like the bodies and places whose luminous trace 
those films captured, have endured the ravages of time, if not directly the 
disappearing violence of “State terrorism’s amputating machine.” How can 
one today make a visual archaeology of these celluloid remains which, in 
the decades they were abandoned in hiding places that rarely offered so 
much as minimal preservation conditions, were also orphaned from the 
contexts of militant action in which they were intended to be seen, and 
where, through the fusion of spaces and times of screen and auditorium in 
one single struggle, a leap was being prepared into a future of liberation 
that never came? This short film keeps the answer in suspense, alternating 
slow pans over films and cans piled up in corridors and on shelves, with 
a near haptic quality, with close-up sequences of worn-down celluloid 
burning or being submerged in a bleach bath (such as those used by some 
militant filmmakers during the dictatorship to cover their tracks and those 
of their comrades in the struggle). In these sequences, the emulsion that 
peels off and dissolves before our eyes in the liquid actively un-writes the 
previous inscription of light, as if, in their fall into invisibility, the images 
were also being put in movement for one last time. Like the sparks flying 
from the burning celluloid, the images in the projector, invisible now due 
to the degradation of the support, set themselves in motion again here, 
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in a final act of aggression and extreme affection. “From this orphanhood 
that can only say ‘I’,” says Carri’s narrator, setting apart her own enunciative 
present from the anonymous, collective statement that insurgent film-
makers sought to make, 

I allow myself to be blinded by the lost images. To seek them out is to 
resist that dreamless outside. To thread together sequences to push the 
loose flashes of the memory. Is it possible to recover their defiant ges-
ture? Their vital potency, their exquisite present bloated with future? 
Could they still put a dent in the fabric that covers the rebels’ sky? The 
glare of their absence burns. Right now. 

Film preserver Paolo Cherchi Usau argues that the dimension of grief 
is common to every cinematographic experience, due not only to the  
spatio-temporal grammatical complex of the ghostly reappearance of ab-
sent bodies, typical of film’s photographic support, but also the perishable 
nature of its base material. The “model image,” pristine and uncontami-
nated, a pure and transparent notation of the thing that happened in front 
of the camera, is merely an origin myth, he suggests: from the first printed 
copy—whether on film, analogue video or digital—image and sound have 
already withstood extensive damage and contamination that every one of 
the subsequent uses of the device (its projection, reediting or “restoration”) 
only multiplies. Each viewer, “in view of the physical and chemical phe-
nomena of decay, a process that can be contained or extended but never 
completely prevented, … is an unconscious witness … of the extinction of 
moving images.”1 Historian André Habib estimates that, although little 
more than a century old, around 80% of the images from the first fifty 
years of film have been lost irrevocably, and over half of humanity’s film 
heritage has been erased due to the effect of the “natural” degradation of 
its base material, while the total of moving images grows at a frenetic rate 
(1.5 billion hours in 1999, Cherchi Usai estimates, twice the total estimated 

1 Cherchi Usai, Paolo, The Death of Cinema. History, Cultural Memory and the Digital Dark Age, 
London, BFI - Palgrave Macmillan, 2001, p. 17. 
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in 1989). “The disappearance of films is therefore inseparable from the his-
tory of film,” Habib concludes.2 

Film is, effectively, a suction device of ghostly presences—but not, like 
its literary simile, Morel’s invention in the Bioy Casares novel of the same 
name, of the body of the viewer gradually infected with the insubstan-
tiality of the spectres of those it is passionate about, but rather the same 
substances that sustain the light trick. In fact, the scarce durability of these 
supports (no minor factor in determining the ways in which the film image 
could function as merchandise) was from an early stage a concern for film 
buffs and industrial producers alike. In the 1930s, in parallel with silent 
film’s replacement by the talkies, the first film libraries and archives were 
created to preserve the old films, already practically unusable in most cin-
emas refitted for the new technology, as was the first international institu-
tion dedicated exclusively to film heritage (the Fédération Internationale 
des Archives du Film, FIAF, founded in 1938). In the dying stages of the 
Second World War—the bombing raids not only destroying a large pro-
portion of archives accumulated until then but also demonstrating how 
very flammable old nitrate films were—these new heritage institutions 
led efforts to copy the surviving mass of images onto new and supposedly 
more resilient acetate film base (often destroying the originals, for safety 
reasons) only to discover, from the 1980s, the harmful effects on acetate 
of what is known as “vinegar syndrome” which to this day has damaged 
or even rendered useless a large number of films on celluloid. Conversion 
to video tape and, subsequently, the “digitalization”3 of analogue films—
measures which at the time were acclaimed as the solution to this new 

2 Habib, André, “Ruin, Archive and the Time of Cinema: Peter Delpeut’s Lyrical Nitrate,” SubStance, 
# 110, vol. 35, no. 2, 2006, p. 126.
3 André Gaudreault and Philippe Marion distinguish between the image characterized by its mi-
grating from one support to another, and the “digital” image, whose relation with the profilmic is 
always one of a metaphorical or symbolic nature and no longer indexical. They write: “The digital 
thus disturbs the mimetic system of the photo-realist image. Its iconic representation of reality 
loses some of its indexical proximity and credibility when its capturing of this reality is joined with 
its synthesis within the new images. The indexical status of photo-realist images of captured real-
ity (the profilmic) is thus in the process of slipping toward the ambiguity of metaphor, the simula-
crum, simulation. Digital images thus oblige us to reconsider the relations between the indexical 
and the iconic.” Gaudreault, André and Marion, Philippe, The End of Cinema? A Medium in Crisis in the 
Digital Age, New York, Columbia University Press, 2015, pp. 66–67.
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catastrophe—in fact only exacerbated their effects: the loss of sharpness in 
the image, in their “compression” process, and the even greater instability 
of the support (the “corruption” of the digital algorithm, unlike the ana-
logue image, can lead to the complete loss of the film, as it can no longer 
be “read” by the device). 

Jacques Derrida wrote that “anarchiving destruction belongs to the 
process of archivation and produces the very thing it reduces on occasion 
to ashes, and beyond.”4 All “conservation” contains more than its own de-
structive impulse: in the case of film, perhaps the most extreme case, the 
destructive impulse not only operates as a selection principle and thus as 
a survival condition of what is archived, but also the technical device that 
allows the emergence of the image-movement works from the very begin-
ning in the destruction of this image—of any image—so that cinema must 
be considered “the art of destroying moving images.”5 The task of the film 
preserver (and of the film historian) therefore is not essentially different 
from that of any viewer: to assume their role of witness, to take responsi-
bility for the images which, at the end of the day, we will always have been 
the last to view. 

Moving image preservation will then be redefined as the science of its 
gradual loss and the art of coping with the consequences. … In monitoring 
the process of image decay, the conservator assumes the responsibility 
of following the process until the image has vanished altogether, or en-
sures its migration to another kind of visual experience, while interpret-
ing the meaning of the loss for the benefit of future generations. In doing 
so, the conservator —no less than the viewer— plays a creative role that 
is in some way comparable to the work of the image maker. 6

4 Derrida, Jacques, Archive Fever: a Freudian Impression, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1995, 
p. 94.
5 Cherchi Usai, Paolo, The Death of Cinema. History, Cultural Memory and the Digital Dark Age,  
op. cit., p. 7.
6 Ibid., p. 105.
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infectious images

The figure of the conservator-guardian that Cherchi Usai envisages—in 
reality merely an “active viewer” who takes on the enormous responsibil-
ity provided by any film session as audiovisual destruction ritual—would 
not appear to be very far from the “accumulation of images” that Carri 
proposes in Restos (including their liberation in extremis to slip out in a fi-
nal spark or mobile ornament of ink at the moment of their liquefaction). 
But the quietism of the “moral image” that Cherchi Usai suggests setting 
off against the Quixotic search for the “model image”—the adoption of 
“passivity” as a virtue against the images’ gradual decay in order, in and be-
cause of the images’ non-intervention, to learn to live and die with them in 
their slow fade—is not, in reality, an option for Carri. In Cuatreros (2016)—
the feature film that, in a way, is the continuation of and an elaboration on 
Restos—she opts for something else, something in excess of the mere “ac-
cumulation of images” proposed by Restos: no sooner have the initial cred-
its ended than the screen in Cuatreros forks, splitting into multiple parallel 
series of moving images, threads that in the course of the film will contract 
at times into a single image-sound to immediately split again into groups 
of two, three or five, aligned at times horizontally—one image next to 
another—and others in the form of a central image framed on both sides 
by others in a smaller format. Instead of Cherchi Usai’s “passive” viewer 
who accompanies empathetically the gradual ruin of the “moral image,” 
Cuatreros aims for a promiscuous, amoral relationship between and with 
images that interpenetrate and infect each other. The film thus liberates 
a feverish archive, in a disorder where there is no place for the quietude 
Cherchi Usai’s “moral image” aspires to, in the first place because the state 
of inquietude—the violent desire for mating and extirpation, for devouring 
and swallowing up that one image extends to the other—does not cease 
there to shake the screen. 

We could think of an accelerated cinema, an image in overdrive, in 
contrast (but also in dialogue) with the delayed cinema attitude and its as-
sociation with the death drive that Laura Mulvey has theorized about as 
one of the most productive effects of the emergence of the digital image: 
the analytical possibility of, literally, dismantling image-movement, of 
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producing by reducing and freezing the flow of images a new indexical 
sign (the “stilled” digital image does not necessarily correspond to a par-
ticular frame). That of the digital image is thus an index finally capable of 
sustaining “a new kind of ontology … in which ambivalence, impurity and 
uncertainty displace the traditional opposition.”7 This novel ability to in-
troduce moments of stillness in any moment in the film also encourages us 
to become pensive spectators instead of surrendering passively to the day-
dream of the image-movement:

The “aesthetics of delay” revolve around the process of stilling the film 
but also repetition, the return to certain moments or sequences, as well 
as slowing down the illusion of natural movement. Delayed cinema 
makes visible its materiality and its aesthetic attributes, but also engages 
an element of play and of repetitive compulsion.8

In this way, the pensive spectator (with their attitude of “curiosity” about 
profilmic temporalities that punctuate the flow of images) also slides at 
any given moment towards the “possessive spectator,” heir to the fetishist 
attitude to the iconicity of images that Mulvey, in her founding 1975 essay 
on “visual pleasures” and their subversion/reproduction of the narrative 
order, analyzed as a potentially liberating side of the heteronormative 
matrix of the film industry. Empowered by “new technologies [that] work 
on the body of film as mechanisms of delay …, fragmenting the forward 
movement of narrative and taking the spectator into the past,”9 the pos-
sessive spectator—even when their motivation is to maintain present and 
prolong the enjoyment of the iconic image—“can suddenly, unexpectedly, 
encounter the index. The time of the camera, its embalmed time, surfaces, 
shifting from the narrative ‘now’ to ‘then.’”10 Pensive and possessive are 
therefore two complementary modalities (like fetishism and curiosity had 
been before the image-movement of analogue film) to deal with the new 
temporality of a movement susceptible at any given moment to be delayed 
in the tension and ambivalence of an indexical iconicity. 

7 Mulvey, Laura, Death 24xSecond. Stillness and the Moving Image, London, Reaktion, 2006, p. 12.
8 Ibid., p. 192.
9 Ibid., p. 181.
10 Ibid., p. 173.
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However, how to think with—and against—the new ontology of “de-
layed cinema” that Mulvey proposes and the sampling of images that Carri 
sets in motion in Cuatreros? In place of the frame which, in being “stilled” 
in an instant that no longer corresponds to the “photographic ontology” 
(Bazin) of its original support and which, consequently, can reveal a type 
of materiality that is intrinsic to its type of image—and of an image always 
on the verge of sliding towards its own ruin—in Cuatreros we find our-
selves before a visual torrent that unfolds and multiplies in simultaneous 
sequences in vertiginous succession. Many of the fragments that appear 
on parallel screens last only a couple of seconds. We are, as it were, before 
a feverish, viral image, that buds and spreads out over the screen, conse-
quently foreclosing both the possessive spectator’s enjoyment and the 
pensive spectator’s reflexive attitude. Often, furthermore, that “infection” 
of the visual sequence corresponds to the vertigo of versions and tempo-
ralities along which the verbal account finds its way: Carri’s film comes 
and goes ceaselessly on the life and death of Isidro Velázquez—the last 
gaucho rustler (cuatrero) in Argentina—, a book by her own father, Roberto 
Carri, who was disappeared by the military dictatorship—Isidro Velázquez: 
Formas prerrevolucionarias de la violencia [Isidro Velázquez: Prerevolutionary 
Forms of Violence, 1968]—and the lost film by Pablo Szir (detained-dis-
appeared filmmaker and companion in captivity of Albertina’s parents), 
made in the early 1970s and based on Roberto Carri’s sociological research. 
But Cuatreros is also the story of multiple attempts to recover fragments 
of that abducted past, including Albertina’s own attempts and those of 
her then wife, journalist and writer Marta Dillon, wandering the plains 
of El Chaco or immersing herself in film archives in Buenos Aires and 
Havana. The infectious, viral image thus corresponds to an “archive fever” 
as Derrida describes it, but not as a symbol or metaphor of this fever, but 
rather as a filmic mal d’archive, an illness caused by the fever that inhabits 
the very image and sound archive, like the creepy sequence of General 
Galtieri interviewed on television, boasting that he has brought peace to 
the Argentines. The fevered image is that which suffers from that fever, a 
fever that—says Derrida—is to “burn with passion.” To be en mal d’archive—
afflicted with archive fever—is “never to rest, interminably, from searching 
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for the archive right where it slips away. It is to run after the archive, even if 
there’s too much of it, right where something in it anarchives itself.”11

The image turns viral, therefore, because of an absence, a void that 
can only fill up through the multiplication, or metastasis, of other im-
ages, even though there are never enough to fulfil this purpose. One se-
quence just over ten minutes into the film recounts Albertina’s first visit 
to Lita Stantic, the director and producer who, at the time of filming the 
“first Isidro Velázquez” was about to give birth to one of the daughters of 
Pablo Szir, her partner at the time, and took part in the clandestine shoot 
(including an undercover shoot at the police academy in Buenos Aires).  
The accounts of different witnesses from the period of the recordings at 
the Escuela Vucetich, paraphrased in Albertina’s voiceover, and which may 
have led her to interview Stantic, accompany a screen divided horizontally 
into five, emitting different tapes in black and white of street scenes, pa-
rades and police graduations, some of them in identical reverse motion 
as if the police were marching back to their preterite present. The simul-
taneous presence of different series of images in a fast edit produce the 
paradoxical effect of a gaze at once focused and distracted, literally diver-
gent in its desire to keep up with the overabundance of visual stimuli. The 
sequence grows even more complicated with the visit to Stantic’s house, 
introducing between the remembered past and the spoken present an-
other spatio-temporal plane, that of the search itself: Stantic, Carri says, 
speeding up further her frenetic narrative pace, “won’t stop talking and 
ordering her assistants” to bring her multiple pieces from her archive of 
documents and recordings. This is, then, an infectious moment of “archive 
fever,” of a transfer of legacies that the screen echoes in subdividing into 
five individual, parallel sequences that vaguely invoke the multiple layers 
of the story, from the mythical past of the popular epic to the encounter be-
tween the two women trying to reconstruct the previous attempts to cap-
ture or reinvent it in film images and struggles to elude state repression. 
In other words, the screen constructs a composed image, but it does so 
with missing archives, with images that do not correspond to any docu-
mentary evidence. Or rather, its “evidences,” its “photographic ontology” in 
terms of fragments of analogue films do not refer to the verbal narrative 

11 Derrida, Jacques, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, op. cit., p. 91.
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except in an associative way, i.e., allegorical, more than anything the result 
of our own spectatorial desire to pick up the story and thus contain the con-
tingent multiplicity of images to the linear temporality of the story.

death and transfiguration of the archive

Martín Fierro and some other works of the gaucho tradition—according 
to Ezequiel Martínez Estrada’s theory in Muerte y transfiguración de Martín 
Fierro (1948), a literary and anthropological speculation composed during 
the long internal exile the author enforced upon himself during the first 
Peronist government—are the only examples of realism that an impover-
ished literature like Argentina’s can show, alienated as it is from “historical, 
psychological, economic and political variants” of national life. Its realism, 
Martínez Estrada admits, was not, nor could ever be, that of the bourgeois 
novel: “Hidalgo, Ascasubi, Lussich and Hernández … had to turn to living 
reality” outside of the existing genre frameworks, “in the ‘take’ of a reality 
and their version through the language.” The gaucho genre, he concludes, 
“is a living ‘take,’ a way of being for the people.”12 Against the discussion, 
begun in the previous century and later developed in opposite directions 
by Leopoldo Lugones and Jorge Luis Borges, of the fidelity of the gauchesco 
poets to the oral tradition of the gauchos payadores, Martínez Estrada in-
sists on the direct relation between “living reality” and poetic form taking 
it to another register, that of cinema. Martín Fierro, he argues, is neither a 
novel nor an epic poem but rather a sequence of “takes,” albeit not of an 
“exterior,” material reality, as recorded in cinematographic takes—there 
is not, says Martínez Estrada, an exterior space or landscape in Martín 
Fierro—but rather of the “essences” of the living experience of a frontier 
society. However, just as the frontier itself had been “conquered” (but in 
every aspect of national life), its literary expressions have gradually been 
“mythologized”—overwritten, banalized, erased—in a process of building 
the national canon. The national archive is none other than the expression 
of that anarchiving violence: “To kill Martín Fierro, who was an impertinent 
witness, it was necessary to destroy him because of his conversion into a 

12 Martínez Estrada, Ezequiel, Muerte y transfiguración de Martín Fierro, vol. I, Buenos Aires, Centro 
Editor de América Latina, 1983, pp. 297–288 and 308.
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heroic, patriotic myth.” Hence, “for him to live again it isn’t enough to resus-
citate him; he must be transfigured.”13

For Martínez Estrada, transfiguring is not a question of returning 
to the betrayed origin and reanimating it: it is a critical-ritual exercise in 
conjuring, almost one of shamanic invocation, so that the “essence” of the 
gauchesco soul can finally transmigrate to new and distinct bodies-texts. In 
Muerte y transfiguración, that reading exercise returns the critic to the laby-
rinths of the archive, to an increasingly rich forest of quotations of frontier 
chronicles, linguistic and philological studies and English tomes on natu-
ral history. Cuatreros reinitiates and updates, just as Roberto Carri’s Isidro 
Velázquez did in its time, that return to a still latent past that, in Argentina, 
runs parallel to the writing of history, contradicting it even before it ex-
ists. The notion of a popular truth “banished” from the historical account 
hastened in each of those authors the return to the archive as the holder 
of a promise of another possible account, as long as the “sources” depos-
ited there were reordered and read “against the grain” until configuring 
with them a “living take.” A tricky undertaking, furthermore, because the 
archival promise of returning us once again to the direct and unmediated 
presence of the fact itself is deferred again and again, because the very 
“document”—like an analogue film frame —tends to only show the thing 
that has already happened, i.e., the popular thing already subjected to the 
order of the letter. “The role of journalism in this case,” Roberto Carri once 
commented, the central role given to the media and above all to the radio 
in the struggle against “banditry,” 

…is an example of the attitude of the “educated,” urbanized press against 
the popular “barbarism” coming from the backwards areas of the coun-
tryside. The press’s liberal reformism agrees with “civilization” and the 
maintenance of police order. … The rural “barbarism” is “understood” in a 
display of liberal hypocrisy, but they do not flinch from aiding its exter-
mination because it jeopardizes the sacred institutions of the colonial 
government.14 

13 Ibid., p. 309.
14 Carri, Roberto, Isidro Velázquez, formas prerrevolucionarias de la violencia, Buenos Aires, Colihue, 
2001, pp. 52–53.
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Roberto Carri writes that when the media realized Velázquez followed the 
news closely to hide from the forces of law and order and carry out his raids 
on relatively unprotected places, it started to issue fake news, a strategy 
that anticipated its subsequent role in the counterinsurgent terror de-
ployed by the military regime a decade later. 

In Cuatreros there is an abundance of images from news bulletins: 
reporters holding microphones, interviewing police and military and re-
counting the latest cases of “contemptible terrorists,” rumours of kidnap-
pings and murders, and even a clandestine commando unit’s assault on a 
wig shop, while the Junta high command wave cheerfully at the worship-
pers in a church or the public at the annual cattle exhibition at the Rural 
Society. The archive of audiovisual media is, even more than the literary 
canon, a document of anarchiving violence: we do not find in it images 
of Velázquez riddled with bullets and much less footage of the Margarita 
Belén massacre—the clandestine torture and execution of fifteen po-
litical prisoners of the dictatorship—perpetrated years later under the 
orders of the same police chief who had killed Isidro’s younger brother in 
1961, hastening Isidro’s flight into the wilderness. Cuatreros is also a bold 
work, one that takes big ethical and aesthetic risks, against that anar-
chiving violence: the solutions that the film proposes to fill that absence 
are of a notable variety. While the death of Velázquez, finally ambushed 
by the police, is narrated over a screen split into three like an altarpiece, 
with an equestrian parade in the “gaucho” style in the centre and on both 
sides documentary sequences of unbearable cruelty showing in real time 
the torture and murder of prisoners by militias in southeast Asia, for the 
massacre of the political prisoners Carri uses a single screen with archives 
of animated drawings with a fantastic appearance, interspersed with ar-
chives of police banquets and receptions. She constructs, in other words, 
an association between the repression of “cuatrerismo” in the interior of 
Latin America and Cold War atrocities in Vietnam and Cambodia: a “false” 
analogy, in the strict historical sense, but truth both from the point of view 
of Roberto Carri’s thesis and from what Velázquez’s demise already fore-
shadows. In the same way, in the Margarita Belén episode the association 
between State terrorism in Argentina and the sinister atmosphere of fairy 
tales finds its truth there where the mere document collapses. The inverse 
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edition of materials would have been, in contrast, historically correct but 
aesthetically false: in the first case, it would have reconfirmed the barely 
“prepolitical” nature of the rural insurgents; in the second, it would have 
emphasized the historical contemporaneity but eliminated the singularity 
of each of the contexts. 

Because the time of the archive is not, in reality, the preterite perfect 
(“this has been”) but the conditional (“this could be”). Its absences and si-
lences, like those of the police officers interviewed in the news bulletins, 
looking out of the corner of their eye at the camera in dark glasses, are 
not-so-thinly veiled threats in the context in which they were recorded: the 
object of those gazes is also, and above all, the future that they ask to be 
recognized in that threat and act consequently. But their enigmatic, threat-
ening silence, Carri’s film teaches us, can also be answered literally by the 
next image, both in the temporal sense as the image that follows, and also 
in the spatial sense, as the neighbouring image on the split screen, each 
one exerting its contagious effect over the other. 

Filmography
Cuatreros [Rustlers]. Argentina, 2016. 85 minutes. Directed and written by 

Albertina Carri.
Restos [Remains]. Argentina, 2010. 8 minutes. Directed and written by 

Albertina Carri.
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faces that remain,  
any given face.
the films of pedro costa 
and the fictions  
of maurice blanchot

carolina villada castro

 
prelude

What can any given person do? 
Faces that remain,
potencies of immobile gestures…
Silences that pierce and question,
frames that suspend and reverberate.
The scene: extreme situations of any given anonymous person;  
migrant, drug addict, suicide, jobless, squatter.
Strength so irreducible it is inexhaustible,
…remains that resist.

…No quarto da Vanda,
Bairro Fontainhas: tenements, clandestine, ghostly… houses under  

demolition, makeshift houses among the ruins,
Ruins that thunder, proliferate, stalk.

Spectres that sprout up and shy away.
Alleyways, stairs, nooks, corners.

Spectres that pass by, meet, separate, disappear.
Where does your gaze go, Vanda?

There some hands knit and unknit.
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Spectres dissolving, dispersing, being removed.
The interstices: a violin, a weave, a boat.

Spectres in the detour of the ruins…

Ossos…
Bairro Fontainhas: frames returning, multiplying, juxtaposed,
lost gazes—spectral bodies—
hands separating, seeking, supporting.
Mother suicide, father begging, baby.
Staying alive—surviving.
Feminine solidarities: kisses, complicit glances, smiles.
Communities of affection,
community of the community-less.

 
Cavalo Dinheiro

Lives in passing, continuous leave-taking and uprooting.
Ventura’s delirium, delirium of Cape Verdean migrants’ lives.

Lives suspended and interrupted given to the unknown,
Blank stares and shaking hands grasping the unknown.

Sentries of an immemorial strength.
Clandestine communities, 

spectres of an immemorial exile,
…faces that remain, any given faces.

introduction 

The experimental films of Pedro Costa echo the influences of such film-
makers as Truffaut, Buñuel, Fellini and David Lynch, and writers like Kafka 
and Beckett,1 manifest in freedom of expression, technique, production, in 
the deconstruction of structures, in the handling of spontaneity and impro-
visation, and in the capacity to focus on post-war society, its condition of 

1 Bradshaw, Peter (17/9/2009), “Pedro Costa, the Samuel Beckett of cinema,” The Guardian. Recovered from: 
https://www.theguardian.com/film/filmblog/2009/sep/17/pedro-costa-tate-retrospective [17/9/2019].
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desolation and solitude. In this text I will mostly reference three of Costa’s 
films: Ossos [Bones, 1997], No quarto da Vanda [In Vanda’s Room, 2000] and 
Cavalo Dinheiro [Horse Money, 2014], all shot in Fontainhas, a slum on the 
outskirts of Lisbon, and portraying the everyday lives of the people who 
live there. 

The aim is to explore the figures of anonymity and community that 
appear in Costa’s film images and Blanchot’s fictional literary figures. 
Although, for Costa, film comes down to “what is in the shots: what you 
say, what you leave, what you filmed and what you didn’t film, what is or 
isn’t between these two planes: the raccord … The cut between images is 
what counts,”2 the thrust of this text focuses on the cuts of cinematographic 
and literary images, specifically the way in which the faces that remain of 
any given anonymous people emerge to question both expressions of art 
and contemporary thinking. 

anonymous poetics

The anonymous poetics in Pedro Costa’s films begin to be perceived in the 
image of the Fontainhas slum on the outskirts of Lisbon, under demolition 
and where a large number of his works have been filmed. The rubble of 
the Fontainhas slum speaks of the intermingling of white peasants from 
northern Portugal who came to the city in search of better opportuni-
ties, with migrants from African colonies such as Cape Verde, Angola and 
Guinea-Bissau, people of mixed heritage, and Roma. The overlapping ar-
chitectures and the array of colours subtly portray Portuguese and foreign 
geographies: the blue of Portugal, the greens and ochres of African cit-
ies, the forms of the Arab souks and the kasbahs of North African towns.  
In the beautiful words of Costa, Neyrat and Rector, in this neighbourhood 
“a space [is] divided into another thousand … Every house is a city. It’s the 
underground city: you come out of a door that leads to a terrace from 
which a tunnel leads to another house, and suddenly, you’re on the other 
side of the city.”3 

2 Moutinho, Anabela and Lobo, Maria da Graça, “Conversación con Pedro Costa. El encuentro con 
António Reis,” DOCUMENTOS • Cinema Comparat/ive Cinema, vol. III, no. 6, 2015, p. 20.
3 Costa, Pedro; Neyrat, Cyril and Rector, Andy, Um melro dourado, um ramo de flores, uma colher de 
prata. No quarto da Vanda, Maria João Madeira and Ricardo Matos Cabo, trans., Lisbon, Midas 
Filmes/Orfeu Negro, 2012, p. 126.
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The slum becomes a map of these alien geographies and their mi-
grant peoples, outsiders and foreigners who begin to form a community of 
the anonymous, transforming this rubble-strewn slum into a space where 
that shared anonymity can resonate, in which their shadows wander inces-
santly, coming and going along the corridors, stairs and alleyways of this 
labyrinthine, subterranean neighbourhood, from one scene to another. 

Fittingly, the characters of his films are “many people concentrated in 
one body.”4 That is, their sadness, their trances, their diversions and delir-
ium portray the vertiginous condition of these disappearing communities 
that survive in post-revolutionary Portugal, saddened and impoverished.5 
Thus, the great potency of Costa’s film poetics lies in the way he composes 
using these anonymous people. 

The unique strength of Costa’s films therefore lies in this capacity to 
make a film from the gap between filmmaker and these anonymous com-
munities: “The gap in between is the one that is going to make this film.”6 
Precisely, this gap or interruption that runs through the interstices of these 
anonymous lives makes it possible to point out that Costa’s cinema, irre-
ducible to mere protest film, questions with these everyman faces the 
ethical and micropolitical potential of film today. His anonymous and de-
subjectivized approach, exterior to them, oscillating between madness 
and drunkenness, shows the unsuspected ethical potential of that every-
man: his trance, his delirium and wandering affirm a life that grasps and 
dances over abysses. 

The errant baby of Ossos, that poetic figure of life and death that “is 
reborn and cries and is passed from hand to hand”;7 his suicidal mother 
and his unemployed father in an endless wandering. A decadent frame 
that reverberates with Vanda and Zita’s trance in No quarto da Vanda, “liv-
ing between sleep and death.”8 From one frame to the next, the passing 
of spectral youths who “live a kind of dance of death, of collective suicide, 

4 Ibid., p. 82.
5 Ibid., p. 130.
6 Ibid., p. 26.
7 Ibid., p. 36.
8 Ibid., p. 48.
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completely on the margins of the normal, real day to day,”9 like in an inter-
minable “absence of horizon.”10 

Room, street, alleyways, passages, stairs; along them wander these 
spectral, anonymous men, who come and go, look without looking, leave 
and disappear. Thus, in the film “we never really know if we’re in someone’s 
house, in a common house, or whether this room, this place, might be first 
of all a square, an agora, a place where people pass by to say a few words 
or just to hide.”11 The poetics of anonymity thus composes a continuum be-
tween spaces and characters, contiguous labyrinths of evanescent strays.  
In Costa’s words: “It was the same gaze, the same ruin, the same request for 
aid, the same pair of hands. It was incredible … the people leave, fall silent, 
recline.”12

Perhaps the most precious aspect of Costa’s films is this capacity to 
follow these anonymous people, to lend an ear to their unknown language: 
“The attraction of coming face to face with the unknown, which even 
speaks its own language.”13 Fumbling in the dark in an attempt to relate  
to a lost young woman who can’t find the words, the sentiment, the way, to 
“listen to the silences she offered me, her enormous void.”14 

In this way, Costa’s films use these anonymous people like a collective 
engineering with them. Vanda’s conversation with her mother and grand-
mother is thus fitting:

Vanda asks: “Where are we heading?”
The grandmother replies: “For the cemetery, like everyone else.”
The mother adds: “It isn’t that bad.”15

In parallel, Cavalo Dinheiro, a film full of discontinuities, like Ventura’s 
memory, at once lucid and delirious, tells the fragmented story of the Cape 
Verdean immigrants on the outskirts of Lisbon through the dementia of 

9 Ibid., p. 71.
10 Ibid., p. 26.
11 Ibid., p. 15.
12 Ibid., p. 134.
13 Ibid., p. 14.
14 Ibid., p. 45.
15 Ibid., p. 133.
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this fascinating character in a hospital. Like a theatre, the spaces echo with 
their great metaphorical potential: the Fontainhas slum where the lives 
of children, informal labourers and old immigrants pass by immobile and 
suspended; the memory-filled forest where Ventura loses himself in the 
midst of his delirium; the shut-down factory in which the jobless despair 
with their broken-down bodies and their pawned lives, and the hospital 
where Ventura’s life enters its decline. Like the Western and African icons 
in silent juxtaposition, tension and deconstruction: the masks, the neck-
laces, the passport, the doctor’s office. 

Among these scenarios, the faces once and again of Ventura and 
Vitalina, their interrupted encounter and their delayed farewell. These 
faces are troubling at the same time because of their tremendous beauty 
and pain. Their lost, desubjectivized stares question sharply. Two wan-
dering faces, out of themselves, the eyes showing extreme pain, sickness, 
death… expressing perhaps the madness of an immemorial saudade. This 
from the Africans, after centuries of exile and separation, remembering 
the intermittent references to revolution. 

But then there are the beautiful shots, focusing on Ventura’s shaking 
hands as they take Vitalina’s in an encounter that is probably just imag-
ined, or Ventura’s friends’ visit to the hospital, in their mutual leave-taking, 
like migrants whose lives appear to be continuously detached, while they 
give themselves up to the unknown, as the only certainty of their unsus-
pected paths and fates. 

Like Vitalina’s whispered words, her repetitions, her echoes and di-
gressions compose a ritornello of the absurd with that funereal list of Cape 
Verdean informal labourers’ names whose lives disappear in the oblivion 
of the cities they build and which, nonetheless, cast them into an endless 
flight; whispers that intensify with the force of the Cape Verdean music, 
while in the background we are followed by Ventura’s “distant gaze, always 
with a smile,” that unforgettable “silent sentry.”16 

16 Ibid., p. 134.
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the communities of the community-less 

In this section I focus on anonymity as the motivation for Costa’s cinema 
and Blanchot’s literary fiction in a possible intersemiotic relationship.  
In literary images and cinematographic ones, anonymity depicts the crack-
ing of the subject in contemporary artistic thought, while at the same time 
sketching a number of anonymous bodies and faces that survive and re-
main with a force that is at once impersonal and collective in a community 
of those with “no” community, to borrow Blanchot’s terms.17 In the decline 
and diversion of any form of dialectics or humanism, the Ossos dance over 
the abysmal life, the bodies of Vanda and Zita accompany each other, and 
in Ventura’s trance and delirium, or in Vitalina’s whispers thousands of 
migrants murmur as they sidestep the rubble of the Fontainhas slum. This 
is what I seek to interpret as a community of those with “no” community:18 
a community with no promises, no transcendental ideals, or a search for 
identification or recognition, with no major ambitions or goals, and yet, an 
immensely strong relationship, given that it exists in the midst of inescap-
able fragility and precariousness. 

These images of the anonymous are also found in Blanchot’s literary 
space: the annihilated man in Thomas l’obscur,19 the man with no horizon in 
L’Entretien infini,20 subjectivity without subject, the provisional singularity 
or the powerless passivity of L’Écriture du désastre.21 Figures that attempt to 
name what is still taken away, or perhaps, name that strange, evanescent 
figure of the contemporary anonymous man, after the decline of human-
ism and metadiscourses. 

Thus, Blanchot’s fictions continuously draw and erase communities of 
unknowns: passers-by, lovers, witnesses and survivors. In these literary fig-
urations of community, contact occurs among anonymous people who pre-
serve their anonymity, diverting power relationships through the fostering 
of the unknown and the strangeness that makes the other ungraspable 
and incomprehensible, in a relationship of permanent detachment and 

17 Blanchot, Maurice, La Communauté inavouable, Paris, Minuit, 1983.
18 Ibid.
19 Blanchot, Maurice, Thomas l’obscur, Paris, Gallimard, 1950, p. 40.
20 Blanchot, Maurice, L’Entretien infini, Paris, Gallimard, 1969.
21 Blanchot, Maurice, L’Écriture du désastre, Paris, Gallimard, 1980.
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alienation, like a nod to the rejection of any form of power or appropriation 
of this otherness of the other. 

Blanchot’s powerless community intermingles with Bataille’s lead-
erless community, Duras’s community of lovers, or René Char’s fragments 
through their shared affirmation of hospitality with the unknown in us, in 
the other, and all the more so, among us. Therefore, as Nancy says: 

Community necessarily takes place in what Blanchot has called “unwork-
ing,” referring to that which, before or beyond the work, withdraws from 
the work, and which, no longer having to do either with production or 
with completion, encounters interruption, fragmentation and suspen-
sion. Community is made of the interruption of singularities, or of the 
suspension that singular beings are. Community is not the work of singu-
lar beings, nor can it claim them as its works, just as communication is not 
a work or even an operation of singular beings, for community is simply 
their being—their being suspended upon its limit.22

So it is that the society that survives into the twenty-first century, and 
which inevitably comes through in literary and film images, aims at that 
relationship that Esposito describes as a common losing of oneself and los-
ing of the other in a “our-not-being-ourselves,”23 in other words, an experience 
of the expropriator, inappropriable and impenetrable, given that “commu-
nication only takes place between two people who risk themselves, each 
lacerated and suspended, perched above a commonplace nothingness.”24

In parallel, the faces that remain in Pedro Costa’s films also have a 
desubjectivizing expression, a lost gaze in the extreme situations that are 
commonplace in their marginal everyday lives. Overburdened, confused, 
and yet, wandering delirious on the limits of the unbearable, the faces of 
Ossos, Vanda, Ventura and Vitalina emerge. Precisely in these faces that re-
main, any given faces, this community of the anonymous offers their hands 
to each other, questioning so intensely thought in contemporary art and 
reiterating its ethical potential and autonomy. 

22 Nancy, Jean-Luc, La comunidad inoperante, Santiago de Chile, Arcis, 2000, p. 42.
23 Esposito, Roberto, Communitas: origen y destino de la comunidad, Carlo Molinari, trans., Buenos 
Aires, Amorrortu, 2012, p. 197.
24 Ibid., p. 198.
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final notes

In describing a conversation with Ventura, a black Creole-speaking mi-
grant, Costa highlights the abyss between them both and says, “The abyss 
has brought us closer.” Similarly, his films face up to that abyss, in the sto-
ries and in the use of flashbacks. This same experience is seen in Ossos and 
in the piercing silences of Vanda and Zita’s faces. In that gap, Blanchot’s 
discontinuous, fragmentary fictions and essays take in anonymous peo-
ple who pass by, fading into their strangeness and foreignness. In the 
interruptions between cinematographic and literary images, this desub-
jectivized image of contemporary man appears to reverberate, particularly 
the communities of anonymous people who, without great promises or 
transcendental goals or ideals, cause disconcert in the ethical potential 
in their affirmation of the unknown before them, of this affection for the 
other even in the permanent leave-taking and uprooting or of being capa-
ble of such nomadism that makes life forever inappropriable, foreign, and 
therefore, fascinating like the wandering, the trance and the delirium of 
immense lucidity in the everyman faces, whose abysses Costa follows in 
his films. 
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the clearing in the woods.
carelia: internacional  
con monumento,  
by andrés duque

cloe masotta

 
The clearing in the woods is a centre that it is not always possible to enter; you 

look at it from the boundary and the appearance of a few animal tracks doesn’t 
help you take that step. It’s a different realm that a soul inhabits and guards. 

María Zambrano1

The margins of a culture are made up of the maladjusted, the mad, the misfits, 
the deviant and the invisible. If these types of people exist, it’s because at some 

stage they didn’t say “yes.”
Maite Larrauri2

I’m not against beautiful images, only a few of them are free.
Andrés Duque3

From his first documentary, Iván Z (2004), to his latest production, Carelia: 
internacional con monumento [Karelia: International with Monument, 2018], 
the Venezuelan Catalan director Andrés Duque explores in every one of his 
films the plastic and formal potentialities of digital technology.

1 Zambrano, María, Claros del bosque, Barcelona, Biblioteca de Bolsillo, 1993.
2 Larrauri, Maite, Anarqueología: Teoría de la verdad en Michel Foucault, Valencia, Ediciones Episteme, 
1999.
3 The film Primeros síntomas [First Symptoms, 2015] begins with these words from Andrés Duque’s 
journal.
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My films have a way that’s almost carefree, I’m not sure what the word 
is, of making cinema. That’s what best defines me. That’s freedom. To 
me, that also says something about the forms or materials I use to make 
cinema, the use of digital cameras, carrying the camera on my shoulder, 
even recording with a mobile phone.4

In line with this creative freedom, Duque associates his cinema with the 
essay film form: “Studying essay film, I think that’s the form I like to use to 
talk about cinema. Precisely because it’s amorphous, heretical, subjective, 
and because it defies categorization.”5

Might we think of essay film, then, as the form without form that 
best fits a filmography that explores diverse figures of the trance, figures 
that move through spaces on the edges, on the margins, such as an ex-
perimental filmmaker like Iván Zulueta, or Rosemarie, considered bipolar 
by her society, or the musician Oleg Karavaichuk, and also the filmmaker 
himself, who portrays himself in two of his films, or the children who play 
in the Karelian woods? We propose thinking of the essay film that Duque 
explores in his work as the plastic and aesthetic embodiment, the material 
correlation, the filmic substantiation of that exploration of trans-frontier, 
border spaces that the filmmaker makes throughout his filmography. 

Andrés Duque conceives of essay film as an experimental form, free 
writing, implying a continuous exploration of the potentialities of digital 
cinema. In “The Essay Film: Problems, Definitions, Textual Commitments”,6 
Laura Rascaroli lists different definitions of essay film. If they appear to 
have anything in common it is precisely the attribution of a certain hetero-
dox character that resists categorization. In this respect, Paul Arthur, whose 
definition Rascaroli picks up on in her article, places it in a space shared 
with avant-garde or experimental cinema when he says that “one way to 
think about essay film is as a meeting ground for documentary, avant-
garde and art film impulses.”

4 Duque, Andrés, 2016. “Entrevista a Andrés Duque,” in Diario de Navarra. Recovered from:  
https://www.diariodenavarra.es/multimedia/videos/mas_actualidad/cultura/2016/02/11/entrevista_
andres_luque.html [19/7/2019].
5 Duque, Andrés, 15th April 2018. Personal message.
6 Rascaroli, Laura, “The Essay Film: Problems, Definitions, Textual Commitments,” in Framework: 
The Journal of Cinema and Media, vol. 49, no. 2, 2008, pp. 24–47.
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However, Rascaroli alerts us to the number of “indefinitions” of the 
term: not everything is essay film. For this film theorist, what defines it is 
“reflectivity and subjectivity.” The figure of the filmmaker is present in the 
portrait of the Pankratev family or the historian Dimitriev that he presents 
in Carelia… through his reflection, his shadow, the portrait one of the chil-
dren gives him.

I have finally managed to make a film where I can bring together these 
two ways of understanding the recording in a personal and free way—
says Duque—whatever we want to call it, where the idea of the portrayal 
but also the idea of the ego is present there and tell it in a fragmented 
way as if these are notes that I’m writing. Because ultimately that’s where 
I’m heading. I defend more and more this idea of free writing. … I want 
my films to have that formless, fragmented form, whatever you want to 
call it. To have that form of writing, of an essay, a notebook, and present 
a reality or construct a reality from that subjectivity that I propose. In this 
sense, I think that this is the first film where I manage to unify things that 
were circulating there but which didn’t come together.7 

This idea of free writing, which in the style of a notebook is structured 
above all in the editing, is highly present in the way Duque, in Carelia…, 
combines his own filmed material with archive photographs and sound 
and audiovisual recordings. Furthermore, this freedom of writing is also 
present in the coexistence in the same film of images that we might say 
are characterized by plastic experimentation, with other images closer to 

7 In “Plug-ins del yo. Inscripciones autobiográficas en los documentales transnacionales de 
Andrés Duque,” Elena Oroz and Miguel F. Labayen describe Duque’s autobiographical writing in 
Color perro que huye [Color Runaway Dog] and Ensayo final para utopía [Dress Rehearsal for Utopia] 
in relation to Rascaroli’s notion of the essay, and Duque’s own ideas as a series of “strategies that, 
going beyond traditional modes of formulation of the first person (voice-over, inclusion of the 
filmmaker’s body and gaze in camera), connect with other procedures inherited from avant-garde 
and experimental film, such as collage and the manipulation of the image in post-production to 
express the emotional dimensions of subjectivity.” Labayen, Miguel and Oroz, Elena, “Plug-ins 
del yo. Inscripciones autobiográficas en los documentales transnacionales de Andrés Duque,” in 
Francés i Domènec, Miquel; Gavaldà, Josep; Llorca, Germán and Peris, Àlvar (coord.), El documental 
en el entorno digital, Barcelona, Editorial UOC, 2013, p. 102.
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classic documentary, such as the interview with Katerina Klodt at the end 
of the film. 

thresholds

Carelia: international con monumento traces a circular itinerary that starts 
in the Pankratev residence in Belomorsk, approaches the Solovetsky 
Archipelago in the White Sea, and ends in Sandarmokh, near to the house 
where the film begins. After the film’s preamble in the form of the mono-
logue by Arcadi Pankratev, the father of the family, and following the open-
ing credits, the filmmaker sets out on a road that leads us to the Pankratev 
residence, to the tune of Jean Sibelius’s Karelian Home-Runic Song. Along 
with images of the Karelian road, Duque shows a succession of close-ups 
of the faces of the taxi drivers who take him to the Pankratevs’ house ev-
ery day of the shoot, adding a component of humour, or rather playfulness, 
equally present in the rest of his filmography. 

The tracking shot of the car going along the Karelian road can be 
thought of as a first threshold, an invitation to penetrate the universe of 
the film. This narrative resource, the idea of a threshold that the viewer 
crosses when the film begins, appears at different moments in Andrés 
Duque’s films. At the start of many of them, the movement of the camera 
through diverse spaces acts as a wholly cinematographic hypnotic device, 
similar to the way Raymond Bellour describes the tracking shot in his book 
Le Corps du cinéma:

The tracking shot, penetrating the space and seeking to explore it, itself 
induces hypnosis because of its qualities of constant rhythm and the 
values of intermittences that it lends to all the materials it discovers as it 
advances, which means the gaze focuses increasingly.8 

In Iván Z (2004), the camera makes a hypnotic flight, the ivy leaves on the 
wall of the mansion of Basque filmmaker Iván Zulueta appear to dance 
to the beat of the song “Let’s Do It (Let’s Fall In Love).” Through a rhythmic 

8 Bellour, Raymond, Le Corps du cinéma : Hypnoses, émotions, animalités, Paris, P.O.L, 2009, p. 89.
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fade of images, we move from the outside space of the house to the win-
dow that frames Zulueta’s body. 

Oleg y las raras artes [Oleg and the Rare Arts, 2016] opens with a mono-
logue by the Ukrainian pianist Oleg Karavaichuk inside the Hermitage, 
talking about a journey that is more fable than fact: the musician walking 
the streets of Saint Petersburg with the snow covering his feet. This speech 
operates as a first sound threshold for the film viewer. The second thresh-
old comes, as we see in Iván Z, in the camera’s movement, in this case fol-
lowing the musician along the corridor of the Hermitage. The cadence of 
Oleg’s body walking around the Hermitage that appears in the first long 
take in the film, presenting him as a miniscule figure who opens a door 
at the end of a polished corridor and grows enormous as he approaches 
the camera, constitutes a corporeal and rhythmic threshold. The hypnotic 
movement that transports the viewer from their seat in the cinema to 
inside the screen is not the movement of the camera here, as in Iván Z or 
Carelia…, but Oleg Karavaichuk’s body. In Paralelo 10 [Parallel 10] it is simi-
larly the movement of two bodies that suggests the rhythmic and hypnotic 
threshold that the viewer crosses to penetrate the universe of the film: that 
of the filmmaker, who makes a tracking shot with the camera on his shoul-
der following Rosemarie as she crosses the Rambla del Raval and other 
streets of Barcelona, which become a portal we cross over until we reach 
the corner of Para·lel and Entença streets, where most of the film and 
Rosemarie’s ritual take place. 

With this concept of the threshold that the viewer crosses over in 
Duque’s films, conceived as a device for inducing a kind of hypnotic state, 
another constant emerges in his work: the presence of different kinds of 
rituals, establishing diverse states of trance and the figure of the medium, 
embodied by the protagonists of his films. What enters the scene in his 
filmography is a body that contains all types of inner strengths, creative 
or spiritual, if indeed they can be discerned, which are presented, or rep-
resented, in the image in different ways. In Iván Z Duque captures in the 
frame the body language of a shivering body when the filmmaker Iván 
Zulueta states, accompanying his words with the trembling of his body: 
“The shiver that you can get from a film image, I don’t get that from a still 
image.” What Iván Zulueta describes is the Arrebato [Rapture, 1979] that 
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would give its name to his celebrated feature film, a state of trance pro-
vided by the cinematographic image. Perhaps the same thing is the basis 
of all of Duque’s cinematography. 

In Paralelo 10 Duque accompanies with his camera the various rituals 
that Rosemarie goes through, such as the one consisting of drawing with 
plastic squares of diverse coordinates on the Barcelona tarmac. When 
Duque comes across Rosemarie and decides to film her, he doesn’t de-
cide to interview her, he abandons the space of language, of the textual, 
to put himself in the place of someone who observes, and builds a film 
through a bodily choreography. Andrés Duque offers this approach to  
the ritual, like a dance of gestures, but also as a “dance of possession” in 
which Rosemarie comes into contact with the invisible. Thus, the film rep-
resents Rosemarie’s trance, which through her geometric constructions 
on the asphalt turns the streets of Barcelona into a portal or threshold to 
come into contact with the energies that move the universe. And what 
to say about the intermediate states, between dream and wakefulness, 
in which we see Oleg immersed at different times in Oleg y las raras artes, 
culminating with the silent sequence where we see the pianist moving 
his arms to the rhythm of his inner music? The gestural dance is equally 
present in Carelia… in a sequence where the children make all kinds of 
faces and bodily contortions, like little shamans embodying an invisible 
world, taking on the figures of mysterious animals or strange creatures.  
Without speaking, the bodies are distributed in the space of the garden 
of the house and create a hypnotic choreography deliciously accompa-
nied by the music of a guitar; later we discover that it is Arma who wrote 
and performs this melody. 

In “Ecstatic Ethnography: Filming Possession Rituals,” Catherine 
Russell argues that in the filming of the ritual, of the trance, something 
emerges that resists being materialized in an image: 

The actual experience of possession remains outside the limits of visual 
knowledge and constitutes a subtle form of ethnographic resistance: 
films of possession cannot, in the end, represent the “other reality” of the 
other’s subjectivity. Possession is itself a form of representation to which 
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the filmmaker might aspire, but it is also a mise en abyme of representa-
tion, with its final signified content always beyond reach.9 

From this point of view, Andrés Duque asks questions about that which 
cannot be filmed, forcing the possibilities of film to represent it. Through 
the exploration of the potentialities of cinema, he seeks to invoke what 
lies beneath those rituals or states of trance. What is at stake is something 
invisible that calls to the filmmaker and the viewer, from the image. That 
is the essence of Andrés Duque’s cinema, that tension between the visible 
and the invisible. 

the time of uncertainty. reality disrupted

In his Introduction à la littérature fantastique (1970), Tzvetan Todorov defines 
the fantastic genre as “the time of uncertainty,” a “hesitation” between the 
real and the imaginary. In the same text, Todorov distinguishes the un-
canny and marvellous from the fantastic; the latter arises in direct relation 
with the everyday:

The person who experiences the event must opt for one of two possible 
solutions: either he is the victim of an illusion of the senses, a product of 
the imagination, and the laws of the world continue to be what they are, 
or the event really happened, it is an integral part of reality, and so that 
reality is ruled by laws we do not know. … The fantastic occupies the dura-
tion of this uncertainty. As soon as we choose one of the two answers, we 
leave behind the terrain of the fantastic to enter a neighbouring genre: 
the uncanny or the marvellous.10 

What interests us from this definition of the theoretical aspect of literature 
is to imagine a wholly cinematographic time of uncertainty that does not 
drift, as Todorov describes in his book, into the uncanny or the marvellous, 
but a state of tension that Andrés Duque poses in his films and which 
submerges the viewer in an atmosphere of “hesitation of reality,” directly 

9 Russell, Catherine, Experimental Ethnography, Durham, NC, Duke University Press, 1999, p. 194.
10 Todorov, Tzvetan, Introducción a la literatura fantástica, Ediciones Buenos Aires, 1982, p. 34. 
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related to the traits of the protagonists in his films—often conceived 
as medium-like entities between the visible and the invisible—and the 
spaces in which he chooses to film them; but also an uncertainty or hesi-
tation, a plastic, visual and sound tension, provided by Duque’s continuous 
exploration of the potential of digital cinema to bring about, as we shall 
see below, a transmutation of reality. 

The essential step in the fantastic—writes Roger Caillois—is the 
Apparition: what cannot happen but does happen, at a given moment 
and point in the heart of a perfectly ordered universe, from which one 
believed had been forever banished. Everything looks like today or yes-
terday: tranquil, banal, nothing unusual, and here we see that it slowly 
insinuates itself and suddenly the inadmissible occurs.11

This notion of Caillois’s of the Apparition is related to Todorov’s idea of an 
interruption in reality of a component that disturbs it. 

“I came to think,” writes Todorov, “that here I have the formula that 
summarizes the spirit of the fantastic. Both total incredulity and absolute 
faith would lead us out of the fantastic: what gives it life is hesitation.”12 
This space of uncertainty is defined by Roger Caillois as a genuine rupture: 
“The fantastic … manifests a scandal, a tear, an unexpected and almost un-
bearable interruption, in the real world.”13 

In this space of vacillation in which reality is placed in doubt, where 
Todorov summons the fantastic, the tear, as mentioned by Caillois, in the 
realm of film a wound appears in the mimetic conception of the image, 
connecting the concept of the fantastic with the conception of the figure—
and of the figural—developed by French thinker Jean-François Lyotard in 
Discourse, Figure. 

In one of the first sequences in Carelia…, a child looks through some 
binoculars. The camera films him in profile, directing his gaze outside 
through the frame of a door. In the next image, the reality is disrupted, 
it mutates. The image is not mimetic, it does not represent what the boy 

11 Caillois, Roger, Imágenes, imágenes: sobre los poderes de la imaginación, Barcelona, Edhasa, 1970, p. 15.
12 Todorov, Tzvetan, Introducción a la literatura fantástica, op. cit., p. 34.
13 Caillois, Roger, Imágenes, imágenes: sobre los poderes de la imaginación, op. cit., p. 12.
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sees, but rather we are transported into another realm. The image takes 
on a texture, it turns a fluorescent green in which we can barely make 
out a few lines, a few figures. Framed by the viewfinder of the binoculars, 
we glimpse a series of petroglyphs. This image that Duque presents to  
us abandons the area of narrative—of the discourse, we might say, follow-
ing Lyotard—and of the figurative, without being abstract. We penetrate 
what Lyotard defines as “space of the figural.”

In Discourse, Figure, Jean-François Lyotard defines the space of dis-
course as “space of invariances,” “legible and audible space,” and the space 
of the figure as “open space where the plasticity of seen things acts … open 
space of the visible (and invisible).14 In “Taking sides with the figural,”  
the text that begins the book, Lyotard establishes the first coordinates 
of the figural space. A space that is no longer textual, legible, but rather 
visible—and sensitive—that is born in an interstice, a tear existing in the 
space of the discourse. “This book,” he writes, “protests the given is not a 
text, it possesses an inherent thickness, or rather a difference, which is not 
to be read but rather seen; and this difference and the immobile mobil-
ity that reveals it, are what continually fall into oblivion in the process of 
signification.”15 

What can be felt, and, rather than appearing, remains latent in that 
tear in the space of the discourse, is the figure. Although the figural is situ-
ated at the heart of the discourse, of the narrative cinematographic mate-
rial in Duque’s film, it is with a core that resists signifying: 

The savage is art as silence. The position of art is a refutation of the po-
sition of discourse. The position of art indicates a function of figure, 
which is not signified, and this function both at the edge of and within 
the discourse. It indicates that the transcendence of the symbol is the 
figure, that is, a spatial manifestation linguistic space cannot incorporate 
without being shaken, an exteriority that cannot be internalized as sig-
nification. In its alterity, art is posed as plasticity and desire, curved exten-
sion, opposed to invariability and reason, diacritical space. Art wants the 
figure. Beauty is figural, non-related, rhythmic.16

14 Lyotard, Jean-François, Discurso, Figura, Barcelona, Gustavo Gili, 1979, p. 262. 
15 Ibid., p. 29.
16 Ibid., p. 32.
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What does that “figural, non-related, rhythmic beauty” consist of? What 
figurations of the body could correspond in the cinematographic image? 
In Carelia… there is also a tear in the heart of the filmic discourse, a caesura 
that splits the narrative, the film, in two, the journey through the luminous 
wood where the children play, the sombre wood full of dead people in the 
second part of the film. Duque himself describes precisely the presence of

…an interruption in the film. A starting over. I’m now going to tell you the 
story of Karelia from another point of view. From another form, even, of 
representation: photographs, a testimony and an exceedingly raw reality 
that you have to pay great attention to. But you gradually become aware 
of the schizophrenic logic of the Russian political system, that is truly 
frightening.17

This break in the film is also marked by a tear in the mimesis of the cin-
ematographic image, a figural wound. In the sequence, we see the 
Pankratev family moving through the Karelian woods. The camera frames, 
and situates itself, in the trailer one of the children rides on. The move-
ment of the vehicle lends itself to the body of the person filming, becom-
ing increasingly more accentuated. Until this movement leads to another 
image, through a change in the shutter speed, the figures blur and become 
indiscernible. The image becomes liquid and the time of the narrative is 
suspended for the duration of the throbbing light. 

These images that irrupt in the film to lead to, to borrow Duque’s 
words, “another form of representation”—the long takes in the interview 
with Yuri Dimitriev’s daughter—are images in which, we might say, the 
filmmaker “takes sides with the figural” and places us before what theorist 
Gilles Deleuze describes as the “path of sensation.”

There are two ways of moving beyond figuration (that is, beyond the il-
lustrative as well as the narrative); it means either towards the abstract 
form or the figure. Cézanne gave this path of the figure a simple name. 
Sensation. The figure is the sensitive form related to sensation; it acts 

17 Duque, Andrés, 3rd May 2019. Presentation and premiere in Barcelona of Carelia: internacional 
con monumento at the D’A Film Festival.
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immediately on the nervous system that is the flesh, while the abstract 
Form acts through the mediation of the brain, closer to the bone.18 

We find ourselves, in the words of theorist Nicole Brenez, before a sen-
sitive “form,” following Deleuze, “that fuses the optical and the tactile,  
the abstract and the figurative, the blurred of the shot and the sharpness 
of the concept, and takes the figurability of the image to the limit.”19 Along 
with the spectral figures of Carelia…, we find in Andrés Duque’s filmogra-
phy other images in which the body loses its materiality and becomes a 
blur of light or a translucent ghost. 

Duque’s autobiographical feature film Color perro que huye (2011) 
culminates with the images of the director’s dog’s suicide, consisting of a 
progressive stopping of the movement of the image that is also the dis-
appearance of a body. This is achieved through a following of the camera 
in slow motion; the movement of the dog is a liquid line that accompa-
nies the animal that moves away down a corridor until the image freezes  
and the body disappears, mutates into a smudge of unrecognizable co-
lour—as the title says, colour of a runaway dog. At the end of Paralelo 10 
there also occurs, as we see in Carelia…, a caesura in the narrative, and in the 
figurability of the image, that transports us from the space of the streets of 
Barcelona, and an image we could describe as out of a documentary, to a 
karaoke bar where a young man sings, and the hallucinated image of the 
dissolution of his body, a spectral apparition that fades until disappearing. 

We can consider that all cinematographic images are irredeemably 
figurative, branded by similarity, analogy, given that there is always a 
camera that films a body. But in the moment when this becomes a kind of 
paintbrush that brushes, adds nuance, overexposes, in the moment when 
the camera becomes part of the body of the person filming, a body that 
leaves its mark on an image, perhaps this is no longer figurative, but fig-
ural. An image that perhaps thinks of itself, if we can access, as the director 
makes it visible, that figural space, space of the figure. 

18 Deleuze, Gilles, Francis Bacon: Lógica de la sensación, Madrid, Arena Libros, 2009, p. 41.
19 Brenez, Nicole, “El viaje absoluto. Propuestas sobre el cuerpo en las teorías contemporáneas 
del cine,” in Imagofagia. Revista de la Asociación Argentina de Estudios y Cine y Audiovisual, no. 1, 2010. 
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The term figurative implies the possibility of deriving the pictorial ob-
ject from its “real” model through an uninterrupted translative process. 
The trace on the figurative painting is non-arbitrary. Figurativity is thus 
a property that applies to the plastic object’s relation to which it rep-
resents. It becomes irrelevant if the picture no longer fulfils a representa-
tional function, if it is the object itself.20 

Does the same thing not happen in those cinematographic images that 
abandon the mimetic paradigm to reveal not only what they show, but 
also a reflection of the nature of the cinematographic image itself? In the 
sequence described in Carelia… we are faced with the putting into images 
of the uncanny opposed to the mimetic, which we relate in this text to the 
notion of the fantastic conceived as a hesitation or uncertainty towards re-
ality; and, as we have seen, with a plastic or narrative rupture, which tears 
the structure of Andrés Duque’s film. What follows these images is, first, 
a photograph of the Pankratevs, which concludes the first part of the film, 
and then we move into another space, where we see a photograph on a 
tree trunk, the first image of the woods of Sandarmokh where the histo-
rian Yuri Dimitriev found some of the mass graves of Stalinism; he disin-
terred the dead and identified them so that on each tree in the woods they 
may rest in peace. 

time recovered. the reappearance of historic memory

No birds fly in Sandarmokh. And so many years have passed. It’s been eighty 
years and they don’t go there. There’s such silence. When I go I feel such peace. 

You get there and it’s so calm. But when you realize over ten thousand people are 
buried there… it’s very scary.

 Katerina Klodt

After the first sequence of Carelia…, Arcadi’s speech, as he examines a 
history book with a magnifying glass, the film credits show a succes-
sion of archive photographs and images presenting the history of Karelia 
and its traditions: images of Elias Lonrot’s Kalevala side by side with a 
portrait of Stalin, and some images of the construction of the canal in 

20 Lyotard, Jean-François, Discurso, Figura, op. cit., p. 219.
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Belomorsk. What is invisible in the image takes on a presence in some parts 
through the disturbing omnipresent sound throughout the film. What the  
images in the opening credits announce is precisely the latent historical real-
ity in the peaceful—in appearance only—landscapes the filmmaker takes  
in along his itinerary.

I travel along the Belomorsk canal, which is referenced a couple of 
times in the film, to Solovetsky Island. In the 1930s, the prisoners on 
Solovetsky built a canal to join the lakes of Karelia with the White Sea. 
Once they’d built the canal, Stalin had them all shot. And many of those 
bodies are in Sandarmokh.21 

Like Duque on his journey across not only the Karelian landscape but also 
its historical memory, the Pankratev family is also found immersed in a 
constant exercise of reminiscence:

The children and the family are trying to remember the history all the 
time. I didn’t impose this on them. It just happened. The father spends 
twenty minutes looking for information with a magnifying glass,  
but when he finds it he puts down the book and tells it in his own 
words. We constantly find the father doing this exercise of thinking, 
remembering.22 

The second part of Carelia… features the historian Yuri Dimitriev, who dis-
interred and identified thousands of bodies of diverse nationalities in 
mass graves from the Stalinist era. This activist was imprisoned ten days 
after Andrés Duque’s arrival in Russian Karelia, subjected to a dubious le-
gal process. Faced with the impossibility of travelling to Sandarmokh with 
Dimitriev, Duque turns Carelia… into a homage to this human rights activ-
ist. The second part of the film consists of a series of long shots in which 
Duque films Dimitriev’s daughter Katerina Klodt, alternating with vari-
ous captions that contrast the “official history” told by the current Russian 

21 Duque, Andrés, 3rd May 2019. Presentation and premiere in Barcelona of Carelia: internacional 
con monumento at the D’A Film Festival.
22 Idem.
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government with the historical memory latent in the bodies that lie in the 
mass graves discovered by Dimitriev. 

Carelia: internacional con monumento puts forward the possibility that 
cinema can make visible a historical reality sometimes silenced by official 
accounts. The figure of grief accompanies Duque throughout his filmogra-
phy. Personal grief over the filmmaker’s numerous losses is present in Color 
perro que huye and Ensayo final para utopía. In Carelia... we come across the 
not necessarily resolved grief of a community, and wonder if this is a need 
for reconciliation with historical memory. So it is that offering the film as a 
tribute to Dimitriev is a way of visibilizing, precisely, his necessary work to 
repair historical memory. 

Carelia: internacional con monumento does not end with Dimitriev’s 
daughter’s harrowing testimony and the captions that accompany it. 
Andrés Duque ends the film returning to the path where little Urjo is 
towed through the woods. The last image shows him crouching before a 
lake, throwing a pebble that creates an infinite drawing of concentric cir-
cles in the water. This image reminds us of the final image in Ensayo final 
para utopía when Silvio, the filmmaker’s father, who died shortly before the 
film was edited, puts out a hand so that some cold snowflakes land on his 
fingers. In this moment of the film, the portrayal of the father is no longer 
a snapshot of grief, as we have seen at other times, tied to a diseased body, 
but the mise en scène of a possible conciliation, after the period of mourn-
ing, with the memory of being loved. 

In Carelia… the image of the boy, to whom Andrés returns after im-
mersing himself in a community’s unresolved grief, the image of that body 
of light throwing the pebble into the water, symbolizing how life goes on 
despite those dead people who keep the birds away from Sandarmokh, 
still reminds us that film (and also art, literature) can be a utopian space of 
possible reconciliation after mourning, through individual creation, in the 
case of Color perro que huye or Ensayo final para utopía, and collective creation 
in Carelia: internacional con monumento. 
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epilogue 
the clearing in the woods 

The fantastic element occupies the time of an uncertainty, implying a 
transformation of reality. That hesitation also breaks into the discursive 
material of this text, which is also shaken and finds a poetic connection 
between the film shot in Karelia in 2018 and a novel written in Catalan, 
located in a fictional universe, marked by a caesura, or several, in its recon-
struction after the death of the author. This is La mort i la primavera [Death 
in Spring], by Mercè Rodoreda (1908–1983), which she started writing in 
1960 and which led her throughout much of her life to a continuous, and 
unfinished, process of writing and rewriting. The book was not published 
until 1986, three years after the author’s death. In November 2017 an edi-
tion was published that contained a map at its centre. After the first end-
ing of the novel in this edition, we discover that the text has other possible 
chapters, other drifts. Because of this, we think of it as an experimental 
novel après la lettre, as it was reconstructed and edited after the death of its 
author. 

In one sequence in Carelia…the Pankratevs sit on the floor on the living 
room carpet. Their eyes closed, they appear to be lost in prayer or contact-
ing a superior being. The camera pauses on their faces, and once again that 
invisible element emerges of that other which the bodies question in their 
momentary trance. Shortly after, the stories start to emerge, the visions: 

“What do you see? Tell us what you see, come, we will be with you.” Arcadi 
asks one of the children to begin the story. Only his sons and daughters 
will speak. Their voices mingle together as they tell him about what ap-
pears to be a shared vision. 
“It’s the afternoon. A flower is born for some reason.” 
“The dark mountains on which the sun still falls.” 
“Here it’s dark already. The mountains are like that, grey. Waterfalls and 
rapids, the river flows down through the rocks.” 
“Urjo, and you?” Arcadi asks the youngest. 
“I can’t think or see anything!” he answers. 
“He said it!” Marina replies. 
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“On the bank they stopped for a rest…”
“On the left there’s a hill.”
“…sitting on the river bank.”
“Under a birch.”
“A tree.”
“They go through the woods.”
“Dark trees.”
“On the river bank under a tree. They’ve just crossed the river.”
“I don’t see them sitting under a tree. They’re sitting in a cleared place.”
“I see them on a hill.”
“They don’t make a sound, but I hear the sound,” says the mother. 
“And then they continue walking.”
“He goes hurriedly and he does it well.”
“And then…”
“I don’t see anything,” insists little Urjo. 
“Then, down below, there is a battle, somewhere. Aha, I’m going to sleep. 
I can’t remember what comes next.”

“In Karelian culture,” writes Duque, “it is the children who preserve the 
magic and the parents have to look after the children and absorb that 
magic, which is what is going to give them freedom and harmony. It isn’t 
a reversal of roles. It isn’t that children are more important than their par-
ents, but they have this social influence”.23 La mort i la primavera, like Andrés 
Duque’s film, starts with a journey to and through a forest, told from  
the point of view of a 14-year-old boy. The river, the mountain, the village, the 
war, in the Pankratevs’ vision, are equally present in the fictitious universe 
created by Rodoreda. The opening words of the novel say: 

So I left it at the foot of a hackberry tree along with the madman’s stone 
and before I got into the water I had a good look at the colour the sky 
cast on it and inside all the sunlight was already distant because the 
spring had started and was being born again after having lived under  
the ground and inside the branches… I got into the water very slowly and 
not daring to breathe because whenever I got into the world of water 

23 Idem.
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I was afraid that the air, on emptying out of the hindrance that was me, 
might grow angry and, becoming wind, blow as hard as it blew in the 
winter and almost carried away the houses, the trees, and the people. … 
The water moved sure of itself, of that weight that came to it from the 
mountains, from the snow and from springs that fled from the darkness 
through a hole in the rock.24 

There is also that battle that emerges in the imagination of the young 
Pankratev, perhaps an echo of the history of Karelia, that finds a motivating 
correspondence with the violent episode of the war in La mort i la primavera.

In the forest imagined by Rodoreda, every inhabitant of the village 
has a tree assigned to them that contains a ring and a plaque with their 
name, where they are destined to die. The initial sequence of the novel 
leads the protagonist to that forest where he will witness his own father’s 
death. In each tree a body lies, whose fate is determined from birth. 

I started to walk on the wet grass and at the end of the slope the plain 
emerged of the vegetable patches behind the thicket. The shoots had 
tender trunks and they didn’t have leaves, but they would all have their 
dead within as soon as they were transplanted to the forest and they 
became big trees. I crossed them and they seemed things that one 
only sees when one is asleep. I stopped at the entrance to the woods, at  
the foot of the slash that the sun makes in the shade. I’d been seeing the 
cloud of butterflies for a while. The trees in the woods were very high and 
lush with five-pointed leaves, just as the blacksmith had told me many 
times, all the trees had the plaque and the ring at the foot.25 

In Carelia… we find that on each tree in Sandarmokh there is an image 
screwed to the wood, a photograph of the dead person who rests there.  
At the behest of researcher and historian Yuri Dimitriev, in Sandarmokh 
there is no block of concrete where the names and bodies intermingle, but 
rather one soul for each tree. 

24 Rodoreda, Mercè, La muerte y la primavera, Barcelona, Club Editor, 2017, p. 20. 
25 Ibid., p. 20.
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Everything led to the summer, to the greens that joined up inside the 
woods. And we changed the rings of the trees. There were many trees 
without a ring and trees with three or four rings. We jumped the fence 
and the brambles and looked at the plaques with the bird and the bee. 
Those trees were the oldest of all and the trunk was cracking. When 
we took down the ring from the highest point, which had a lot of dead 
branches, a load of mildewed moss dust fell to the ground and a long 
hole opened up and out of that hole there came a bone. I pulled at it and 
more bones came out and she scattered them about.26 

In La mort i la primavera, in a process opposite to the one that occurs in the 
Karelian woods, the dead are extracted from their trees in a sordid game 
that the protagonist of the novel undertakes with his stepmother in one of 
their nocturnal incursions to the woods. In their actions, the image of the 
mass graves becomes present again, graves which most likely accompa-
nied Rodoreda as she lived through numerous wars and exile in the pro-
cess of writing and rewriting the novel. 

A woman died who had had a baby and when they went to bury her 
they discovered that the forest was broken. It was a bad afternoon. Not 
a leaf was moving. And the sky was the colour of sulphur. The ill feeling 
that had begun in the cave returned: among each other. Among young 
and old. For some time the young men who lived on the side of the wash 
houses said that they had to let people die their own death and the old 
men in the slaughterhouse said that everything should be like it was be-
fore. And the men between the two ages listened to the old men, except 
a few whom no one listened to. An old man said that what they shouldn’t 
have done was that sadness of mixing bones with bones and filling in the 
eye sockets with wet grass.27 

The notion of the fantastic as a space of hesitation or uncertainty in which 
reality is transformed, which bursts into our text and sows fertile correla-
tions between Mercè Rodoreda’s work and Andrés Duque’s, and which, as 

26 Ibid., p. 83.
27 Ibid., p. 84.
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we have suggested, finds its plastic materialization in its relationship with 
the Lyotardian figural aspect, also puts us in a space common to the writer 
and the filmmaker: the clearing in the woods. 

In Carelia: internacional con monumento the clearing is a boundary 
place, where Stalin’s dead might find a little peace thanks to the histo-
rian Dimitriev who assigns them a tree where their image and name rest; 
but it is also a place where social norms are abolished, and the children of  
the Pankratev family play. A space where apparitions can be seen such as the 
god Pan, whose face the children imagine on a log that Arcadi, the father 
of the family, takes from the woods. The clearing in the woods can also 
be conceived as a metaphor of cinema as a utopian space that Duque has 
supported since his beginnings in film. Through their play in the clearing 
the children become shamans who invoke the invisible; in the clearing, 
Oleg Karavaichuk comes into contact with the forces of creation; the film-
maker invites the film’s viewers to go through it, along with creators like 
Zulueta and Karavaichuk, along with those who society might dub crazy or 
witches like Rosemarie, and also the children, Peter Pans who set off the 
shamanic forces of nature through their play. Is there not also a correla-
tion between the clearing in the woods and that street corner in Barcelona 
where Rosemarie carries out her ritual, transforming the urban space into 
a portal? And, finally, does the filmmaker not invoke those same forces in 
the image, inducing the viewer into a trance in each of his films?
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the transformation  
of the poetic animal

carlos m. videla

It is only when things are already settled and night has fallen that the “owl of 
Minerva” can give the goddess the account of the 

events that have taken place and can decide upon their hidden meaning.
Georges Bataille

present body

The owl’s anatomy is exceedingly interesting. As well as its round body, 
tiny ears and immense eyes, this fine predator has a highly flexible neck, 
so it can turn its head 270 degrees, allowing it to look over one shoulder, 
behind its back, and almost over the opposite shoulder. It also has power-
ful eyesight and a very keen sense of smell. This creature of the night can 
reach high speeds in flight, although most of the time it remains quite still, 
sculpturesque, intimidating. At dawn, the owl follows a meticulous per-
sonal hygiene routine. It spends the early hours cleaning and stretching.  
It uses its claws to clean its feathers and its beak to then clean its claws. The 
owl doesn’t budge from its spot until it has completed this task, unless it 
is threatened by another predator, whether an animal, a cinematographic 
hunter or blindness itself. 
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night flight

Hegel observes in his preliminary lines to Philosophy of Right that “the bird 
of Minerva only spreads its wings with the falling of the dusk,”1 interpreting 
that there can be no understanding of an era in history until it has reached 
its end, hence philosophy cannot be understood as predictive or prescrip-
tive as it only understands phenomena once they have occurred.

undergrowth: virtually invisible

^^Feathers
^Foliage
EyE uncovered
Black and white
Bark
Foliage rustling in the wind

 Murmur (a plane?)

Colour and light of sky blue day
 Wind

Barred owl in close-up
Branches of its tree
 Wind that makes the branches of the weeping willow sway
Murmur of plane (What does the owl see?)
 Vines and pallet wall of a house
 Branches
 EyE of the poetic animal

1 Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich, Filosofía del derecho, Buenos Aires, Claridad, 1968, p. 37.
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  Cataracts

  Sounds

  Distortion

Blossom in a tree
The owl turns its head
The owl and all that it doesn’t see
Outer vision directed
A nest OR tunnel, A DEATH TRAP, the visible life

The poetic animal is not blind
¾ profile of the owl
  The wind shakes flesh-red flowers
Green leaves
EyE of the poetic animal
Greenish-yellow chiaroscuro in the woods
Dry leaves minute 4.47

The owl’s albugineous eyes
Its beak a silent hook
The camera advances against all forms
  Murmur and troubling sounds like the cries of mechanical whales

Black and white. Light to diffused light.
Darkness and contrast. 
Darkness—troubling cry of cinematographic machinery.
Shadows in black and white.
The poetic animal blinks.
The camera advances through the bushes. It seeks out its prey. 
EyE of the poetic animal. The sun. 
The camera speeds up, the owl turns its head. DARK. SHADOWS. 
Shot and colour. 
  The sounds speed up, the camera becomes vertigo.
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Green mobile shadows. 
Shaky camera. 
Vibration. 
Leaves and shadows.
The poetic animal and its uncovered eye obsession.
 Mechanical sounds.
Chiaroscuro.
 Sounds deceasing. 
Owl’s plumage. Black and white again, each time. Darkness, dim light. 
Camera in the undergrowth. Black and white still. 
Blindness and white blossom. 10.48. 
The owl turns to the sky. Feels the heat of the sun. 
White blossom on a tree shaken by the summer. 
Owl in close-up.
Blossom-covered tree. A wall and the EyE of the poetic animal with the re-
flection of nature. 
Colour, out of focus, people in flight moving in the distance. 
American night of the poetic animal. 
Blind, finally it looks the other way. 

a hidden eye

There are times when Robert Todd’s film switches from colour to high-con-
trast black and white. The night comes down over the eternal darkness of 
the owl. The poetic animal threatens. The evanescent outlines of the for-
est shapes become evident, dreamlike forms. They are images|reflections 
that the philosopher’s bird might extract from its entrails. The hunter ap-
pears to stalk with the supernatural noise of his thoughts. His bird, unlike 
Hegel’s, does not take to flight even though night falls. Its being splits in 
two. Does the owl imagine the fabulous story the hunter invents, his blind 
visions? One image after another charged with uncertainty; the eternal fear 
of illumination. However, the poetic animal advances in its projections. 
There is light after light after light. Its eyes like enlightened poems are 
exposed to the elements. Its neck turns, images have never been so clear. 
The all-seeing eye of the imaginary. Light after light after light. Darkness. 
Stealth and darkness. Poetic disheartenment of opposing dimensions.
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transmigration

The philosophy that cannot be predictive gives way to the poetry that, like 
a kinaesthetic, superhuman oracle, can grasp acts before they appear. For 
Max Scheler, certain intelligence “…can place itself in man at the service 
of specifically spiritual ends; only then does it rise above wisdom and cun-
ning.”2 Both in the projection and in the understanding of any poetic image 
there is a great sensitive, spiritual component that, like a pebble skimming 
the flat surface of a lake, generates concentric circles that reverberate in 
such a way that its range (until it inevitably sinks) is impossible to predict. 
In some way, the poetic animal cast into the void is an evolution of the phil-
osophical animal, as it does not orbit around any body, but rather falls with 
the weight of its own. Its horizon is verticality, its matter the transcendence 
of its own worm hole. 

The hunter’s images have no charm without the possibility of the po-
etic animal.

Poetry establishes another reality. 

celestial funerals

A soul-carrier is constellated against the black background of the sky.  
On the tree branches the flesh-stripped bones pile up like a tower of  

silence. In the moonlight they creak like a mental pain. 

mythological bird

The poetic animal recovers its sight in the white darkness. But it is not a 
philosophical glimpse, nor one of nature, but rather a glimpse of poetic 
adornments that drags it to out-of-the-ordinary forms and images. Its eye 
scrutinizes and scratches the visible without consuming it. Like a discon-
certed mantra, the questioning of a romantic German resonates: 

What is it to think? A free and successive isolation outside of the space.

2 Scheler, Max, El puesto del hombre en el cosmos, Buenos Aires, Losada, 1964, p. 50.
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Speaking and writing? The same, only in a given way in the space.3

The poetic image, a hybrid product between both definitions, can be con-
ceived as that liberating isolation, but one of forms. To accept the poetic 
image like a monk with a vow of silence is an open secret. 

bachelard and the poetic act of the instant

“If there is a philosophy of poetry, this must be born and reborn with the 
motive of a dominant verse, in the total adhesion of an isolated image and 
precisely in the very ecstasy of the novelty of the image.”

Imagine: blood galloping far.

A person on a horse or a horse trotting gently would be the closest image 
to the reasonable imagination of reality. There, of course, no poetic image 
would exist. For the image to be poetic it must contain a gesture of sur-
prise and impossibility. The power of a poetic image is exactly that gesture. 
It is possible to imagine the impossible. There is blood galloping far. The 
written word permits that projection. But how can a poetic image be com-
posed from a cinematographic image?

immobility

The poetic image is a shift in meaning, a schism in meaning in which it 
opens up and projects outside of the typical, orthodox structure of under-
standing. Poetry, which must indeed be understood, is accessed and com-
prehended via another understanding. Comprehension of poetry must be 
physical, organic, sensorial, not just mental/rational. 

The images that the hunter sheds on the owl’s blindness contain a 
poetic strength in the sleepwalking bird’s evident inability to see. Therein 
lies the essence of his projection, a projection that makes up a barren field 
without “figuration,” because if film is the reproduction of an alien percep-
tion made evident, the case of the unseeing owl is a symbol of a cinema 

3 Novalis, Estudios sobre Fichte y otros escritos, Madrid, Akal, 2007, p. 38.
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without imposed images. The bird does not see what the viewer sees and 
the viewer sees what it can perhaps see, but this is not so. Like a poetic an-
imal cast into the void of the white night, the viewer reads and imagines 
what it cannot see. 

the possibility of a miracle

If the unseeing animal in question recovers the power of eyesight through 
divine intervention, could it relate the smells, the textures, the tastes with 
the new forms revealed to it?

white and nocturnal

Poetic images in film should be optical illusions, suspicious of reality.
In Todd’s short film, representation substitutes the projection in time 

that superimposes itself on this. An image of sensitivity emerges that is 
hidden, helpless, synthetic.

The poetic animal lives, stripped and defenceless, mortally free, in a 
perpetual state of spiritual revolution.

In film (experimental and conventional) as in poetry the condensa-
tion of time is a key, recursive action. In both cases time is projected into 
other dimensions. The poetic image occupies its space.

For Deleuze, film offers a cosmos of transformations and not just 
moving images. A poetic image breaks with the orthodoxies of all lan-
guage. In the word it splits and in the cinematographic image it is di-
vorced from reality. Sectioned off from what is real, it finds meaning in the 
indecipherable.
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surprise

The hunter’s poetry is in the owl’s gaze, something that is not quite there, 
but which it nonetheless aspires to. That bestial pulsing that moves with 
every decomposed image of its vision. The sense of survival he seeks in his 
prey creates a visible memory; naïve the spectator who feels for it. 

an astonished imagination

The shapes of things, their volume and appearance, do not have an impact 
on the poetic animal, rather the figuration that resonates in its internal 
conception, at the extreme of which thought emerges. For the poetic ani-
mal the image becomes evident when things are remade. Its own nature 
circumscribes the projection, an imaginary world to which it is liberated. 

If Borges had been blind from birth he would have been the poetic 
animal par excellence. For him, reality had no obligation to be interesting, 
but hypotheses did. Reality, he maintained, does not oppose fiction, but 
rather fiction is no more than reality itself when it gets interesting. 

In Undergrowth the reality is interesting because it cannot be seen. 
The potential poetic image is the form that this reality takes on. The way 
in which the owl captures the world and through this apprehension gives 
life to the poetic animal, a kind of phantasmal figuration emerging directly 
from its blank gaze. 

But who supports this reality? The poetic animal protagonist, the po-
etic animal prey, the poetic animal witness. 

the poetics of flight

What is beautiful in any bird is not the carnival colours or the shape of 
its beak but rather the possibility of flight. However, in Undergrowth the 
bird never takes to the skies, not once. At most it looks up to feel the heat 
of the sun, to pick up a noise in the biotic milieu. As if wishing to take to 
the extreme the possibility that the ideal is reality, Todd sentences his 
star to the most earthly condition possible. Immobilized by blindness and  
by the camera that stalks it, the bird turns against its own nature. The world 
the camera offers has been imposed exclusively to feed its own dream. The 
poetic animal reveals the images of the thrust and of the forms. 
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from a poet’s dream to the hunter’s shot 

  Quando a erva crescer em cima da minha
    sepultura,
  Seja esse o sinal para me esquecerem de
    todo.
  A Natureza nunca se recorda, e por isso é
    bela.
  E se tiveram a necessidade doentia de 
    “interpretar” a erva verde sobre a
    minha sepultura,
  Digam que eu continuo a verdecer e a ser
    natural.4

The undergrowth in Todd doesn’t have as much sensitivity as in Pessoa; 
however, charged with feelings of helplessness, it asks to be interpreted. 
The prey in his camera’s sight is that unknown, ineffable and slippery per-
former whom he seeks to get back. He moves through the surrounding 
space like an empty silhouette, at times with the calm of any given spring, 
at times with the shaking pulse of storms, at times, yes, with the hysterical 
imminence of any false calm. The barred owl sees everything, while at the 
same time splitting into that other animal it doesn’t know. Its poetics is to 
exist unceremoniously, with no horizon. Todd leaves it exposed to the el-
ements, like a hunter of the silence risking the fate of his (domesticated) 
prey, and also his own fate. Pessoa’s dream could easily occupy the whole 
of the hunter’s sight, and live there among blindness and ghosts, being re-
born, again and again, a victim of nature, never ceasing to suffer its own 
beauty. 

4 Pessoa, Fernando, Poemas Inconjuntos, Lisboa, Ática, 1946, p. 91.
When the grass grows over my grave, / may this be the sign for me to be completely forgotten. / 
Nature never remembers, and hence it is beautiful. / And if you all have the sickly need to “inter-
pret” the green grass on my grave, / say that I continue to grow green and be natural.
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a perfect darkness

The hunter is made of darkness and in the blink of an eye casts his own vi-
sion over the unseeing animal. The most important, most portentous po-
etic image is the owl itself under the shadow of its blindness. Undergrowth’s 
revelation is the poetic animal that comes to life in a wild garden where 
nothing is sown or reaped, just the expressive nature of a will. Thus, the po-
etic image can be lived as the experience of a seeing thing. 

bones, feathers and ways of flying

The poetic image is a mesh, collecting vortices, edges and faces,
transfiguring the hermetic surface of language, 

like infinite space gives you something to talk about.

serendipity

Frame by frame, the projection is transformed into the misleading space 
where the owl no longer dares to even replicate the slightest action, it can 
only contemplate the ungraspable. Its passing is the transmigration into 
poetic animal. And the eye that registers everything pours into reality the 
possibility of this passage, a fortuitous encounter between two presences 
that perceive each other, that can pursue each other without giving in to 
their own powerlessness. 

sublimation 

Todd’s cuts do not allow a broadening of the contextual field where the 
owl lives. Everything is bounded, circumscribed by snaps of dissident shots. 
In the enclosure of a restricted visual vocabulary, the hunter implodes his 
images according to his own intuition. This disposition segments the con-
tinuity of what is projected, giving life to a broken-down kaleidoscope of 
what could be and never was. Everything is imaginable but unintelligible, 
and therein exists the potentiality of the poetic image. 
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odyssey

The space is someone,
full,

without edges,
until time—nothing—

seeking to sate itself.

sniper out in the elements

Like a guide dog, the hunter’s sight guides the barred owl towards places 
selected—and calculated—in advance, aiming at something that is worth-
while in such spaces. The hunter chooses a target and shoots the blind, 
imagined, orphaned image. In his editing room he constructs the fable of 
his own truth. 

vanishing point 

Roberto Juarroz states that every poem is a presence, not a spectral or 
dreamlike type, but a concomitant presence that makes solitude an empa-
thetic gesture. 

The poetic animal flees as it has barely appeared and will not allow it-
self to be caught, like a polychrome shadow it advances among the under-
growth of the converging chiaroscuro. The hunter’s directed thought does 
not capture it (neither images nor words themselves are enough), the life 
of the owl fades away among the folds like a Henri Michaux poem. 

L’OISEAU QUI S’EFFACE
Celui-là, c’est dans le jour qu’il apparaît, dans le jour le plus blanc. Oiseau.
Il bat de l’aile, il s’envole. Il bat de l’aile, il s’efface,
Il bat de l’aile, il réapparaît.
Il se pose. Et puis il n’est plus. D’un battement il s’est effacé dans l’espace blanc.
Tel est mon oiseau familier, l’oiseau qui vient peupler le ciel de ma petite cour. 
Peupler? On voit comment...
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Mais je demeure sur place, le contemplant, fasciné par son apparition, fasciné par 
sa disparition.5

einbildungskraf t

Capacity for thinking / creating images is the meaning of the German term 
Einbildungskraft, generally translated as “imagination.” The original mean-
ing in German is more precise and apt as it stresses the plastic, ingenious 
construction of images. To assimilate the idea of poetic image (and ulti-
mately glimpse it), a new way is needed of grasping what is experienced as 
a (plain and simple) image with the goal of going beyond the trap in which 
conceptual thinking sometimes binds us. 

trappings

Feathers, foliage, wood panel wall. The hunter’s sight hovers over each 
texture without falling into the temptation of the tactile. There is no more 
than a dynamic diorama of fragmentation where the visions of the prey 
are suspected. The sounds of the motor, of the branches and of the under-
growth blowing in the wind are other textures that only the poetic animal 
can identify. The relief of the surfaces for the eyes consists of some of its 
points seeming closer than others. There is no conceivable silence. 

on the other side

Friedrich von Schelling described what is strange-troubling precisely as 
that which must remain hidden but which has manifested itself none-
theless. Unheimliche means “the uncanny,” “the ominous.” Such a phenom-
enon is related to anguish, something that can inspire fear and terrifies. 
Suddenly, something ominous appears in the familiar territory, bringing 
with it the notion that the world as we know it contains others, strange 

5 Michaux, Henri, Antología poética, Buenos Aires, Adriana Hidalgo editora, 2014, p. 140. 
The bird that fades away. That, that’s the day it appears, the whitest day. Bird. / It flaps its wing, it 
flies off. It flaps its wing, it fades away, / it flaps its wing, it reappears. / It perches. And then it is no 
longer there. With one flap it fades away into the white space. / Such is my familiar bird, the bird 
that comes to inhabit the sky of my little courtyard. Inhabit? One can see how... / But I stay in the 
same spot, contemplating it, fascinated by its appearance, fascinated by its disappearance. 
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and disturbing. Freud wrote that “an uncanny state exists when the limits 
are removed between fantasy and reality, when something appears to us 
as real that we had considered fantastic, when a symbol takes on the full 
operation and meaning of what is symbolized, and things like that.” 6

For the blind owl, all that is familiar and intimate turns against it, 
giving with a sensation similar to the uncanny all the ominous and/or sin-
ister force that underlines the dynamic of its incapacity to see. The owl is 
in some way its own medium, like an inanimate subject it manages to un-
cover the secret, the hidden, everything dissimulated on the surface of na-
ture that surrounds it. But the origin of the terror—if indeed the owl feels 
it—is not the strangeness in its antagonism with the known and familiar, 
but that so much that was previously familiar arises under that sinister, 
threatening appearance that references something known forever, but 
which has remained in the shadows, unnamed. Something ineffable that 
suddenly expands: its odyssey. 

In the empty but interminable body of its blindness the owl frees it-
self to that uncanniness, which following the Freudian hypothesis “is the 
particular variety of the terrifying that goes back to what has been known 
for a long time, to what has been familiar for a long time.” 7

collapse

The other nature that encloses the blind owl is what the hunter’s sight 
cannot capture. If the out-of-frame of what is projected fulfils the goal of 
suggesting and firing the viewer’s imagination, the invisibility of a latent 
nature goads the poetic animal to boost its experience within its limited 
proxemic distances. Its expansion as a poetic being is vertical. 

the administration of time

Said the hunter: the future is melancholy. 
And he no longer looked back. 

6 Freud, Sigmund, Obras completas, vol. XVII, “Lo ominoso,” Buenos Aires, Amorrortu Editores, 
1976, p. 218.
7 Ibid., p. 220.
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the word poetry in the face of nature

Benjamin → “That which is affected by the allegorical intention is separate 
from the context of life: it is destroyed and preserved simultaneously. The 
allegory clings to the ruins, offering the image of congealed concern.”8 That 
image of congealed concern, as the poeticized and immobile image of the 
owl in the sight of the hunter, “means precisely the non-existence of what 
it presents.”

The hunter, as Benjamin’s allegorical figure, renounces shedding light 
on things by scrutinizing their essential “affinities,” distances himself from 
his present context, while leaving the melancholy that consumes him to 
pronounce its meaning.

purity

For Paul Valéry, purity in poetry can be detected in three traits:
1.  the extraordinariness of its truths,
2.  its perfect adaptation to the domain of the perfectly useless,
3.   the apparent probability that is imposed on the domain of the 

improbable. 
 
The emergence of the poetic animal responds to the three traits. Its perfec-
tion is an improbable truth. 

the convenient silence

He breathes deeply:
He breathes in

He breathes again, normally, feels the stalking of the poetic animal,  
steps forward, imagines what its next move will be,

breathes deeply, 
breathes in,

feels the trigger,
breathes,

8 Benjamin, Walter, Obras, vol. I, Madrid, Abada Editores, 2008, p. 273. 
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holds his last breath,
puts his eye to the sight,

sustains his prey, furtive, desired, imminent,
he takes aim,

breathes: 
fire!

An intimate hiding place gives way in the hunter’s sight. Lies inhabit his 
stealthy advance, the concealment of a profound desire: the capture of the 
desired prey. The poetic animal does not manifest itself to his whims. 

appearances

The will to fix those fabled snapshots seeks to make the poetic animal ap-
pear—again and again—at the expense of the owl’s unseeing gesture. For 
Bataille, both a painting and a poetic text can evoke but not substantiate 
what had once appeared. In some way the cinematographic/cinematic im-
age suffers the same fate. It substantiates absolutely nothing, though its 
evocation may be more patent (and therefore more limited). Bataille also 
believed that nothing could be more desirable than the disappearance of 
an appreciated thing. It is the hunter’s seeing that blinds him. There, and 
not in the undergrowth, is where pure poetry makes way, what appears to 
be and is not. 

detour

In the words of Michel Houellebecq: “...when daylight falls, when objects 
lose their colour and their edges and fade slowly into a grey that gradu-
ally grows darker, man feels alone in the world. This has been true since 
his first days on Earth, since before he was man; it is much older than 
language. Poetry seeks to recover these troubling perceptions; of course, 
it uses language, the ‘signifier’; but it considers that language a medium.  
A theory that Jean Cohen sums up with these words: ‘Poetry is the song of 
the signifier.’” 9

9 Houellebecq, Michel, Intervenciones, Barcelona, Anagrama, 2011, pp. 70–71.
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The poetic animal wanders among the undergrowth like a threaten-
ing spirit, an invisible being that, nonetheless, like a texture-camouflage 
of nature, can be detected, perceived and even aimed at. When he feels 
threatened by that presence the hunter retreats, spies furtively from his 
sight the uncertain territory, alarmed in the extreme he retreats into him-
self, and now in a state of lethargy attempts to freeze the action at its point 
of greatest tension. 

The wind blows the leaves, unsettles the air; the image blurs. 
Like silent film, and like poetry itself, experimental cinema seeks to 

open a space that allows a different dimensioning of perception—another 
impression in the spirits—a greater or better or different sensibility of per-
ception. It seeks that poetic image that uses the word in poetry to get rid of 
it and in this way find only its absence, the liberating enlightenment of its 
brilliance. 

the poetic admiration of the dead

Without strength, the hunter grows weak with his last shot take and ac-
tion, he falls away in the background and he sees his biped species move 
away, stormy, without voice or otherwise. The undergrowth covers his mor-
tal body. The hunter in the elements is finally gobbled up by the poetic ani-
mal who, alone, outlives all sight. 

The projection in nature leads to the brilliance of the animal that re-
turns its gaze to us. The hunter fades to black. The barred owl no longer 
exists. Only poetry remains to be seen. 

Behind the images, behind the vision, behind the history, behind the 
grammar of the narration and the grammar of the image there is some-
thing whose experience film can offer on very rare occasions, a deeper 
truth is touched then. It doesn’t happen very often, it happens in poetry. 
… We touch a truth that is behind things. Something that we do not need 
to analyze. We know it immediately. Rimbaud obviously was interested 
a great deal in illuminations. But the facts do not illuminate. Facts create 
norms. Only the truth illuminates.10

10 Herzog, Werner, Manual de supervivencia, Buenos Aires, El cuenco de plata, 2013, p. 88.
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poetically visible: undergrowth

^^Flight.
^Predation.

Inverted arc.
Landscape that returns the hide to the words.

Certainty.
Spectres in a trance of infatuation. 

Smoke [assumption].

Bleak angels and spies.
Lies. 

Poetic animal.

Deteriorated shadows. 
Lament of a tree at the wind’s complaint.

Murmur the poetic animal yearns for.
Fall. 

Spectres and light. 
Poetic image. 

Course of the day. 

Heartbeats and footprints of the hunter. 
Perfumes incrusted in a scar. 

Panoramic. 
Immersion in the brilliance. 

View of the night on fire. 
Passage; explosion. 

Millions of crystals splintering thought. 
Temperature of the day. 

Inversion of nuances. 
Freshness and resurrection.
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Landscape that returns the hide to the words. 
Pretence of shadows.

Cooing, clicks, crackling.

Vertigo. 
Noise of forms.

Territory of the inexact. 
Laments of mechanical whales. 

Tremulous tepidness. 
Synaesthesia. 

Concern of undirected thought. 
Nostalgia in black and white. 

Latency of poetic animal. 
Stalking.

Shot. Shock. Brilliant light. 
270 degrees. Contrast between lines. 

Mourners. 
Verticality of blindness and silence. 

Silence. 
Poetic concern. 

Silence mobilized in insect stampedes.
Green song. 

The poetic animal and its uncovered eye obsession. 
Murmur. 

Artificial shadow of the image. 
Descent. 

Textures of words. 
Sniper in the elements. Poetic animal in the mist. Action. 

Brilliance. 
Zenith in the dead impulse of a day. 
Cherry tree with blossom of poems. 

Poetic animal. 
Poetic animal. 
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Decomposition of images. 
All that could be and is not. 

Embodiment of the poetic animal. 
Gaze of eyes-poems. 
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karrabing:  
an essay in keywords

tess lea and elizabeth a. povinelli

 

Using forms of “improvisational realism,” the north Australian-based 
Karrabing Indigenous Film Collective mimics and plays with strategies 
of fabulation and faux realism to provoke audiences into new ways of 
understanding the multileveled worlds Indigenous families inhabit and 
think about. Successful as their filmography has been, Karrabing works 
nonetheless enter a culturally saturated visual contract that threatens to 
tip their productions back into a recognizable, morally responsible, set of 
resemblances. This visual or social contract is not of Karrabing’s making 
but demands a response, which we explore here by way of keywords: eth-
nography/documentary, cultural maintenance, training, collaboration, and 
transparency. 

introduction

An egg sizzles in fat in an aluminum frying pan, as a metal spatula plays 
at the edges, lifting and releasing the albumen as it yields its transparent 
ooze to an opaque white. “What do you think about that Dog Dreaming?” 
a woman asks a child who is sitting on the kitchen bench, watching the 
cooking egg as she hugs her knees close to her chest. The answer is not 
immediately ascertainable. Indeed, viewers don’t yet know what “Dog 
Dreaming” refers to; and even when they are introduced to the place 
the woman is referring to, it is via an argument rather than a set belief. A 
group of young adults and children debate what might have made a series 
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of stone water holes on a small hill: an ancestral dog, digging machinery, 
dinosaurs, bombs maybe? At the beginning, viewers only see a girl staring 
back at the woman, the egg still spluttering, sounds of a television show 
playing in the background. As the scene moves from this discussion to one 
where householders have to rapidly wake from their scattered sleeping 
places—a chair, a sofa, mattresses on a floor—there are no wide shots to 
show viewers where all this is taking place. It is a lounge room, a house, a 
yard, then a street.

It could be anywhere. From the first, viewers are asked to work out 
what they are seeing, and while they are helped with subtitles, the experi-
ence can be disorienting.

The film stages this disorientation as one of location and viewer.  
It suggests that the questions of what and where are indeed legitimate, 
but subverts the expected conventions of ready cross-cultural transla-
tion or ethnographic exegesis by insisting that non-Indigenous viewers 
also experience the disruptions of place and time that are usually thrust 
upon Indigenous subjects. Thus, the film introduces a variety of frames of 
inquiry and reference that are part of the common life of the Indigenous 
north: introducing metaphysical questions about the dreamings alongside 
socio-critical questions about the forces of settler colonial coexistence, in-
cluding how to avoid and accommodate the relentless denial of Indigenous 
privacy and agency, from State claims to manage everything from people’s 
time and money through to how many mattresses are allowed inside a 
house. The disorientation to reorientate the direction of a disruption of so-
cial ease is deliberate, and yet, as we will discuss below in the comments 
often repeated by audiences, such efforts meet an equal desire to return 
Karrabing narratology to more familiar concepts, or if you will, more com-
fortable creations of unease. We analyze this questioning reception space 
by way of actual dialogue extracts, Karrabing conversations, and a discus-
sion of keywords, while probing the expectation that Karrabing members 
will reflect upon their film projects in recognizably enlightening ways.1  
We begin by briefly describing the Karrabing and their filmography.2

1 Unless otherwise indicated in the transcript, all dialogue extracts are from conversations within 
and between Karrabing members and recorded in field notes by Lea and Povinelli.
2 See also Angelotti, Martina, “Karrabing Film Collective (an interview with Elizabeth 
Povinelli),” Domus Magazine, 2015. Accessed 21st November 2017 (http://www.domusweb.it/en/ 
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the karrabing

The Karrabing Film Collective is a grassroots cooperative of friends and 
family members, including Elizabeth Povinelli, whose lives interconnect 
all along the coastal waters immediately west of Darwin, and across Anson 
Bay, at the mouth of the Daly River, stretching outward into a global trans-
national network of curators, artists, and filmmakers. The Collective uses 
film to analyze contemporary settler colonialism and, through these de-
pictions, challenge its grip. Their films operate at many levels: from insider 
jokes and hints of a sentient world beyond the edge of visibility, to probes 
on what is causing everyday corrosion within Indigenous life.

The Collective uses the Emmiyengal language term “karrabing” 
(“low tide turning”) to disturb the usual anthropological binary between 
place-based (“traditional”) Indigenous polities and displaced, diasporic 
(“historical”) Indigenous socialities, seeing both as “brittle and out-
dated ethnographic construct[s].”3 While most members are Indigenous 
and from seas and lands that stretch along the Anson Bay region of the 
Northern Territory, the Collective places emphasis on a set of friendships 
and family relationships that stretch inland to freshwater communi-
ties and as far afield as the United States. These forms of connectivity 
knowingly and critically speak to the State’s use of descent lineages and 
bounded spaces, enshrined in land claim legislation, to artificially fix them 
in a “homeostatic antiquity.”4 The forms of interconnection signaled by 
the term “karrabing” push explicitly against the methods by which State 
agencies isolate and divide Indigenous people from one another via ra-
cialized descent. Ceremony, marriage, laboring together, and linguistic 

interviews/2015/12/18/visible_award_2015_the_karrabing_film_collective.html); anon., “Karrabing 
Film Collective Wins the 2015 Visible Award,” Visible Blog (http://www.visibleproject.org/blog/ 
karrabing-film-collective-wins-the-2015-visi-ble-award/), 3rd November, 2015; Povinelli, Elizabeth, 
“Dear So and So of So, I Write Regarding Toxic Sovereignties in Windjarrameru,” in Burton, Johanna; 
Jackson, Shannon and Willsdon, Dominic (eds.), Public Servants: Art and the Crisis of the Common 
Good, Cambridge, MA, New Museum & MIT Press, 2016; Karrabing Film Collective, Wutharr, 
Saltwater Dreams, 2017.
3 Vincent, Eve, Against Native Title: Conflict and Creativity in Outback Australia, Canberra, Aboriginal 
Studies Press, 2017, p. 3.
4 Neale, Timothy, Wild Articulations: Environmentalism and Indigeneity in Northern Australia, 
Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press, 2017, p. 59.
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code-switching are all seen as a means of connect[ing] people and country: 
they make them one collective without canceling people’s independence 
and difference from each other. As Linda Yarrowin puts it, 

Through marriage, ceremony, sweat you joinim but you also keep your 
roan roan strong. Det why people bin strong then. They bin respect that 
nut-her person because they also bin connected like inside outside. 
(As so with marriage, ceremony, sweating in a place—by doing this you 
join the places that these activities crossover, but you also keep your 
own people and places strong. That is why people were strong before 
white people came. They respected that other person because they were  
connected inside and had an outside.)5

Or as another of the Karrabing founders, Rex Edmunds, has stated: 
“Karrabing means tide out. And when it comes in, coming together.” What 
we are witnessing is a more widespread doubling, a mode of connectivity 
and independence, of sameness and difference. This doubling of what is 
made strong as an individual body (place, landscape) by being internally 
connected to a set of surrounds counters the liberal dualism of inside or 
outside, as the same or different. Such subtle yet major conceptual dis-
tinctions sit at the heart of the impasse between the aspirations of the 
Collective and the metrics and discourses of governmental policy and en-
gaged publics. And it is this impasse that defines the first of the Karrabing 
films. When the Dogs Talked (Povinelli, 2014) begins with the housing prob-
lems of one member.

Gigi: [It’s about] how we’ve been struggling through life. I’m the mystery. 
Every time I have all my family I have to put them up in my house and it is 
overcrowding, sometime it is too much for me. Sometime I just feel like 
walking out, feel like going somewhere. Too many stress, too many peo-
ple. It affects all of us. 

5 Povinelli, Elizabeth; Edmunds, Rex; Sing, Rex and Yarrowin, Linda, “Australian Babel:  
A Conversation with Karrabing,” Specimen-The Babel Review of Translations, October 31, 2017 (http://
www.specimen.press/articles/a-conversation-with-karrabing/).
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Rex: We want to go out bush where we can hunt and fish and not pay 
rent, just be with the rest of the family.

As with the housing conundrum, the Collective itself emerged at an im-
passe and reorientation of federal state policy on Indigenous welfare in 
the Northern Territory. Members originally began making short films as a 
method of self-organization and social analysis, prompted by the radical 
experience of becoming refugees in their own country.6 Having come to 
the other side of their parents’ experiences of the necropolitics of settle-
ment—the extraordinarily violent period between genocide, assimilation, 
self-determination, and the exhausting exhumations of cultural identity 
that self-determination then required for land claims7—things started to 
seriously unravel. As Povinelli has written elsewhere,

[O]n March 15, 2007, members … were threatened with chainsaws and 
pipes, watched as their cars and houses were torched, and their dogs 
beaten to death. Four families lost rare, well-paying jobs in education, 
housing, and waterworks.8

In the shape-shifting vicissitudes of Indigenous housing and wider social 
policy,9 the initial response to this displacement had been vaguely hope-
ful. The families were promised new housing, proper schooling, and better 
jobs at Bulgul, close to the mouth of the Daly River, a site that, while small 

6 Povinelli, Elizabeth, The Cunning of Recognition: Indigenous Alterities and the Making of Australian 
Multiculturalism, Durham, NC, Duke University Press, 2002.
7 See Povinelli, Elizabeth, The Cunning of Recognition: Indigenous Alterities and the Making of 
Australian Multiculturalism, op. cit.; Povinelli, Elizabeth, Labor’s Lot: The Culture, History, and Power of 
Aboriginal Action, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1994; Roberts, Tony, “The Brutal Truth: What 
Happened in the Gulf Country,” The Monthly, no. 51, november, 2009; Rose, Deborah Bird, Hidden 
Histories: Black Stories from Victoria River Downs, Humbert River and Wave Hill Stations, Melbourne, 
Cambridge University Press, 1991.
8 Povinelli, Elizabeth, “Routes/Worlds,” e-flux, 2011.
9 Crabtree, Louise, “Decolonising Property: Exploring Ethics, Land, and Time, through Housing 
Interventions in Contemporary Australia,” Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, vol. 31, 
2013, pp. 99–115; Lea, Tess, “When Looking for Anarchy, Look to the State: Fantasies of Regulation 
in Forcing Disorder within the Australian Indigenous Estate,” Critique of Anthropology, vol. 32, no. 2, 
2012, pp. 109–24; Lea, Tess and Pholeros, Paul, “This Is Not a Pipe: The Treacheries of Indigenous 
Housing,” Public Culture, vol. 22, no. 1, 2010, pp. 187–209.
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and with low to no civic infrastructure, was closer to their ancestral coun-
tries. A tent settlement was set up; the tide was turning.

Linda: In 2007, that’s when we been fleeing from Belyuen. [We were] 
homeless people because we never had that house, you know, so we all 
had to live full house in Minmerrama [a public housing estate in Darwin] 
and then we all decided in wet season we just going to move to Bulgul 
[Daly River] and sleeping under the trees [in tents].

As they lived in small tents, waiting for the promised new housing, jobs, 
and schools, government policy swiftly changed, unleashing what felt like 
a new wave of violence. Aboriginal people could not receive funding for  
infrastructure on their customary country, but were now told to shift to  
arbitrarily determined “growth towns”10 or in the welfare suburbs of the 
capital city.

Gigi, repeating her points: The film we made was about the lifestyle we 
been living, we trying to show to other people how we been struggling 
through life. We decided to make this movie, it’s about me … because 
every time I have all my family I have to put them up in my house. It’s a 
three bedroom house and it’s overcrowded and it’s too much for me and 
sometimes I just feel like walking out going somewhere. It’s too many 
stress. It’s too many people.

When asked if the film is thus her story, Gigi replies, “It’s all of our story.” 
Here, we return to an earlier point: the staging and distribution of disorien-
tation within and by Karrabing films, and whose frame of reference is con-
sidered universal or particular. Gigi’s comment that the film stages “all of 
our story” can be read as merely referring to “all of our (Indigenous mem-
bers of Karrabing) story.” Or can be broadened to “all of our (Indigenous 
people living in the Northern Territory under the harsh unforgiving logics 
of the Intervention) story.” Or even further to “all of our (Indigenous people 

10 Markham, Francis and Doran, Bruce, “Equity, Discrimination and Remote Policy: Investigating 
the Centralization of Remote Service Delivery in the Northern Territory,” Applied Geography, vol. 58, 
2015, pp. 105–115.
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living under continuous occupation) story.” And onward… Soon the ques-
tion of whose story is legible, is universal, is the general condition and story 
of most people, shifts—as does the dominant cinematic subject.

This kind of thing is what is generally known if you live within the 
worlds of most people, Indigenous, of color, subaltern, radically marginal-
ized, carved by betterment policies, and divided by extractive capitalism.

When the Dogs Talked [Dogs] is the first of three films (Dogs, Windjarrameru: 
The Stealing C*nt$, and Wutharr: Saltwater Dreams), often referred to as the 
Intervention Trilogy, that stage the condition of Indigenous lifeworlds under 
the 2007 Northern Territory Emergency Response, a.k.a. “the Intervention,” 
without specifically referring to it. Non-reference in turn raises the impos-
sibility of documenting the fullness of any contemporary moment, given 
all the details that must be dropped from view. In what way can something 
that is falsely given a singular status (such as “the Intervention”) even be 
narrated? Especially when documentation tools and concepts mislead-
ingly suggest omniscience, prescience and some kind of masterful capture, 
as if everything that is important can be collapsed into a representative 
format. What would the Intervention look like at any rate in terms of its 
ongoing durative effects? How would documentary film stage and plot a 
harsh interruption of Indigenous life as also simply yet another ongoing 
set of historical interruptions, as event and non-event at once? The barely 
articulable magnitude of what might need to be witnessed exposes the 
delusional promise of visual media as inherently offering a comprehensive 
recording device, let alone attending to phenomena that are otherwise in-
visible to an interventionist apperception.

On one hand, Dogs is a film about people constrained by their circum-
stances under conditions of continuing late liberal settler occupation. The 
film begins with a family, plagued by the Darwin Housing Commission 
about overcrowding, who set off in search of their relative, Gigi, who holds 
the lease. Agents of the Housing Commission tell them that if the absent 
Gigi doesn’t come into the office by the very next day, she will lose the 
house. This loss will not be hers alone: everyone who depends on it for a 
night’s sleep off the street will suffer as well. In other words, homeless-
ness is a cause of the problem and the result. On the other hand, it shows 
a group of families who also sustain other connections, with each other, 
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with their country, with different rationalities and beholdings. As the road 
trip commences to find Gigi, and the extended family travels ever further 
into their homelands and into arguments about what to prioritize, the film 
slowly reveals the ordinary embodied interconnections between the fami-
lies and their countries that settler colonialism consistently trammels over 
but has not eradicated.

Their counterclaims about how to live properly, what it is to live 
well and according to local ethics, are not positioned as an alternative to 
the world of bureaucratized existence, but as something that pulses in 
and around the shifting demands of such an existence, iterating and cir-
cumventing its ubiquitous claims at the same time. Should they fight for 
their housing tenancy in the face of government regulations about noise 
and overcrowding, or live with no infrastructure on a country marked by  
subdivisions, cattle grids, and fences? Or will they manage both these ex-
istences and more besides, the calls of a desiring, demanding, accusing, 
punishing, and rewarding country included? These questions are not an-
swered by the film but rather animated and amplified by it. Every time a 
possible answer and thus exit from their dilemma arises, it is immediately 
diverted by another potential crisis, of a very ordinary kind.

In other words, the epistemic opening with which the film begins is 
continually supplemented by a series of practical openings and closings. 
The cause of the holes in the ground that our young girl from the open-
ing scenes is asked about, the Dog Dreaming, might be dinosaurs, men 
with machines, or a giant ancestor whose paws got clubbed as firesticks 
were turned and turned in its outsized hands, burning and stumping its  
fingers. Who and what the ancestral dogs are as these dogs persist  
into the present is the question the girl leaves unanswered, confound-
ing audience expectations, egg still sizzling at the film’s end. Not saying 
may well be more disruptive than saying. She is not going to represent a 
lamentable knowledge gap between what her forebears would have said 
about the Dog Dreaming, and young people’s knowledge today, say. Nor 
will she be a measure of the dynamic claims of “modernity” over a static 
Dreamtime.

By refusing the moral and conceptual binaries, the film teases the 
audience’s desire for closure, following film credits instead with jokes 
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about Stargate, foregrounding and laughing away a reference to the medi-
ating role of cinema memories embedded within the film’s narrative arc. 
But alongside these epistemological openings are the practical vortexes 
of a State that demands competing versions of Indigeneity—both bush 
savvy, and economically and domestically compliant—without provid-
ing pathways and blocking available resources for fully realizing either.  
The Karrabing wonder whether the State is all too happy for them to fail 
at both: “Don’t worry, they [white people] are still killing us,” members will 
say. Like the Intervention, the riot and its ramifications began long before 
the riot, and will reverberate long afterward.

By the end of the film, as the opening scene repeats itself, hopefully 
viewers see more at stake than merely the positivity of cultural redemp-
tion that audiences crave, even as settler colonialism denies the same  
to Indigenous people. Instead (again, hopefully), the audience begins to 
feel the disorientation of their own moral, political, and social compasses 
in a way that Nietzsche might appreciate. But this cannot be controlled. 
When showing When the Dogs Talked to an audience at the Gertrude 
Contemporary (a not-for-profit gallery and studio complex in the city of 
Melbourne, Australia), an audience member sought clarification about 
the relationship between Karrabing actions and Dreaming reactions  
and about the moral nature of the Dreaming itself. “Is the Dog Dreaming 
good or bad?” she asked. The answer, Karrabing works insist, is not to 
choose one or the other, but to refuse the underlying framework of the 
question itself.

Their second film, Windjarrameru: The Stealing C*nt$ (2015), makes 
this more explicit. Windjarrameru explores who goes to jail for what kind 
of stealing and violation, and what kinds of punishments meet different 
types of transgression. As in Dogs, mobile phones play a role.

Windjarrameru opens with a young Indigenous ranger sitting against a 
tree, scanning for something, relieving the time with selfies as he listens to 
music on his phone. It has clearly been a prolonged vigil. He is interrupted 
by a group of age-mates who call him over to join in as they share a car-
ton of hot beer they happily found in the scrub, with a short speculation on 
how the beer came to be there in the first place, subtly suggesting the nor-
malcy of everyday trespass on Indigenous lands.
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“Where do you think this beer came from?” asks one. “Campers,” answers 
another. “They must have forgot to put [the beers back] in their Esky.”

As the drinking goes on, slurring words and slowing bodies, the boys’ 
banter shifts from teasing to serious words about what being locked in 
Darwin’s Berrimah jail is like, where so many Indigenous men end up. 
Being accused of stealing when there were clearly trespassers on their 
country turns out to be one of many double standards that pass before 
viewers’ eyes. Before the young drinkers collected him, our young ranger 
was tracking suspected illegal mining activities, a problem that the adult 
Karrabing Collective members had thrown into the plot. In this film, the 
illegal miners are played by Indigenous men, complete with mirrored 
aviator glasses and a callous disregard for the sacred sites they are intent 
on destroying, while other Karrabing actors show the collusion between 
extractive capital, policing, and incarceration. The unlikely image of 
Aboriginal mining executives works because of the actors’ perfect capture 
of their cynical ways, a character analysis based on deep familiarity with 
racialized forms of accumulation through dispossession.11

Linda Yarrowin (explaining the plot): “The [miners] act like crooks, dig-
ging up land like that sacred site.”
Gavin Bianumu: “Us mob didn’t report the miners. Only us mob took the 
blame.”
Rex Edmunds: “Like we go jail anything, but Berragut [white people] they 
steal everything.”12 

As they consider the roles played in the incident by the ancestral present, 
the regulatory State, and the Christian faith, the third film in the trilogy, 
Wutharr: Saltwater Dreams, filmed almost exclusively with smartphones,13 
further explores the multiple demands and inescapable vortexes of con-
temporary Indigenous life. Across a series of flashbacks, an extended 
Indigenous family argues about what caused their boat’s motor to break 

11 Cfr. Harvey, David, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2007.
12 See Madden, Aodhan, “Making Batteries: Conversation with the Karrabing Film Collective,”  
Un Magazine, 2015 (http://unprojects.org.au/magazine/issues/issue-9-2/making-batteries/).
13 Previous films were produced with the help of an external film crew.
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down and leave them stranded out in the bush. In crucial ways, Wutharr 
returns to themes explored in Dogs, but now with a deeper transtemporal 
framework that insists that their present life sits within and alongside an 
actively interpreting landscape. The ludicrous nature of the punitive wel-
fare State is on full display as one of the members plays a State agent sent 
to help the group fill out the forms necessary to pay off a large fine they 
accrued for boating to their own country without proper safety equipment. 
By the time the agent outlines the seventh densely arcane document, 
any purported rationality to State practices has flown out the window. 
What returns is an equally demanding ancestral realm. When one of the 
protagonists—having been caught in a maelstrom that takes her back to 
1952—asks her (still living) ancestors why they punished her and her fam-
ily by breaking the motor, the answer is simple: you don’t come and visit 
us enough. Here is the catch-22: to fulfill their country obligations in the 
context of contemporary late settler liberalism, they must violate the State 
law, or vice versa. They cannot avoid one or the other “punishing them.”

talking to viewers, talking to karrabing:  
lessons in keywords

Whenever Karrabing members are present for questions after viewings, 
whether in Berlin, Jerusalem, Athens, Mechelen, or Canberra, audiences 
attempt to pin the meaning of what they are seeing to gain a better ac-
count of Karrabing intentions. The questions are usually provocative, gen-
uine, and probing, invoking laughter, discussion, and interaction. As such, 
they are not wrong questions. Still, they are also indicative of a field of 
power in the kindly quest for meaning, a subtle, well-intentioned seman-
tic plea, which here, in turn, we place into a dialogue around keywords, 
probing the audience’s probings for what they reveal about the politics 
of reception and circulation. It is this play between conditioned expec-
tations—what a liberal, educated, Western audience has been tutored  
to know about Indigenous existence and what Karrabing members want to 
say about who they are—that all Karrabing films make visible.
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ethnography/documentary

One of the continual questions the Karrabing are asked is one of genre.14 
Depending on where the films are shown, different suggestions are pre-
sented for members to select from: ethnography, documentary, surre-
alism, hyperrealism, faction, or neorealist nonfiction. When Povinelli is 
available to the audience, the questions often turn to ethnographic film, 
and more specifically, the tradition of Jean Rouch and his work in colonial 
French West Africa.15 Some are more insistent than others that the films be 
considered part of the ethnographic tradition (as opposed, say, to Augusto 
Boal’s16 techniques, otherwise known as theatre of the oppressed).

There are many things one might say about this. The first, importantly, 
is to note that contemporary ethnographic film is an incredibly rich and di-
verse visual field, one that is often more effective as a probative media than 
written ethnography, which nonetheless has been relentlessly critiqued 
as the ultimate form of colonial representation.17 As one of the founders of 
ethno-fiction—a genre that would spill into the written work of innovative 
anthropologists like Michael Taussig18—Rouch’s own work broke multiple 
existing genres and helped to create visual anthropology as a field; but the 

14 Povinelli, Elizabeth, “Dear So and So of So, I Write Regarding Toxic Sovereignties in 
Windjarrameru,” op. cit.
15 Rouch, Jean, “On the Vicissitudes of the Self: The Possessed Dancer, the Magician, the Sorcerer, 
the Filmmaker, and the Ethnographer,” Studies in Visual Communication, vol. 5, no. 1, 1978, pp. 2–8.
16 Boal, Augusto, Theater of the Oppressed, trans. Charles A. Leal-McBride, Maria-Odilia Leal 
McBride and Emily Fryer, London, Pluto, 2000.
17 Biddle, Jennifer Loureide, “The Imperative to Feel: Recent Intercultural Australian Cinema,” 
in Fenner, F. (ed.), Unimaginable: Australian Chapter, Sydney, Ivan Dougherty Gallery, 2008; Deger, 
Jennifer, Shimmering Screens: Making Media in an Aboriginal Community, Minneapolis, University of 
Minnesota Press, 2006; Ginsburg, Faye, “Peripheral Visions: Blak Screens and Cultural Citizenship,” 
in Iordinova, Dina; Martin-Jones, David and Vidal, Belen (eds.), Cinema at the Periphery, Detroit, 
MI, Wayne State University Press, 2010, pp. 84–103; Ginsburg, Faye, “Native Intelligence: A Short 
History of Debates on Indigenous Media and Ethnographic Film,” in Banks, Marcus and Ruby, 
Jay (eds.), Made to Be Seen: Perspectives on the History of Visual Anthropology, Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, 2011, pp. 234–255; MacDougall, David, Transcultural Cinema, Princeton, NJ, Princeton 
University Press, 1998.
Povinelli, Elizabeth, When the Dogs Talked, 2014. Undistributed DVD and streaming. 
18 Eakin, Emily, “Anthropology’s Alternative Radical,” New York Times, 2001 (http://www.nytimes.
com/2001/04/21/arts/anthropology-s-alternative-radical.html); Taussig, Michael, My Cocaine 
Museum, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2004.
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problematics of representing “the Other” simply to re-present ourselves 
remained. As Rachel Moore19 argued some time ago, “Indigenous video” 
does not solve the problems which plague claims of ethnographic author-
ity. Yet while these are important discussions, they misdirect Karrabing in-
tentions. Working through issues of (mis)translation and (dis)orientation 
are key Karrabing methods, yet members have never positioned their work 
as the empowered solution to issues of anthropological voice, raising the 
question of why ethnographic film is assumed to be the genre in which the 
Karrabing are working.

One answer is obvious: one of its members is an identified anthro-
pologist, albeit one who became so at the request of the parents and 
grandparents of current Karrabing members.20 Another answer is that the 
Collective builds their narratives out of their everyday lives, and represent-
ing the quotidian is the claimed space of anthropological work. What is 
more interesting to explore is the collapse of a collective form of creation 
into a form of being represented by oneself or another: by the anthropol-
ogist or by the group. In other words, the function of the film work is to be 
represented or to represent oneself to an audience.

To show oneself for the other. As Linda Yarrowin has said, “Our films 
show what it is really like, what’s really going on, in our lives.” At another 
time, she re-stressed the point: “A true story but story; real but got story.” 
Likewise, Natasha Bigfoot Lewis describes Karrabing films as “true” in the 
sense that even though the most documentary of the films are fictional 
scenes mocked up out of reality, they are things that have or could have 
happened, a truthful capture of being Indigenous today.

And yet what members also say is that these films are making true 
something that cannot yet be defined about the world. Sheree Bianamu 
and Ethan Jorrock, younger members of the Collective, describe this as 
a coming to understand, through the process of pulling into visibility the 
needs of filming and sweating back into country,21 how the stories their 

19 See Moore, Rachel, “Marketing Alterity,” Visual Anthropology Review, vol. 8, no. 2, 1992, pp. 16–26.
20 Povinelli, Elizabeth, “Dear So and So of So, I Write Regarding Toxic Sovereignties in 
Windjarrameru,” op. cit.
21 Sweat—the essence of a person—is offered as a calling card (a signature of the person) to 
the sensing environment, so that it knows who goes through and why. The anthropologist Basil 
Sansom describes it this way: “Sweat in northern Australia is pervasively integrated into ritual 
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parents and grandparents told them are not merely “children’s stories” but 
a means of framing their and their cohort’s actions and land reactions.22 
Here, the question turns from one of genre and classification to practice 
and formation: which practices bring forward a formation of social and 
land existence that Karrabing members struggle to (re)make as true, an 
issue which resurfaces with the question of collaboration.

collaboration

The word “collaboration,” like “ethnography,” is not a word the Karrabing 
tends to use, although it is a question routinely asked, perhaps as a front 
for the question people are too polite to ask: namely, what exactly is 
Karrabing? Either way, answers are not readily converted into the pithy 
statements different interlocutors are cued to hear, for they cut through 
the anthropologized definitions of land, kinship, and relatedness now 
enshrined in both legal and popular cultural recognition systems. The 
singularity of the concept also implies a mode of co-presence that would 
otherwise not exist but for the deliberate intention of working together, 
raising the question: is it collaboration when the formation is already a set 
of relations among people who have lived with, loved, hated, and helped 
each other forever, relations of timeless duration and meaning? Here, we 
remember Rex Edmunds’ statement that Karrabing means “as the tide 
comes in, coming together.” This describes a group of people who, like the 
tides, come together and move apart as different functions of their lives 

practice. … On being introduced to country and its associated Dreaming(s), water of country and 
sweat are ritually brought together in a rite of a stranger’s anointing. It is in the commingling of 
body-water and the water of spring, billabong, river or coastal segment, that a newly introduced 
person is brought into spiritual association with a countryside and thereby given permission to 
traverse over that countryside and make use of its resources. Sweat thus mediates in the meeting 
of person and a Power of the Dreaming,” Sansom, B. (1995), “The Wrong, the Rough and the Fancy: 
About Immorality and an Aboriginal Aesthetic of the Singular,” Anthropological Forum, vol. 7, no. 2, 
pp. 259–314 (p. 290).
22 Bianamu, Gavin; Bianamu, Sheree; Lewis Bigfoot, Natasha; Jorrock, Ethan and Povinelli, 
Elizabeth A., “Growing Up Karrabing: A Conversation with Gavin Bianamu, Sheree Bianamu, 
Natasha Lewis Bigfoot, Ethan Jorrock and Elizabeth Povinelli,” Un Magazine, vol. 11, no. 2, 2017 
(http://unprojects.org.au/magazine/issues/issue-11-2/growing-up-karrabing/).
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converge and dissipate, neither as a one-off nor as a constant steady state, 
but as a continuation of relational practices.

Conceived in terms of funding systems, “collaboration” might further 
assume members of the Collective represent discrete sovereign de-
scent groups, as if these are an actual timeless entity—as if different  
descent groups discretely exist, having always done so in this type of form, 
who are now collaborating. Here too there is greater fluidity in practice. Let’s 
say one way in which you get country is through your father; but if your fa-
ther dumped you (“just left his egg”), then you might reckon country through 
your mother’s father. Then, areas that might be one’s country are always dis-
tributed and shifting. Tides come in and out, the sands shift, the fires rage, 
the rivers flood, banks erode, the Dreamings are crossed and push back with 
their demands, economic livelihoods ebb and flow, and people move and get 
married across different assemblies.

There are absorptive modes of kinship and there are exclusive ones. 
For Karrabing members, absorptive modes dominate: blood relations and 
friends alike are enfolded. Of course, formal kin might be judged with dif-
ferent criteria: how good an aunt, or daughter, nephew, son is this one, in 
relation to affective ties met or failed? But this is as fixed as group bound-
aries might get; which is to say, affectively speaking again, hardly fixed at 
all, amid other histories of relating, responding, beholding, and feeling—
and simply being present, returning, staying.

It would be truer, but perhaps not clearer, to say the Collective col-
lects relations between people who transcend the normative categories 
of liberal recognition. So another answer to the question of what is the 
Karrabing, or how does it collaborate, might be to say it is a formation 
that represents decisive self-organizing prior to the imposed land council 
model of sovereign groups that preclude lively sociality. And this convo-
luted answer would be needed because all this inherent fluidity became 
administratively settled under systems of bureaucratic and anthropolog-
ical recognition: the boundary and the heteronormative descent deemed 
by social anthropologists as being true for everywhere helped render all 
other modes of assembling secondary, meeting a government demand 
that all forms of kinship and land ownership be knowable outside of the 
specificity of Indigenous people’s specific and multiple relations to each 
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other and the lands.23 Karrabing posit a mode of belonging to each other 
and to a stretch of landscape that runs counter and diagonally across this 
ethnographic burden, refusing it, as Audra Simpson24 might say, even as 
they foreground how this burden weighs down and deforms their lives—
and deforms them according to a specific, if evolving, late liberal set-
tler logic. Yet, just as a self-organizing “all one family” assemblage does 
not pull anthropologisms from the law’s determinative carvings, so too 
Karrabing members are apprehended differently.

Povinelli: “We can love each other as much as we want—but white people 
and governments interpret and frame us differently; we can’t pretend the 
world is structured differently.”

cultural maintenance

If a general demand is often made of Indigenous collectives to produce 
narratives as forms of representation rather than as filmic innovation 
or straight play, a more specific demand is that Indigenous artistic ef-
fort be for something beyond the artistic production itself. Again, like 
the question of genre, or collaboration, the matter is complicated. After 
all, as a group the Karrabing Collective, including Povinelli, see filmmak-
ing as a powerful means of actualizing what is already potentially within 
the group. Telling and retelling narratives, analyzing why scenes follow  
each other, figuring out how one generation’s embodiment of their analyt-
ics of people and place is refigured in another, and arguing about what as-
pect of this analytic should be a part of a film: all these practices do indeed 
keep in the present, by making them vital and compelling, what settlers 
would like to confine to the fading past. One could probably even quantify 
the effects of filmmaking and the continuing embodiment of Karrabing 
beliefs as a form of “cultural maintenance.”

And yet, cultural maintenance per se is not why many Karrabing  
make films and artworks. Instead, they make them because how they  

23 Povinelli, Elizabeth, The Cunning of Recognition: Indigenous Alterities and the Making of Australian 
Multiculturalism, op. cit.
24 Simpson, Audra, Mohawk Interruptus: Political Life across the Borders of Settler States, Durham, 
NC, Duke University Press, 2014.
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now make them—on their own schedule; scenes shot periodically; in some 
cases one person playing one role, in other cases multiple bodies play-
ing multiple parts—is fun and absorbing, a diversion in a boring week, a 
means to open travel interstate and overseas, a way of having something 
“to show” in their lives, a pragmatic reason to come together, and a reason 
to co-create. Likewise, the success of Indigenous film and art as a mode of 
production, and the vital roles played by regional art and media centers in 
Australia, does not necessarily pivot on grand intent or glorious capacities25 
but because they enable a way of doing, involving, and being together 
on country that is otherwise being strangled.26 Film and art succeed for 
Karrabing when they take on board seriously the terms of everyday life 
and pragmatics. The multiplicity of reasons various members might make 
films opens the purposivity of filmmaking to an ever widening set of ends 
and thus opens the possibility of what filmmaking might do for Karrabing 
members. In this sense, Karrabing filmmaking refuses the late liberal 
capture of all practices by economic rationality or cultural recognition, in-
cluding the idea of filmmaking as an apprenticeship to a more industrious 
pathway in the name of individual or community betterment. But this, like 
any answers so far, cannot lessen audience and potential funder demands 
that the point of making films is transitional, a teleological quest for a 
self-disciplined and accredited future destiny.

training

Anthropologist in audience: “So I noticed from the credits [for Windjarrameru] 
that Aboriginal people are not holding the cameras. Are they being 
trained to this work, so they can get jobs?”

25 A question that is beyond the scope of this essay but deserves separate reflection is that of 
adoption and why specific art world curators have responded to Karrabing films so positively, cit-
ing Karrabing innovations in terms of length, addressivity, and aesthetic imaginaries, including 
their layering and articulating of images to demonstrate both the separation of Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous peoples and their irreducible interpenetrations.
26 For more on art centers, see Biddle, Jennifer Loureide, Remote Avant-Garde: Aboriginal Art Under 
Occupation, Durham, NC, Duke University Press, 2016; on co-presence as creativity in land care, see 
Vincent, Eve, Against Native Title: Conflict and Creativity in Outback Australia, op. cit.
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Particularly in Australia, where bureaucratized apperception of Indigenous 
possibility reigns even within anthropological circles,27 there is an ongoing 
demand that Aboriginal people adhere to reifications of their traditions.  
In terms of content, Indigenous sufferers must be obligated by their re-
sponsibilities to country, and be thwarted by an uncaring State, in particu-
larly recognizable ways. And as filmmakers holding the restorative device 
that now symbolizes all racial and economic inequality, the camera itself, 
they should not only be representing themselves as ethnographic subjects 
but also as good citizens in the making. The work of being involved in films 
cannot be to simply provoke thought, mess around with meaningful pur-
pose, have an excuse to get together, relieve boredom, or have fun, but has 
to be tied to an instrumental outcome. That is, beyond the demand that a 
film’s political work be done according to narrative conventions, audiences 
want the additional reparative move of having black hands holding the 
camera:28 anything less is a diminution of Indigenous speaking authority, 
and a weakened platform for the ultimate goal of “real jobs.”

That the marshaling of non-Indigenous resources, expertise, and me-
diatic technologies in order to rewrite how the profound inhospitalities of 
settler colonialism are survived and resisted is not a betrayal of one’s indi-
geneity seems like an obvious point, one that has been powerfully made by 
scholars and practitioners alike29. But given the insistent demand that this 
playful work of critique and analysis instead be interpreted as a labor of 
self-improvement, oriented toward the fictive policy category called “real 
work,” it is a point worth reiterating. The instrumental demand has chal-
lenging effects. Karrabing members will answer that they too are showing 
their agency. But when Linda Yarrowin tells a questioner that “We actually 
doing something for ourselves. Not just being stomped down. People rec-
ognize we. Make us stronger,” this is not a statement of “we are training 
ourselves for the purpose of securing tax-paying jobs as videographers,” 
but indicates a different pragmatism: one of confirming and creating social 
relations, activating new possibilities for ongoing and freely associating 

27 Lea, Tess, “Contemporary Anthropologies of Indigenous Australia,” Annual Review of 
Anthropology, vol. 41, 2012, pp. 187–202. 
28 See Moore, Rachel, “Marketing Alterity,” Visual Anthropology Review, op. cit.
29 Ginsburg, Faye, “Shooting Back: From Ethnographic Film to Indigenous Production/
Ethnography of Media,” in Miller, Toby and Stam, Robert (eds.), A Companion to Film Theory, Malden, 
MA, Blackwell, 2004, pp. 295–323.
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agency, in a situation in which land itself (and not only government) has 
desires for and designs on people’s agencies.

There is another purpose of the filmmaking that the younger mem-
bers note which could be categorized as “development” oriented: the 
pleasure that comes from shooting scenes, and of showing them to appre-
ciative audiences, traveling across their countries and the world. Indeed, 
the way Karrabing increasingly produce their films strains the military 
worker logic of film production with its harsh timetables, technical re-
quirements, and shoot schedules. Moving to smartphone cinematography, 
as the latest productions do, scenes are shot whenever the time seems 
right—folks are around; moods are good; an iPhone is charged; the place 
is right. And why not? Living within late settler liberalism creates enough 
stress for anyone and everyone. What if filmmaking were at core to retrain 
the self to instead experience the ludic pleasures of co-making, of con-
sciously co-being, without a disciplining agenda?

Behind the scenes, these different perspectives are given shape in 
outline form as people talk through various possible scenarios, sometimes 
in formal meetings, but just as often more informally, as people are driv-
ing somewhere, sitting around somewhere else. All scenes are improvised 
based on members’ experience, desires, and mutual understanding. This 
said, while the above expositions suggest neither wholescale acceptance 
nor rejection of liberal settler terms and conditions but rather a grappling 
with its incessant demands and having fun in the process, Karrabing film-
making is not about substituting an avant Indigenous cinematic practice to 
replace that of Hollywood, or for that matter, government-generated truth 
claims, with counterclaims about Indigenous alterity. Instead, they are a 
practice of critical probing of the conditions (of continuation) within which 
the lived realities of Indigenous lifeworlds proceed. And therein lies the 
rub for reception politics. Karrabing films are better described as the resid-
ual artifacts, not quite secondary but not quite objects either, of ongoing 
living analytics that are expressed in multiple modalities, being playful, 
hanging around, environmental listening, and political scanning included.
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transparency

Rocky: “Berragut [white people] got this way of talking; what do they 
mean with that word ‘transparency?’”

It was an enjoyable conversation at the end of a film shoot. Tess, the policy 
ethnographer, was asking her foreign types of questions about Karrabing 
decision-making processes and what people meant by their term “open 
book,” mimicking audience interest in how the Collective operates as a 
collective. Open book, she learned, like transparency, had flexible valence, 
generating different kinds of synonyms, from “nothing is hidden” or a 
shared problem (“what are we going to do with the money?”), to a prob-
ing sense of opening a topic in which everyone can participate, without a 
hidden agenda, without a fast looming deadline, with the pace, like that of 
using iPhones for filming, that allows multiple styles of chipping in. Open 
book means words do not veil intentions but disclose potential actions, es-
tablishing agentful possibilities.

It contrasts with—which is to say, in discussion it was contrasted 
with—how non-Indigenous people tend to deal with Karrabing mem-
bers. An example was given. A land council representative might call, 
demanding to speak to a “Traditional Owner.”30 Speaking to this new cate-
gory of legal personhood clarifies the mechanism for individualizing and 
hierarchizing the negotiation of access to land, usually for non-Indigenous 
extraction and enterprise development purposes. The transparent consul-
tation, already made opaque to anyone outside the introduced category 
of “Traditional Owner,” can further hide its agenda through an overabun-
dance of impenetrable material, said too fast; as comprehensiveness in 
the service of obfuscation, delivered in thick documents; or as radically 
simplified brevity, as in a pipeline that is coming through, with no words 
on the two kilometer land clearances either side of the pipeline to be per-
manently leveled along its entirety (the hidden sting in the policy is often 

30 In the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 (Cth), s3, Traditional Aboriginal 
Owners are defined legally as “in relation to a relevant tract of land, a ‘local descent group’ of 
Aboriginals who: (1) have common spiritual affiliations to a site on the land, being affiliations that 
place the group under a primary spiritual responsibility for that site and for the land; and (2) are 
entitled by Aboriginal tradition to forage as of right over that land.”
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not presented). Such transparency is relayed in Wutharr, where the “why” 
of fines is conveyed through the administrative violence of impenetrable 
documents.

Linda: “That story [from Berragut], it cross-crosses. One story for this per-
son; a different one for wepella [us people]. Like snake.”

Or, closer to the scene of global audience reception, via the background 
work of getting Karrabing members physically to such scenes of audi-
ence reception, we could take the moment of trying to get passports. 
After searching for birth certificates, creating repeat head shots to find 
ones which retained distinct facial features out of a booth’s poor artifi-
cial lighting, and locating legitimate “authorized” witnesses to sign these 
photographs as true, members discovered they had faithfully completed 
the wrong forms. Between earlier encounters with the passport authori-
ties and the day of submission, another tectonic policy shift had occurred. 
Children born from naturalized Australian citizens could no longer assume 
their own Australian citizenship, a restriction that was announced in the 
negative, non-transparently: a line requesting proof of parent’s natural-
ization as part of a passport application no longer appeared in the oth-
erwise identical forms, rendering our completion of the original, subtly 
more inclusive, document null and void. As the now incorrect documents 
of Indigenous applicants were torn up, the settler colonial nation-state 
asserted the non-national status of some, but not all, of its immigrant 
offspring.

So can the ongoing distance between Indigenous everyday lives and 
the desires of their interlocutors be bridged? We would say the answer is 
not better and better translation of local conditions into a language all 
viewers can readily understand. The Karrabing did not form themselves to 
be a translation machine or as a solution to the representational dilemmas 
of ethnographic description under continuing occupation. Rather, the gaps 
in interpretation and expectation are an inevitable outcome of the bureau-
cratized, ethnologized imaginations that many viewers bring to their in-
terpretation, elicited by Karrabing media regardless of intention, revealing 
the power or force of the demand that Indigenous communicative forms 
be reformatted, or leveled, so as to be comprehendible and intelligible, 
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while avoiding the implication that structural relations of power the films 
speak to sit inside theater spaces too. Grounded in the desire for palat-
able, consumable difference, the films resist while accommodating the 
audience expectations they are speaking to, an accommodation that at-
tenuates as Karrabing filmography moves further away from more readily 
readable ficto-documentary formats into the more real surreality enabled 
by smartphone technologies. In this, the audience reception loop is similar 
to that of the expectations of government policies, permeating creative ef-
forts even as it is sidestepped, simultaneously satisfying and resisting the 
desire for redemptive Indigeneity as a condition of audibility.
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dy(e)ing is not-dying.
nova paul’s experimental 
colour film polemic

tessa laird

Colour can be thought of as light’s consciousness, its self-awareness via 
diffraction, a liberating natal violence that Julia Kristeva calls a “shatter-
ing of unity.”1 Rainbows spilling from prisms and alchemical hues seeping 
from black coal tar both figure colour as differentiation and as return of 
the repressed: colour as hauntology, or, as the maverick of underground 
collage cinema Craig Baldwin once put it, “spectres of the spectrum.”2 The 
affective capacity of colour film to coax these shades out of hiding and into 
plain sight is the striking parlour trick of Māori artist Nova Paul (Ngāpuhi, 
Aotearoa).

Paul’s This is Not Dying (2010) is a twenty-minute film utilising three- 
colour separation to liberate hue from the form in which it inheres. With 
a soundtrack by the late Māori steel guitar legend Ben Tawhiti, Paul’s film 
celebrates a day in the life of her hapu or tribal sub-group in the north of the 
North Island of New Zealand. Under Whatitiri Mountain, near Whangarei, 
the cluster of houses that Māori would designate as a marae is the site of 
simple communal living: card playing, swimming in the creek, fixing mo-
torbikes and eating together.3

1 Kristeva, Julia, “Giotto’s Joy,” in Desire in Language, Thomas Gora, Alice Jardine, and Leon S. Roudiez, 
trans., New York, Columbia University Press, 1980, p. 221.
2 Baldwin, Craig, Spectres of the Spectrum, Other Cinema, San Francisco, 1999.
3 Paul has used the colour separation technique previously, in Pink and White Terraces (2008). 
Terraces was more episodic, recording random snatches of life around Auckland, and featuring a pierc-
ingly acute soundtrack by Rachael Shearer, while This is Not Dying is a dedicated love song to a specific 
site and way of life.
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Paul’s portrait challenges documentary norms via colour, embed-
ding her politics in what Laura U. Marks has called the “skin” of the film 
(a skin can refer to any membranous surface, but the French for celluloid, 
pellicule, also literally means skin). By choosing to focus on an extra-ocular 
sensorium, Marks recalls Félix Guattari’s “worldly complexion”—a complex 
of senses including skin and colour, and a complex of surfaces in, on, and 
through which this world comes into being—in this case, the skin of the 
film.4

This is Not Dying revives a colour separation technique pioneered by 
Australian experimental film legends Arthur and Corinne Cantrill. When 
their favourite coloured film stock was discontinued in the mid-1970s, they 
undertook a revival of early technicolour processes, in which, as Thomas 
Pynchon put it in Gravity’s Rainbow, “you’re apt now and then to get a bit of 
lime-green in with your rose.”5 The Cantrills filmed sequences three times 
with red, green and blue filters, which, when superimposed, create palpa-
ble presence, since layered film is more akin to our binocular vision. It was 
perhaps because of this vivid sense of “fullness” that early colour cinema 
was often billed as being “In Living Colour.”6 When the film lab prints their 
RGB exposures onto the cyan, magenta and yellow layers of dye on the 
print stock, the filmic stratigraphy is further complexified: sedentary ob-
jects remain “true,” while movement registers as untamed coloured trans-
lucency. Unlike Frantz Fanon’s searing indictment of the gaze of the other 
which renders him immobile by “fixing” him in the same way “a chemical 
solution is fixed by a dye,”7 for Paul, playing with dye (including its homo-
phonic connotations with gambling and death) lets loose spectrally co-
loured spectres, which dance, triumphant, across the skin of the film.

Michael Taussig wrote that coloured film is an alchemical process 
engendering magical results, and colour is an entity with its own volition. 
When discussing the “colour walks” of William Burroughs and Brion Gysin, 

4 Guattari, Félix, Chaosmosis: an Ethico-aesthetic Paradigm, Paul Bains and Julian Pefanis, trans., 
Sydney, Power Publications, 1995, p. 83.
5 Pynchon, Thomas, Gravity’s Rainbow, New York, Penguin Books, 2000, p. 13.
6 The fact that this common term was the name of an African American comedy sketch TV series 
in the 1990s underlines the racial double entendres which often accompany spectral and pigmen-
tal colour, an uncomfortable but nevertheless powerful partnership which Paul is clearly aware of.
7 Fanon, Frantz, Black Skin, White Masks, Charles Lam Markmann, trans., London, Paladin, 1970, p. 77.
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he suggests that it is colour itself that walks. Perhaps influenced by Walter 
Benjamin’s assertion that “red is a butterfly” that alights on objects,8 
Taussig declares that “colour is an animal,”9 and it is “thanks to colour” and 
its pigmental peregrinations that “form undoes itself.”10 Similarly, in her 
book about colour during British colonial rule in India, Natasha Eaton ar-
gues that colour is nomadic,11 so it follows that any examination of colour 
necessitates an understanding of place, movement and relation.

The Cantrills’ films of the Australian landscape, and Paul’s paean to 
her homeland, are just such cartographic meditations. They not only cap-
ture, but create magical coloured flux, multihued ghosts, interdimensional 
messages, perceptual fireworks, and molecular revolutions, bringing to 
mind the Goethean turbidity that Éric Alliez extols in his maddening mag-
num opus, The Brain-Eye: New Histories of Modern Painting. Alliez resurrects 
Goethe’s Farbenlehre and applies his poetic-scientific theories to the great 
colourists Delacroix, Monet, Seurat and Cézanne, about whom, it seemed, 
nothing more could be said. Except that Alliez finds new ways to read the 
works, as though, having only seen faded prints, one was suddenly ex-
posed to the originals in all their emphatic, palpable glory. Goethe empha-
sizes the turbidity of perception, a tangled weave between eye and world, 
and Alliez calls this weave a “troubled fabric, aflutter with halos, virtual 
images that take us by surprise as they float, emerge and expand, like so 
many circles forming in water.”12 The Cantrills’ and Paul’s gauzy sprites and 
visual viruses are also waterborne—the former in their seminal Waterfall 
(1984) and the latter in her delirious depiction of the Wairua river.13

8 Taussig, Michael, What Colour is the Sacred?, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2009, p. 70.
9 Taussig, Michael, “What Colour is the Sacred?” Critical Inquiry, vol. 33, no. 1, Autumn 2006, p. 31.
10 Taussig, What Colour is the Sacred?, op. cit., p. 23. Taussig is here talking of psychedelic posters 
from the Haight Ashbury district of San Francisco in the 1960s, appropriate to the title of Paul’s 
film which is lifted from a psychedelic Beatles anthem.
11 Eaton, Natasha, Colour, Art and Empire: Visual Culture and the Nomadism of Representation, London, 
I. B. Tauris, 2013, p. 4. Eaton sets up a fascinating, troubled criss-crossing weave, between nomad 
colour and the sedentary tendencies of colonial British rule in India.
12 Alliez, Éric, The Brain-Eye: New Histories of Modern Painting, with collaboration from Jean-Clet 
Martin, Robin Mackay, trans., London and New York, Rowman and Littlefield International, 2016, 
p. 27.
13 This phallocentric term is only used here because it seems appropriate to the prismatic-jis-
matic ever-gushing McKenzie Falls in the Grampians, Victoria, filmed with the Cantrills’ colour- 
separation technique and thus tripling the water flow volume.
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While Paul’s recapitulation of the Cantrills’ technique more than 
thirty years after their first experiments may not constitute a formal inno-
vation, her situated politics intensify the already empowering potential 
of the method. The film’s title is lifted from the Beatles’ classic “Tomorrow 
Never Knows,” recorded at the dawning of the psychedelic era, which fea-
tured an exhortation to “Turn off your mind, relax and float downstream.” 
At times, Paul’s film resembles the psychedelic light shows of the 1960s, 
inducing what Gilles Deleuze, writing about film, called a “gaseous” per-
ception,14 but This is Not Dying speaks to a broader problematic than white 
hippie self-exploration. In 1856, New Zealand politician Dr. I. E. Featherson 
expressed the then typical colonial position that Māori were doomed  
to die out, and that “Our plain duty, as good, compassionate colonists, is to 
smooth down their dying pillow.”15 Paul’s disavowal of death is what Linda 
Tuhiwai Smith would designate a restoration of spirit, bringing “back into 
existence a world fragmented and dying.”16 Not only are the people Paul 
films not dying, their resilient communality offers a manifest alternative to 
the failings of Western late capitalism. This kind of flourishing against ad-
versity, via the revivification of modes of living which have been systemat-
ically repressed, has been given the name “survivance” in Native American 
studies, and is a francophone term used by Derrida in relation to Freud’s 
“return of the repressed,” not as phantoms out of the past but as a “triumph 
of life” which “resists annihilation.”17

Ironically, Paul creates life through dyeing: her film is a chromatic 
re-worlding, since, given the right care and attention, “Every hue, real 
or imagined, bodes a world.”18 This is a documentary that does not por-

14 Quoted in Marks, Laura U., The Skin of the Film: Intercultural Cinema, Embodiment, and the Senses, 
Durham, Duke University Press, 1999, p. 61.
15 “Dr. Isaac Earl Featherston,” in McLintock, A. H. (ed.), An Encyclopaedia of New Zealand, originally 
published in 1966. Te Ara – the Encyclopedia of New Zealand (http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/1966/
featherston-dr-isaac-earl, accessed 11 March 2017).
16 Smith, Linda Tuhiwai, Decolonising Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, London, Zed 
Books, 2012, pp. 29–30.
17 Derrida, Jacques, Archive Fever: a Freudian Impression, Eric Prenowitz, trans., Chicago, University 
of Chicago Press, 1995, p. 60. This specific passage was referred to by Gerald Vizenor in his essay 
“Aesthetics of Survivance,” in Vizenor, Gerald (ed.), Survivance: Narratives of Native Presence, Lincoln, 
University of Nebraska Press, 2008, p. 21.
18 Cohen, Jeffrey Jerome, “Introduction: Ecology’s Rainbow,” in Cohen, Jeffrey Jerome (ed.), 
Prismatic Ecology: Ecotheory Beyond Green, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 2013, p. 29.
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tray but enacts a site of cultural resistance in a purposeful psychedelics. 
Extrapolating on what Timothy Leary once referred to as a politics of ec-
stasy,19 Arun Saldanha proposes psychedelics in the plural as a branch of 
knowledge, like economics or aesthetics, as an “active (as opposed to reac-
tive) ‘spiritual politics by other means.’”20 It is perhaps no coincidence that 
for Māori, Uenuku is not just the rainbow god, but also a god of war.

Paul, with London-based publishers Dent-de-Leone, distilled the film 
into a book, Form next to Form next to Form (2012). The title alludes to the 
colour separation process as well as a kind of collaborative proximity that 
nevertheless honours difference. Paul and writer Gwynneth Porter collab-
orated on an essay called “The Virtues of Trees” which meanders between 
the book’s images like the Wairua river wraps itself around rocks, creating 
rainbow sprays of thought. The co-written essay slips between two subjec-
tivities—sometimes the first person belongs to Paul, sometimes to Porter, 
and sometimes they coalesce into a “we.” As Marks notes in The Skin of the 
Film, “Minority cinema makes it clear, by virtue of its critical relationship to 
dominant languages, that no utterance is individual.”21 Wairua means liter-
ally “two streams,” and all of Paul’s oeuvre models convergence, collabora-
tion, co-operation.22

Marks coins the term “haptic visuality” to describe a more than opti-
cal visuality concerned with the representation of the senses and embod-
iment,23 in a world where the body is not just a source of individual, but 
of cultural, memory. Collective re-collection is also enacted in Tawhiti’s 
instrumental version of “Nga Puawai o Ngāpuhi,” or “The Flowering of 
Ngāpuhi,” the anthem of the largest tribal group in Aotearoa. Tawhiti’s 
gentle and nostalgic tones waft like a warm breeze through the jewel-like 
textures of the film. But those who recognize the song and understand its 

19 Leary, Timothy, The Politics of Ecstasy, Suffolk, Paladin, 1970.
20 Saldanha, Arun, Psychedelic White: Goa Trance and the Viscosity of Race, Minneapolis, University of 
Minnesota Press, 2007, pp. 6-12.
21 Marks, Laura U., The Skin of the Film, op. cit., p. 62.
22 “Two streams” also brings to mind Heraclitus’ idea that you cannot step into the same river 
twice—an acknowledgement of constant flux in sympathy with the fluid relationship to time and 
identity evident in Paul’s film.
23 Marks, Laura U., The Skin of the Film, op. cit., p. 13.
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Māori lyrics, will also know that it commands that we listen, as Ngāpuhi 
rise up, blossom forth, and refuse to let go of their traditional knowledge.24

By figuratively weaving together multi-hued and diverging points 
of view, Paul creates a contemporary update of woven art forms Māori 
women have practiced for generations, whether to fashion mnemonic 
tukutuku panels for instructive and decorative use in the wharenui (meet-
ing house), fine cloaks for enhancing the mana of the wearer, or baskets 
and nets for gathering food. John Keats’s Romantic antagonism towards 
science mourned that its cold calculations would “unweave” the rainbow, 
yet here Paul performs a sleight of hand, both loosening the “straitjacket 
of the spectrum” imposed by Newtonian optics, and re-weaving a web of 
connections that invoke pre-Cartesian understandings of time and space.25 
Alliez describes Goethe’s anti-Newtonian turbidity as “a weave … that com-
prises an infinity of possible relations between innumerable degrees of 
colours…,” a “thickening and congelation … whose iridescence … constitutes 
an intra-worldly depth that is neither that of the subject … nor that of the 
object...”26 In its marriage of Western psychedelics and Indigenous politics, 
This is Not Dying is both an unravelling from within and a gathering togeth-
er.27 Woven baskets, ropes and snares in Māori cosmology are not simply 
functional daily items, but enmeshed epistemologies. They are mnemonic 
devices encoding wisdom about encoded wisdom, for example, the story of 
the three baskets of knowledge obtained for humanity by the god Tāne, 
or the story of how, with ropes woven from flax, Māui constructs a snare in 
order to capture the sun, who passed too quickly across the sky. There is a 
moment during This is Not Dying when a child reaches into the freezer for an 
ice lolly and the camera pans past some educational fridge magnets which 
spell out “Māui Catches the Sun.” This is the crux of the film—its defiant 
ability to slow time—to capture fleeting light in all its nuances, not by 
accelerating to light speed, but by snaring light itself and slowing it down 

24 Written by Piripi Cope as a protest song in 1984. (http://www.folksong.org.nz/nga_puawai/ 
index.html).
25 Taussig, Michael, What Colour is the Sacred?, op. cit., p. 149.
26 Alliez, Éric, The Brain-Eye, op. cit., pp. 20–21, 23.
27 Saldanha, Arun, Psychedelic White, op. cit., p. 12. Here Saldanha is quoting Stuart Hall.
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to humanly-compatible wavelengths. This attention to speeds and slow-
nesses28 is achieved by making “the camera a listener,”29 following the ad-
vice of late Māori filmmaker and theorist Barry Barclay. Jacques Derrida’s 
portmanteau différance encourages that we differ and defer, taking our 
time, never quite arriving, but floating downstream towards a “possi-
ble that is presently impossible,” in a zone which he describes as “space’s 
becoming-temporal and time’s becoming-spatial.”30 Here, time itself “is 
expressed in terms of colour.”31 By superimposing three exposures of the 
same subject the flow of time’s stream is tripled, creating a temporal het-
erogeneity or “thick data” of glorious misregistrations, as a moving, morph-
ing, technicolour evocation of life in the present moment; a present which 
is layered-up with past and future in a cosmic, pregnant unity.

By loosening time and space, Paul allows for new forms to coalesce, 
new forms of seeing and being. Time in This is Not Dying “has a different 
texture, more embodied than measured.”32 Polychromy enables polychrony, 
deliberately disrupting western linear teleological temporality. Paul’s “em-
bodied” time could equally be called disembodied, however, because its 
“moving subjects register as transparent phantoms,”33 creating a “floating 
world, one where ancestors walk about with the living...”34 The skin of this 
film is inframince, an infinitesimally thin layer separating past and present, 
living and dead.35 But while Derrida, tongue-in-cheek, coined “hauntol-
ogy” to describe communism’s eternal return as a kind of living dead 
philosophy, the term itself is ripe for redeployment, not least by 

28 Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Félix, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Brian 
Massumi, trans., Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 2009, p. 270.
29 Barclay, Barry, Our own image, Auckland, Longman Paul, 1990, p. 17.
30 Derrida, Jacques, “Différance,” in Speech and Phenomena, and Other Essays on Husserl’s Theory of 
Signs, David B. Allison, trans., Evanston, Northwestern University Press, 1973, pp. 129, 136.
31 Cantrill, Arthur, “Waterfall,” Cantrills Filmnotes, no. 45/46, October 1984, p. 2.
32 Paul, Nova and Porter, Gwynneth, “The Virtues of Trees,” in Form next to Form next to Form, 
London, Dent-de-Leone, 2012, unpaginated.
33 Cantrill, Arthur and Corinne, “Two-colour separation,” Cantrill’s Filmnotes, no. 35/36, April 1981, 
pp. 70–71.
34 Paul, Nova and Porter, Gwynneth, op. cit. On watching the film, one of the local kids from the 
marae commented that the coloured echoes of figures peopling the frame “look like ghosts but 
they aren’t scary,” ibid.
35 Indeed, Arthur Cantrill even describes his and Corinne Cantrill’s film Waterfall as “ectoplasmic.” 
“Waterfall,” op. cit., p. 2.
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Gayatri Spivak, who uses it as a postcolonial tool to reactivate forgotten  
histories. Spivak recalls the ghost dance, the Native American ritual up-
rising which summoned an infusion of ancestral power at a time of great 
sorrow and hardship, and which can be invoked by Indigenous and postco-
lonial art practices, constituting “a prayer to be haunted,” by living at the 
seam of the past and the present.”36

In the multi-dimensional, polychronic space of This is Not Dying, if 
perambulating people become colour-separated ghosts, then trees, which 
bear the names of Paul’s ancestors, become shimmering demigods. They 
are alive with spirit or mauri, performing a movement which Paul and 
Porter liken to wiri or the “trembling of hands” in traditional Māori dance, 
a haptic shimmer. Eaton describes the spiritual potential of the shimmer, 
in its subtle, exquisite nuance, as that which “shivers at the borderline of 
thought,”37 while ecophilosopher Deborah Bird Rose eulogizes “the brilliant 
shimmer of the biosphere.” Rose, who works with Indigenous Australians in 
the Northern Territory, notes that paintings featuring rarrk or cross-hatch-
ing are described as performing a “shimmer,” which denotes “your capacity 
to see and experience ancestral power.”38 In This is Not Dying, such ances-
tral power can be seen in a peach tree dancing leafy rivulets of peacock, 
jade, amethyst and ruby. Watercress growing out of the river, like Goethe’s 
concept of the Urpflanze, or archetypal plant, morphs ceaselessly into the 
forms of other plants, or the ribs of fish, or clouds in a mackerel sunset. As 
Brian Massumi puts it, “There is a one-word synonym for differential mu-
tual inclusion: life.”39 A marbled leg languishes beside the gushing river, like 
rainbow oil slicks on tarseal. Flowers in a field of grass flash, like Goethe’s 
famous encounter with oriental poppies at dusk which seemed to flicker 
and flame, an experience he went on to recreate several times so that he 
was able to catalogue its effects, noting that “peonies produce beautiful 
green spectral images” while calendulas produce “lively blue ones.”40

36 Spivak, Gayatri, “Ghostwriting,” Diacritics, vol. 25, no. 2, 1995, p. 78.
37 Eaton, Colour, Art and Empire, op. cit., p. 61.
38 Rose, Deborah Bird, “Shimmer: When All You Love is Being Trashed,” at Anthropocene: Arts of 
Living on a Damaged Planet, Santa Cruz, California, May 8–10, 2014, Archived at: https://vimeo.
com/97758080, by Aarhus University, Denmark.
39 Massumi, Brian, What Animals Teach Us About Politics, Durham, Duke University Press, 2014,  
p. 34.
40 Alliez, Éric, The Brain-Eye, op. cit., pp. 26–27.
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While floral imagery is not explicit in This is Not Dying, the film itself 
can be interpreted as an inflorescence, as “The Flowering of Ngāpuhi” sug-
gests: a call for sovereignty envisaged as the unfolding of a many-petaled 
flower. As a popular term for the psychedelia of the 1960s, “Flower Power” 
is mired in cliché, yet in researching the affectivity of colour, flowers kept 
blooming before my eyes: page-flowers, screen-flowers, mind-flowers. 
Goethe simply closes his eyes to imagine an ur-flower from which unfolds 
an infinity of flowers, “as regular as stonemasons’ rosettes,”41 a kaleido-
scopic trip without acid. Marks likens Deleuze’s filmic “recollection-image” 
to “those dry paper flowers that expand in water,” that are “moistened with 
memory” and spring to life.42 For Guattari, “worlding” is a flowering that 
nevertheless requires a “nucleus of chaosmosis,” a “vacuole of decompres-
sion” which is an “autopoietic node” or “umbilical point.”43 I cannot help but 
visualize this as the lotus growing out of Vishnu’s bellybutton, which ush-
ers in a world, as he lies on the belly of the serpent Ananta, afloat on the 
extra-temporal, cosmic, turbid milky ocean.

Andy Warhol’s larger-than-life flower series which he printed 
throughout the 1960s feature candy-dandy colours which exceed the out-
lines of the petals, invading the stringy green of the grass, while green 
creeps over the edges of the blossoms, like Pynchon’s technicolour (“a bit 
of lime-green in with your rose.”) It is as if a rotation of the kaleidoscope 
had taken place, and form had not been able to keep pace with colour.  
In addition to the Cantrills, Paul cites as key influences the colour separa-
tions of Len Lye’s early experimental films, particularly his Rainbow Dance 
of 1936, as well as Warhol’s misregistration of line and colour. As David 
Batchelor puts it, “Warhol’s failure to keep colour in line—his failure to 
contain and corral his vivid pinks, oranges, reds, yellows and turquoises 
within the discipline of a contour—is one of his greatest successes.”44 In 

41 Ibid., p. 1. Nietzsche was also wont to see flowers when he closed his eyes, but this was a 
malady associated both with migraines and the drugs with which he sought to mitigate them.  
For Nietzsche, mind-flowers were both haunting and taunting, affording no rest.
42 Marks, Laura U., The Skin of the Film, op. cit., p. 53.
43 Guattari, Félix, Chaosmosis, op. cit., p. 80.
44 Batchelor, David, Chromophobia, London, Reaktion, 2000, p. 61.
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Warhol’s prints, colour as nomadic animal crosses the line, moving beyond 
those linear “boundary riders of thought.”45

The prism plays with light the same way evolution plays with life. 
At least, this is what the postscript to the remarkable collection of rain-
bow-hued essays, Prismatic Ecology: Ecotheory beyond Green, suggests.  
A multiplicity of forms springs from seeming singularity, so the motto is no 
longer “e pluribus unum,” but “ex uno plura.”46 This is how Goethe would have 
it too, visioning a “chromogenesis that associates the process of the engen-
dering of colours with the heterogenesis of visible forms issuing from … 
Nature…”47 Deleuze’s ideas around Newton’s prism privilege the participa-
tion of colours rather than their subsumption, and “each colour is a mani-
festation of the process of differentiation.”48

The worldly, patchy, speckled and freckled complexion of This is Not 
Dying is not so much an exercise in dissolving boundaries as of “folding and 
thickening them, diffracting and rendering them iridescent.”49 In an essay 
on diffraction which creates a mesmerising patternation from strands of 
physics and decolonial philosophies, Karen Barad asks what if “we were 
to recognize that differentiating is a material act that is not about radical 
separation, but on the contrary, about making connections and commit-
ments?”50 While Paul loosens and disperses colour, inviting an agentic 
reimagining of communality, it is the shimmer between rootedness and 
nomadism, psychedelics and the reality of Indigenous survivance, that 
makes for such a compelling, turbid weave.

45 Taussig, Michael, “What Colour is the Sacred?” Critical Inquiry, op. cit., p. 32.
46 Iovino, Serenella and Oppermann, Serpil, “Onward: After Green Ecologies, Prismatic Visions,” 
Prismatic Ecology, op. cit., p. 334.
47 Alliez, Éric, The Brain-Eye, op. cit., p. 19.
48 Eaton, Natasha, Colour, Art and Empire, op. cit., p. 13.
49 Viveiros de Castro, Eduardo, Cannibal Metaphysics: for a Post-structural Anthropology, Peter 
Skafish, trans., Minneapolis, Univocal, 2014, p. 45. Viveiros de Castro’s notions of folding, thicken-
ing and iridescence are in response to the quote from Deleuze and Guattari, “This is what we are 
getting at: a generalised chromaticism,” A Thousand Plateaus, op. cit., p. 97.
50 Barad, Karen, “Diffracting Diffraction: Cutting Together-Apart,” Parallax, vol. 20, no. 3, p. 184. 
Here, Barad is quoting herself in a previous paper.
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improvisation.
the controlled accident

yann beauvais

Improvisation in film, primarily in the field of avant-garde cinema, im-
plies a number of questions about different moments that make up the 
film experience. The different stages and specific moments involved in 
a film’s creation and diffusion must be identified. Improvisation spreads 
out in every one of these stages, but doesn’t always lead to the same types 
of cinematographic practices. 

Indeed, for the execution of a recording, in its dominant forms film 
uses the reproduction of this recording, whether on film or magnetic tape 
or, by extension, a digital archive. Generally, for the audience the cine-
matographic experience is a standardized reproduction that responds 
to both economic and aesthetic criteria. To watch a film is to witness the 
development of a series of events that occupy a given time and are rep-
resentations of composed time. To watch a film is to activate a past time, 
events that one does not act on but can react to. 

However, there are other ways of contemplating cinematographic 
practice, thanks to which the time of the presentation or the time of 
the projection becomes a contemporary time, simultaneous with the 
experience we are participating in. It is no longer, then, the representa-
tion of something already seen, but the production of a here and now. 
Intervention opposes or accompanies the decision differentially. “The 
decision, as foresight, seeks to establish a state of things where the sur-
prise is remote and cannot occur … The decision is between the immo-
bile nature of a known territory and the need to expand it: it is a double 
journey.”1 

1  Davorin-Jagodic, Martin, “Musique et décision,” Musique en jeu. L’improvisation, le concert, no. 6, 
Paris, Éditions du Seuil, March 1972.
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We will refer particularly here to two aspects of improvisation: on the one 
hand, the notion of accident or the unexpected; on the other, that of the 
assisted accident, with reference to Marcel Duchamp. 

In the first case, we can say that the accident bears the stamp of the 
unpredictable, the surprising, the unexpected. It is the appearance of  
the random, of chance. It is not then considered disagreeable, but simply 
an alteration of the course of things. It can arise at different levels; be the 
fruit of a camera malfunction (filage, under-exposure…), of an improvised 
intervention in the filming space, or be produced by the action of a protag-
onist. The accident occurs, then, as a possible disarrangement of the shoot-
ing conditions. 

However, one cannot ensure that its appearance will contribute some-
thing new to the project. It will all depend on the way in which it is ap-
proached and the filmmaker’s capacity to adapt to the random occurrence. 
Including or not including an accident modifies any project, attributes new 
rough edges to it, confers new directions and induces, by itself, new mean-
ings. In terms of meaning, the accident can be either a catalyst or a desta-
bilizing element, if it happens in a space where all the shooting modalities 
have been established beforehand. It is inopportune and, because of that, 
often rejected. However, practice shows that some improvisation is always 
well received, as it marks our attention or our adjustment to the specificity 
of a place, of a lighting, to the particular quality of the very moment of the 
takes, to a moment that sometimes makes it hard to differentiate between 
these two instances, improvisation and control, instances that lead us to 
respond to, tackle, or anticipate unexpected developments. 

These two ways of considering improvisation may follow a certain 
division of the cinematographic landscape; in other words, they are done 
based on those three moments of the production of a film that are the pho-
tographic recording, processing in editing, and projection, which brings 
into play the specific conditions for the reception of the work. 

accident versus control

Cinema traditionally contemplates improvisation from the actor’s point of 
view. With the documentary, this extends into the capture of images; the 
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same occurs in films that favour the subjective dimension and make indi-
vidual expression the main driving force of their project. In each individual 
stage of the creation of a film, there are spaces where we can improvise, 
that is, consider or resolve a take, a match cut, according to modalities 
which, in the case of the former, correspond to conditions of the moment, 
and in the latter, to the fluidity that the scenes maintain. 

Improvisation is not solely related to the actor’s work; it extends to all 
levels and all the subjectivities involved in the creation, in the production 
of an object, whether individually or collectively. Like the dancer or the mu-
sician, the filmmaker can easily discover new forms of takes, edits, etc. This 
forms part of the work in the studio, where the potentialities of some tools 
are deployed to extend, modify or transform our ways of doing and seeing. 

Rose Lowder does not always respect the score or the rules of film-
ing that she has set out for herself. The sometimes faulty camera allows 
her to discover and compose times in ways previously unseen. This can 
be seen in the different Bouquets she has made in the last ten years or so. 
Malfunctioning equipment can often be an important source of “finds” for 
filmmakers and a way of refreshing the way events are represented. In this 
regard, let us remember Jonas Mekas’s famous experiment with his new 
Bolex camera before one of his trips to Lithuania: 

As soon as I discovered that the speeds changed without stopping 
(particularly when I filmed in short takes, in brief flashes) I knew that I 
wouldn’t be able to control the exposures. I don’t mean to say exactly that 
I wanted to have a “normal,” “balanced” luminosity. No, I don’t believe in  
that. But I can only work in the context of the irregularities if I have com-
plete control, or at least “normal” control, over my tools, but in this case, 
that control was beyond me. The only way to proceed was to accept it 
and make from this a basis for the way I filmed. Using over-exposures as 
punctuations; using them—literally—to clarify reality in a different way; 
using them to introduce a certain distance into reality; to fix reality.2

2  Mekas, Jonas, “Le film journal” (à propos de Reminiscences of a Journey to Lithuania), in Jonas Mekas, 
Paris, Galerie Nationale du Jeu de Paume, 1992, published in Sitney, P. Adams (ed.), The Avant-garde 
Film: A Reader of Theory and Criticism, New York, New York University Press, 1978.
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So it is a question of reconciling the accident, the imponderable, the un-
expected, the surprise. And this is exactly what many filmmakers will ad-
mit when confronted with an anomaly in the shutter, a recording defect, a 
speed problem,3 a speck of dust on the lens; that is, an accident. John Porter 
acknowledges that many things in his films are accidental: 

In 60 Winchester (1976), I adjusted the aperture for the night time, and 
when the day dawned, it automatically overexposed the image, which 
created a bleaching. The same thing happened in Fog Rising. In many of 
these films, I wasn’t sure what would happen. I chose the composition 
and the time, and set the camera running.4

Rather than lamenting the error and repeating an operation, whatever 
it may be, this is a question of taking into consideration this random cir-
cumstance generated by another environment and deciding whether it 
contributes something to the initial project. We are therefore in a situation 
close to what Gilbert Ryle says about the unexpected: 

To think about what [the thinker] faces here and now, one must attempt 
at the same time to adjust precisely to this unique situation and, in do-
ing so, apply lessons already learned. Their answer must bring together 
a little of the “about” and knowledge … To think is the confrontation of a 
capacity and a skill acquired with an opportunity, an obstacle or an unex-
pected risk.5

There are no real rules; each filmmaker, based on the challenges and the 
type of film they are making, determines whether the accident can form 
part of their project. What has to be understood is that most of the times 
filmmakers are working with an unstable material. That is, a film is a pro-
cess in which the different stages of its creation constitute moments or 
instances, and those preponderant recordings are inseparable from the 

3  Idem: Jonas Mekas telling the story of his third Bolex while he was in Lithuania.
4  Interview with John Porter, in MacDonald, Scott, A Critical Cinema 3 - Interviews with Independent 
Filmmakers, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1998, p. 315.
5  Ryle, Gilbert, “L’improvisation,” Tracés. Revue de Sciences humaines [online], no. 18, 2010, uploaded 
1st May 2012, consulted 1 June 2015 (http://traces. revues.org/4601; DOI:10. 4000/ traces.4601).
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piece or from the work. Therefore, the work of experimentation, with its 
mistakes or accidents, can occupy a very particular space as it questions 
the author’s control, that is, the creator’s complete command over their 
object. But all this has to be understood as belonging to the realms of the 
possible; there is no rule that defines the incorporation of the accident. 
Accidents are not naturally fruitful, errors are not necessarily productive.6 
This random occurrence can be incorporated or not into the shoot, and 
it can modify, such as when the filmmaker is following a score, what was 
pre-established. In the case of Paul Sharits and his flicker films, or some of 
my films, the pre-existence of a score does not demand, however, that it be 
followed to the letter. In situ, in the place of shooting (when filming R, from 
a transcription for two voices of an invention of J. S. Bach’s, I realized that 
many other solutions of writings/captures presented themselves to me, in 
addition to those that I had written or transcribed), or in the optical printer, 
solutions can arise and modify the execution or the continuity of the score. 
One could do a whole study into the possibilities of improvisation offered 
by the optical printer, regardless of the genre of the film produced with this 
tool. Malcolm Le Grice speaks precisely about this when he refers to the 
opportunities provided by this instrument to make many of his first films, 
particularly Berlin Horse.7

6  This would prove to be the cornerstone of Maya Deren’s work, as she was vehemently opposed 
to improvisation. In a July 1960 article she wrote: “The dilettantes are those who spend, of them-
selves, only the loose change in their pockets; along with these I place the easy improvisers, who 
also give that which is nicely handy and throw in a jar of mouldy pennies standing on the kitchen 
shelf.” Village Voice, no. 21, July 1960, reproduced in Film Culture, no. 39, New York, Winter 1965.  
On this controversy that contrasts Maya Deren and Jonas Mekas, see Sudre, Alain-Alcide, Dialogues 
théoriques avec Maya Deren, Paris, L’Harmattan - Centre Georges Pompidou, 1996.
7  “Horse is a good example of the technical process that makes it possible to manipulate the film 
with the same plasticity that a painter has. The film was started with Kodachrome 8 mm film in 
which the horse was brown, the grass green, the sky blue, and the man’s face the colour of Kodak 
skin. I filmed this again in different ways with 16 mm black and white, and then I made a print 
copy, negative and positive. When I put the negative and positive through an old Debrie contact 
printer, I manually introduced colour filters into it, colouring the black and white image in the 
negative and positive parts, according to a broad spectrum of pure colours, over a colour film. 
The result of this was then treated by introducing different overlaps, and the film was composed 
in such a way that it would conserve the evidence of this progressive improvisation. The concept 
was simple; the process complicated, and one that obeyed chance, I made it up as I went along.” 
Taken from the chapter “L’abstraction chromatique : peinture, film, vidéo, image numérique, juil-
let 1995,” in Beauvais, Yann (dir.), Malcolm Le Grice. Le Temps des images, Les presses du réel / Espace 
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actant

We can say that improvisation is practiced in the field of experimental film 
as in many other artistic areas, and that, therefore, it has nothing to do with 
just problems with an actor’s role or performance, as is the case of Taylor 
Mead, or Jack Smith when he enters a scene. With the latter, the ques-
tion of improvisation takes on a particular dimension, because he distin-
guishes two moments that sometimes come together in a film: on the one 
hand, the actor’s time, and on the other hand, the moment of the director  
and the camera operator using a space created according to certain condi-
tions that can make something happen. This skill for bringing together fa-
vourable conditions for the possible to appear, which Jack Smith managed 
“perfectly,” had a big influence on Andy Warhol. It is precisely, as Anaïs Nin 
explains, something that Maya Deren could not command: 

She wanted to make improvised films, she hoped that things would “hap-
pen” undirected, but the field of “happenings” hadn’t been developed 
yet. When she reckoned on catching by accident a scene, a relation, her 
amateurs would freeze. As soon as the clicking of the camera stopped, 
they returned to the life she had wanted to capture. She didn’t know how 
to create a happening. You need to have a suggestion, a theme, like in 
charades.8

Those filmmakers who prioritize the performer make improvisation a key 
moment in the development of their project. They create specific condi-
tions in which the accident or incident might arise. In this regard, the scene 
in Chelsea Girls9 in which Eric Emerson totally loses control and sets out on 
an incredible monologue will long be remembered. The same can be 
said of the sequence in which Ondine claims to be the Pope… In these two 
cases, the scene owes its existence to the drug/camera-partner/receiver 

multimédia Gantner, 2015, published initially in French in Brenez, Nicole and McKane, Miles, 
Poétique de la couleur. Une histoire du cinéma expérimental, Paris, Institut de l’Image / Auditorium du 
Louvre, 1995.
8  Alain-Alcide Sudre underlines and illustrates this feature, quoting Anaïs Nin speaking about 
Maya Deren: Diary of Anaïs Nin, vol. VI, pp. 352–353, in Sudre, Alain-Alcide, op. cit., p. 283.
9  “Eric Says All” and “Pope Ondine” are two of the twelve sequences that make up Chelsea Girls, a 
film made in 1966 by Andy Warhol and Paul Morrissey.
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association. Either by himself or with the aid of his assistants (Ronald 
Tavel), Warhol knew very well how to control and manipulate the shoots in 
which the very action depended to a large extent on situations of particular 
tensions that occur, and which annex the imponderable.10 This situating of 
the actants can get beyond the director’s control when the performance 
is more important and hides the original project. Andy Warhol’s Camp, or 
even the twelve hours of raw material in Shirley Clarke’s Portrait of Jason, 
illustrate this well. 

This concern is found in live cinema,11 the whole work of which is 
conditioned by the unexpected, and which sets out to act in the present. 
This concern was also shared by many filmmakers in the 1970s, among 
which expanded cinema,12 and cinematographic performances anticipated 
VJing13 and contemporary live cinema.14 In each of these cases there comes 
into play the artist’s capacity or facility for handling the imponderable, ex-
ploiting the possibilities of a place, the equipment, or the possible types 
of collaborations with different participants. Through trials, experimen-
tations or studio work, new resources and answers can appear to hith-
erto unexpected situations or events. It all depends on the handling of a 
certain receptiveness, making reception a way of accessing participation,  
a possible answer to a given proposal. Working with the unexpected cor-
responds, therefore, to taking on a sometimes fairly large commitment 
and risk. It is a question of testing the limits, to see whether live work  
interests the performer, and whether this contributes something to their 
practice. The question of reception is, thus, often secondary. Improvisation 
brings a collaboration into play, a previously unseen connection: 

10  There are multiple examples of the unexpected in Warhol’s films: the appearance of two po-
lice officers in The Factory during a Velvet Underground rehearsal, the horse that refuses to move 
in Horse, etc.
11  Live cinema is a form of cinema in which the filmmaker manipulates the projection elements 
and performs the film live, right before us.
12  Expanded cinema is a concept developed by Gene Youngblood to refer to cinematographic 
experiences that use different modalities to those of the duplication of what is recorded in a 
monoprojection. 
13  VJing is to video what DJing is to playing records.
14  For some years, the practice of live cinema, through video projections, borrowed practices 
close to the light shows and experiences of expanded cinema in the 1970s.
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Improvisation, in my way of handling it, demands a constant connection 
with some things, objects, actions, and/or mood, in a situation. The more 
connections are established, the easier it is to proceed. The idea of “more” 
or “fewer” connections is related to one’s degree of awareness of the total 
situation, including audience.15

It can also fit in with other connections experienced in the study. As 
Babette Mangolte observes precisely in Yvonne Rainer, improvisation is 
the result of work, it comes about from rehearsals and from which a se-
ries of transformations come about in the moment of public presentation. 
Improvisation, in this second case, marks the control of a movement, with 
all its variations. The same occurs with the filmmakers who work on these 
interventions live.

out of focus

Improvisation with the cameras is found most frequently in those film-
makers who work with film diary, autobiographical forms and film 
essay. The gathering of images, as evoked by Jonas Mekas or Carolee 
Schneemann (Fuses, 1964; Plumb Line, 1968–1972) in their film diaries, fol-
lows affective impulses. Editing is then done based on that gathering. 
This editing acquires a particular dimension in Carolee Schneemann 
because of the graphic and material interventions she makes on the film 
itself. Schneemann’s diaries mobilize improvisation in various moments 
of its creation, both in the capture of images and in the moment of their 
secondary processing, which makes the sequence the support of various 
transformations in which flows and intensities are directly inscribed in the 
flesh of the film. In Fuses, the conjugation of these random factors places 
the urgency of sexual desire outside of all apprehension or chauvinist for-
matting and distances us, then, from what Carolee Schneemann had been 
able to feel towards Stan Brakhage’s work when he had filmed her and her 
lover James Teeney in Loving (1957) and Cat’s Cradle (1958). She thus decided 
to take possession of the images, both in filming and editing, and make a 

15  Rainer, Yvonne, “Some Thoughts on Improvisation,” in Work 1961–73, Halifax, The Press of Nova 
Scotia College of Arts and Design, 1974, p. 299.
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work in which flow, fluids, slips and fusions mix together, in the image of 
what is at stake in sexuality.16

In Teo Hernández, the control of the movements of a Super 8 to cap-
ture the images generates a feeling of freedom and a particular dynamic 
of a choreography whose visual brilliance might make us think of action 
painting, but which, in the case of Nuestra Señora de París (1981–1982), de-
ploys vibrations and whirlwinds, which are cinematographic vertigos. 

For these filmmakers, it is a question of accumulating images, that 
is, gathering the original material to work on, according to the project 
that is developed or structured at the time. Unlike the diary of an illness, 
it is not determined by death, which particularly occupies many films 
about AIDS,17 such as Carl Michael George’s DHPG Mon Amour (1989); 
Larry Brose’s An Individual Desires Solution (1986), or even Marlon Riggs’s 
Black is Black Ain’t (1994).

There are at least two well differentiated instances of creation in the 
production of filmed diaries: on the one hand, capture; on the other, orga-
nization. One might say that the filmed diary develops according to the 
two procedures indicated by Pierre Shaeffer regarding the production of 
musique concrète:

Either we are perfectly available, we abandon ourselves to some given 
sound and to what it awakens in us, or we consider that given as a ma-
terial, as the starting point of a work to be done. This second approach 
is that of musique concrète. I call it this because it sets out from a rough 
sonic reality, of recorded sounds that join together, that organize them-
selves after the fact. In contrast, I can say of traditional music that it is 
abstract, because it sets out from the annotated organization of the sheet 
music, to end in the sonic realization in the moment of the instrumental 
performance.18

16  For an analysis of Fuses as a feminist statement, cf. James, David, Allegories of Cinema, Princeton 
University Press, 1989, pp. 317–320.
17  On this subject, cf. Beauvais, Yann, “O New Queer Cinema em relação ao cinema experimen-
tal e a videoarte no combate a Aids,” in Murari, Lucas and Nagime, Mateus (dirs.), New Queer 
Cinema - Cinema, sexualidade e política, São Paulo, Caixa Cultural, 2015. Version in English online:  
http://yannbeauvais.com/?p=1252
18  Schaeffer, Pierre, Machines à communiquer : volume 1, Genèse des simulacres, Paris, Le Seuil, 1970, 
p. 127.
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In fact, these instances of creation are far more numerous, because years 
may pass between the shoot and the use of the documents, as Jonas 
Mekas19 shows with his 16 mm diaries. The period between the capture of 
images and their use, their incorporation into a film, makes the captured 
material an archive object, a material to be reactivated, reinterpreted. 
With the filmed diary and its extensions on video, the “harvest” or accumu-
lation of shots will serve as the basis for editing, which is often done much 
later. The time that passes between accumulation and organization makes 
it possible to register a temporal perspective and favours an introspection 
that the simple reproduction of what is recorded does not permit. It is also 
the reason why filmed diaries frequently differ from the contemporary 
postcards that invade our social media. 

From Sécan-Ciel onwards, in the late 1970s, the composition of my films 
was only partially written. That way I reserved for myself the possibil-
ity, when filming, of improvising between very written and composed 
parts.20

Jean-Michel Bouhours’ declaration about his work could be taken up by a 
large number of filmmakers. In any (artistic) work, some wiggle room has 
to be considered between what is expected or annotated and the creation 
or production of that project in a given time and space. It is important to 
take into consideration the imponderable and all that cannot be unveiled, 
revealed, outside of the time of the production. Some things only ensue in 
a situation of urgency, when need calls for new answers, solutions and dif-
ferent functions from those that had been planned on paper and seemed 
coherent at the time. Often, after writing down whole parts of my films, 
I realized when filming, with my eye to the camera, that I needn’t follow 
all the rhythmic series that I had planned, but on the contrary, that there 
were other more pertinent series among all those that, from then on, took 
into consideration elements of composition that I couldn’t have foreseen 

19  On this subject, cf. Mekas, Jonas, “Le film journal,” op. cit.
20  Bouhours, Jean-Michel, “Le witz du cinéma blitz,” in Quel cinéma, JRP / Les presses du réel, 
2010. First published in Lowder, Rose and Sudre, Alain-Alcide (dirs.), L’image en mouvement. 25 ans 
d’activité pour la défense du cinéma comme art visuel, Avignon, Archives du Film Expérimental d’Avi-
gnon (AFEA), 2002.
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before being “in the place.” And this was the case with R, Sans titre 84, 
Still Life, Des rives… Knowledge of the beats by means of multiple serial-
izations that induce particular mixed images reinforces the decision to 
transform the series filmed to make them substantially more dynamic. The 
analysis is done superficially, before being studied in the editing, and with 
the film finished. Rose Lowder talks precisely about that analysis work in 
which essays or the dysfunction of the capture system can reveal new com-
plex devices of alternate captures. With Scènes de la vie française, Lowder 
uses for the first time a device that allows her to weave together series of 
images to film them separately, fixing, for example, a frame of each two at 
the moment of capture, then going back and filming the other frames that 
haven’t been printed yet.21

Michael Snow’s Wavelength is a programmed film, but it nonetheless 
leaves a place for random aspects, in that the filmmaker’s control is only 
exerted over the camera’s movement, or over the few narrative elements 
that occur in the loft, while the weather and urban conditions are outside 
of his control. So it is that many structural films, which follow a rigorous 
planning, nonetheless incorporate into their project unexpected weather 
or events that occur during the shoot. Very frequently, structural and ma-
terialist filmmakers make a plan, more or less complete, that goes from  
the statement of intent to the score and which serves as a guiding thread 
in the shoot. Because of the very nature of those projects, which use loops, 
variations and permutations from clearly defined elements, the moment 
of the recording leaves considerable wiggle room for improvisation. Even if 
the film is pre-programmed, this doesn’t necessarily mean that it leaves out 
the possibility of an accident or random occurrence. In this regard, Film in 
Which There Appear Edge Lettering, Sprocket Holes, Dirt Particles, Etc. (1965), by 
Georges Landow (alias Owen Land), is exemplary, as it is the result of an ac-
cumulation of accidents that appeared on the film. This film incorporates all 
the accidents that traditional cinema leaves out, using a loop which, in the 
course of its passages, builds up dust and scratches and thus marks the dura-
tion and its transformation as the very experience of the film. 

21  A detailed description of these different ways of working can be found in his text “Du pictural 
au filmique. L’imprévu, l’inattendu, l’inconnu,” in L’image en mouvement. 25 ans d’activité pour la 
défense du cinéma comme art visuel, op. cit., pp. 71–76.
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The writing of a score does not rule out the use of unexpected vari-
ations, unless the film consists of the execution of a rigorous score, such 
as in Peter Kubelka’s Arnulf Rainer (1960); Tony Conrad’s The Flicker (1965); 
Marc Adrian’s Blue Movie (1969), or even Ernie Gehr’s Serene Velocity (1970). 
The score is rarely an avoidable element. We are not in the field of music 
which, for different reasons, favoured the writing of a score, distinguished 
the execution of the work and thus established a hierarchy between author 
and performer. The score has this paradox in cinema: it is also the material 
support of a work, it is almost a transactional object. 

Furthermore, it is possible to approach the space of an installation as a 
place where improvisation (in the random form) is part of the device. If, for 
example, the projection in a room of Quatr’un22 requires the live interven-
tion of a filmmaker, playing with the synchrony to expand our perception 
of the piece, it is different from what happens with the installation, which 
makes a different use of the duration, and consequently implies other 
perceptive modes. The encounters and synchronies are pure potentialities 
again and make of each displacement, each loop, an experience that is 
unique and in constant transformation. 

With Quatr’un we are in the presence of four images, each of which 
reflects what it has beside it, horizontally and vertically. Notions such 
as the development of a theme, the mirror effect or retrograde inversion 
thus appear deployed as if figures that came out of the musical discourse 
were suddenly exposed to one’s own eyes. Furthermore, the device of this 
installation foresees that the beams of the projectors cross over in twos 
to form an image in the centre of a given space. Two projectors, one on 
top of the other, face two other identical ones set out on the other side of 
the double-faced screen. In a certain way, this installation breaks the su-
premacy of what is recorded, to the benefit of what is randomly projected.  
We are almost in the presence of two temporalities that everything op-
poses, the temporality of the support of the recording and that of the 
diffusion. It’s a little like if cinema brought out here the two specific uses 
of the same support. This practice is frequent in electro-acoustic music.  
We may recall that Paul Sharits’s Sound Strip/Film Strip (1971–1972) already 

22  Quatr’un, Yann Beauvais, 1993. Quadruple black and white projection, 16 mm, on a retro-pro-
jection screen. Each projection is a mirror of the other.
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played with the impossible repetition of the same thing in the distribution 
of four loops that formed an installation “that has no beginning or end, in 
constant variation.”23

matters, forms

When Len Lye draws and paints the strip of celluloid, or directly 
scratches the emulsion, he administers a certain type of improvisation  
from which he selects sections to make a final edit. He creates matter, 
a film in which very few cuts are made, if we consider Colour Box (1935).  
As David Curtis observed when he saw the original of this film: 

What most amazed us is that, outside of the credits, which had been 
added on in the edit, because no doubt they must have been filmed 
separately via an optical procedure in the laboratory, the film has practi-
cally no splices. In other words, Len had composed the whole film as he 
worked, without hesitation.24

Over the years, Len Lye refined his work with the tape and purified it, lim-
iting his intervention to just the scratches he applied to a black leader. 
With Free Radicals (1958–1979) he abandoned continuity in favour of short 
sequences, which he studied to explore their possibilities:

When he liked something, he tried to control it in order to perfect it. 
But he was also very receptive to chance, willing to occupy himself with 

23  Sound Strip/Film Strip consists of four Super 8 loops, projected side by side, resembling a film 
tape going past horizontally. The soundtrack consists of a word divided into four syllables, each 
one uttered by a different speaker for each loop. These have a duration of ten minutes and, as they 
are not synchronized, the film never repeats its initial cycle. Sharits qualified this work as an event 
in situ more than a theatrical event; its “theme” is the passing of a film through a projector, and of 
a word from time to space. As part of the Paul Sharits. Figment exhibition we asked Bill Brand, who 
had worked on the design of the work with the filmmaker, to come up with a digital version of it, 
which was presented at the Espace Multimédia Gantner in 2007.
24  Curtis, David, quoted by Jonathan Dennis in Bouhours, Jean-Michel and Horrocks, Roger 
(dirs.), Len Lye, Paris, Centre Georges Pompidou, 2000.
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any accident. The best parts were put in loops that constantly paraded 
through the projector.25

The production of Free Radicals, its recording directly onto the film, means 
thinking about the body as an instrument that brings out representation; 
it is effectively he who conditioned, through his body language, the move-
ment whose luminous energy the film manifests. To do so, Lye developed a 
particular technique. 

I twisted my whole body to concentrate the energy on my shoulders, to 
give a feeling of acute precision to my fingers that gripped the needle and 
which, in a sudden leap, scratched the tape and finished the design.26

Direct films are thus spaces, fields in which improvisation occupies an im-
portant place. They are in line with the idea we have of improvisation when 
it is placed in relation to studio practices (mainly dance and performance) 
or musical practices. Studio practice is understood as the space in which 
one or various bodies are prepared and willing to create automatisms and 
unexpected responses to unknown situations. They unfold, then, simul-
taneously, a mastery and total availability of the body. Control and relax-
ation. Here we are close to the stage experience Alfred Brendel talks about 
when he says: 

When I get on the stage I have to do many contradictory things at once.  
I have to let myself go and control myself at the same time. I have to 
imagine what I am going to do and at the same time listen to what I have 
done and react to it. I need a split personality on many levels.27

Painting or scratching the film brings into play seemingly contradictory 
experiences and needs. Films without a camera have favoured both im-
provisation and the control of free gesture. But all that work is done at the 
start, and as it concerns the capture of the images on a photographic film, 

25  Horrocks, Roger, Len Lye: A Biography, Auckland University Press, 2011, p. 265.
26  Lye, Len, in Sitney, P. Adams, Visionary Film: The American Avant-garde, 1943–2000, New York, 
New York University Press, 1974, p. 270.
27  In Mark Kidel’s film Alfred Brendel. In Portrait, BBC-Opus Arte DVD, 2001.
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there is then a canning (selection,28 editing) of the experience, which is re-
peated over the course of the projections. The freedom of the gesture, even 
when translated by the colour, by scratches or through the use of chemical 
baths or treatments, is nonetheless subject to its duplication by diffusion, 
and therefore has to do with re-presentation. It is a duplication re-updated 
by the projection. This re-updating is, above all, deferred for whomever 
receives the film, particularly when the film was conceived in one sitting, 
in the manner of a calligraphy, such is the case of many painted films by 
Marcelle Thirache, like Encre (1997). So we are in the summary, and no 
longer in the present of the act, the present of its emergence. Paul Sharits 
played subtly and ironically with this idea of a pseudo-present of the pro-
jection: with scratches in Sound Strip/Film Strip (1971–1972) and burning  
the tape in 3rd Degree (1982).29 In those two installations, both the scratch-
ing and burning ask us questions about the time of the presentation, that 
is, the time when we attend. That question is clearer in 3rd Degree, because 
the displacement of the film shown appears to be fixed in a given moment, 
to then lead to its combustion. A film that burns (on the screen) most of 
the time indicates a projection incident. Here the time of the projection 
imposes itself on the space of the representation. So when Paul Sharits or 
some other filmmakers work with this kind of representation, it is because 
they mock the film spectator and place at the centre of their concerns the 
“performance” of the projectionist and of the film.

The attention given to chemistry, which aims to defend a certain “pic-
torialism,” a specific materiality of cinematographic representation, takes 
into account both the randomness typical of artisanal production and that 
which results from the particular treatment the filmmaker can give to 
the film. These processes demand command and letting go, control and 

28  Roger Horrocks emailed me to respond: “He always tried something (a gesture or a form, a 
new tool or a material in the case of sculpture), and then he reviewed what he had done. If he liked 
it, he did it again to get a better result. Then he selected and edited the best parts of the film. His 
films thus have a tendency to adopt the form of a ‘theme and its variations,’ which also recalls the 
aesthetic of jazz. Every time a jazzman repeats the same theme, he creates a slightly different vari-
ation on it. In Lye’s case, it’s as if he had recorded (done) different takes, then cut them up, select-
ing the best ones, to edit them all together. He was very selective.” 
29  For a detailed description of these works, cf. Vasulka, Woody and Weibel, Peter (eds.), Buffalo 
Heads. Media Study, Media Practice, Media Pioneers, 1973–1990, ZKM / MIT Press, 2008, pp. 331–335 
and 359–363.
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accident, and are part of that perspective that Alfred Brendel speaks of. 
However, they differ from it because they are part of the production/cre-
ation of the film, and they are carried out before the projection. So they are 
not so far removed from what Malcolm Le Grice did, exploring the possibil-
ities of the optical printer, when he varied the exposures, filters and sup-
ports to form this “data bank” that would allow him to explore the result of 
his experiences more easily.30 

prepared improvisation

Rarely does Malcolm Le Grice plan what he is going to do when he is ex-
perimenting with the printer. The film comes together in the course of re-
search, tests and discoveries. In this sense, a film is made as the solution to 
an interrupted search at a given moment: 

At first, my films were improvised according to a creation process that 
didn’t distinguish between a plan, a script and the construction of the 
work. The idea of the film took shape at the same time as its realization, 
following a consistent process of editing sequences, most of them recov-
ered (this was how Castle 1 was produced, in 1966, and Castle 2, in 1968). 
The structures evolved according to the process, like in contemporary jazz 
and other forms of free music.31

The film bears witness to a process that was fixed and which could be re-
activated, to reproduce and expand on the initial idea. It is in this sense 
that we can understand the different versions of Berlin Horse or Threshold. 
But expansion and reactivation in Malcolm Le Grice take on a completely 
different dimension, from a moment when he works the time of the pro-
jection in his performances or his multi-screen installations. 

Some of those structural films vindicate and literally put on the screen 
the materiality of the film, not just through painting, but in incorporating 
especially scratches, dust, perforations, a line of separation in the frame. 

30  The London Film-Makers’ Co-op laboratory implemented a number of reports on tests carried 
out, available for all members or filmmakers who used the printer, developer or editing tables. 
31  Le Grice, Malcolm, “L’art au pays de l’Hydre des médias” (1998), in Beauvais, Yann (dir.), Malcolm 
Le Grice : Le Temps des images, op. cit.
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That is, elements that make a film an acetate tape. The appearance of this 
material is constitutive of the experience of the work, it is not relegated 
to what is forgotten in the spectacle, as film dedicated to entertainment. 
To ask questions about materiality is also to ask the device and, more 
precisely, the conditions of the experience of the film projection, which 
also implies questioning a monotonous way of working, which favours a 
(faithful) live reproduction of what was recorded. The formatting of the 
cinematographic spectacle is a means that is shared by entertainment 
and the avant-garde. When filmmakers invert the field of expanded cinema, 
they must indicate, and consequently generate, the conditions in which  
their works are received, creating different spaces or rather deviating from 
the classic uses of the gallery or cinema. Similar concerns can be found in the 
video works of Nam June Paik, Steina and Woody Vasulka, and Joan Jonas, 
to name just a few. 

The devices used by expanded cinema bring to bear relations that 
are part of the present of the projection, and which require a more active 
participation than that expected in classic projections, in which one is in a 
frontal position with regards to the screen. Multiple projection transforms 
our relationship with the space, expanding it, even when it is limited, in 
the space of the gallery, to two contiguous screens, as is the case of Birgit 
and Wilhelm Hein’s Materialfilme (1976–1977) and Paul Sharits’s Shutter 
Interface (1975). It modifies it, making it no longer a space in which the di-
rection of sight is focused on the same place, but a space open to the cross-
ing over of gazes. Lis Rhodes’s Light Music (1975)32 illustrates this very well, 
with a projection on two opposing screens that reach down to the floor, 
forming a space in which spectators can move about. In Pipilotti Rist—in 
Ever Is Over All (1997), or Worry Will Vanish Horizon (2014)—this projection 
may cover two walls forming a right angle, operating on two axes that 
diverge and converge. Doug Aitken’s Erased (1998) simultaneously occu-
pies various separate spaces. And there are exemplary cases of moving 
images in Stan VanDerBeek’s Movie-Drome (1965)33 and the slides of Block-

32  Cf. Hamlyn, Nicky, “Mutable Screens: The Expanded Films of Guy Sherwin, Lis Rhodes, Steve 
Farrer and Nicky Hamlyn,” in Rees, A.L.; White, Duncan; Ball, Steven and Curtis, David (eds.), 
Expanded Cinema: Art, Performance, Film, London, Tate Publishing, 2011, pp. 212–220.
33  On Movie-Drome, cf. Sutton, Gloria, The Experience Machine. Stan VanDerBeek’s Movie-Drome and 
Expanded Cinema, MIT Press, 2015.
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Experiments in Cosmococa – Program in Progress (1973), by Hélio Oiticica and 
Neville d’Almeida;34 in these two cases, the sound resource (rock or elec-
tronic music, collage) is essential; those images cannot exist without their 
contribution. 

As Lis Rhodes observes with regards to the art world’s interest today in 
expanded cinema: 

Expanded cinema has a tendency to be different in the moment and 
place of the projection, different from its intentions, divergent in its rep-
resentation and in its signification. The updating of film as performance 
extends from the auditorium to the gallery. Spectators are positioned or 
move about between the projectors, or the monitors, of the installation. 
The place of reception may be a space of capture.35

This increase in interest responds to a certain taste for the remake, and in-
troduces within expanded cinema, as in the case of performance, the issue 
of interpretation as a challenge of the non-musical temporal arts.

in presence

The fact that a filmmaker is present for the projection, operates the pro-
jectors, intervenes by moving them, interacts with the device as a whole—
projector(s), screen(s), film—was echoed formidably during the 1970s, 
through the cycles and exhibitions in which filmmakers and artists rejected 
the limits of what was considered then as a film experiment. Although it 
may not please those who today claim the permanence of an “experience” 
that would emerge from an object-film without forgetting the narration 
(certainly not…), many other experiences are evidently feasible, and in 
them the question of play does not come down to simple entertainment, 
but the broadening of possibilities, when various parameters of the cine-
matographic device interfere with each other. Here it is improvisation as 

34  On his work, cf. Basualdo, Carlos, Hélio Oiticica: Quasi-Cinemas, Köln, Hatje Cantz Publishers - 
Wexner Center for the Arts, 2001.
35  Rhodes, Lis, “Unfolding a tale: on the impossibility of recovering the original meanings,” in 
Rees, A.L.; White, Duncan; Ball, Steven and Curtis, David (eds.), Expanded Cinema: Art, Performance, 
Film, op. cit., p. 223.
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guiding film (thread) through historic and contemporary examples. When 
improvisation conditions the reception, it differentiates the work and the 
spectator in the present time and thus favours the understanding of the film 
as the result of a negotiation. This negotiation between spectators is staged 
by Thierry Kuntzel’s The Waves (2003), to activate the work: the display of a 
wave. The meaning of the film is no longer, then, transmitted only by the 
development of the pre-existing narrative events—even when this cine-
matographic event isn’t even a score—but is deployed and realized in the 
course of a process that also implies the reception time. Thus, the meaning 
is inseparable from the duration (from its advent) for an audience that, to 
some extent, negotiates, in time and in space, what is revealed. Let us think 
here of Anthony McCall’s film Line Describing a Cone, which produces a lumi-
nous volume: a light sculpture. This sculpture is part of the time (30 min-
utes) with the development of a luminous dot that transforms into an arch 
that closes on itself to form a circle. But the experience of this formation 
of the cone is subjective, it is defined by our movements in the space, and 
the perception we have of the solid formed by this ephemeral light is trans-
formed according to our different points of view. Contrary to what Jacques 
Aumont said in a recent text, the understanding of the film demands the 
participation and movement of the spectators. Malcolm Le Grice sums it up 
thus: 

In expanded cinema, the notion of duration is essential for the under-
standing of time. It implies a subjective awareness of the passing of 
time, a continuity of the attention that “belongs” to the spectator; it is an 
experience of the passing of time in real conditions and not an illusory 
presence.36

Some experiences are more frontal, such as those of Annabel Nicolson, 
who appears on stage in Reel Time (1973) sewing a big loop of black leader 
with a sewing machine that feeds a projector, which reveals to us the result 
of her work. When the film breaks, she repairs it so as to continue her sew-
ing work, and so on until it can no longer be projected. Another projector 

36  Le Grice, Malcolm, “Cinéma élargi  : Temps et récit” (2010), in Beauvais, Yann (dir.), Malcolm  
Le Grice. Le temps des images, op. cit., p. 266.
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positioned behind her shows her working on images diffused to the left of 
the projection of the film that is being sewn. The stitches are made over a 
film in which we see the filmmaker sewing a film with that same machine. 
Each projection is unique, its duration variable. 

That film-event anticipates Tony Conrad’s Film Feedback (1974), made 
in real time, in which the film is revealed and projected just after its record-
ing: the image of a small retro-projection is filmed in negative, the film 
unwinds continuously out of the camera, reaches the dark room, where 
it is developed and dried, to then be projected onto the screen, which is 
filmed…

These two cases experiment with the projection of a film manipu-
lated live, while it is made, with an evident feminist dimension in Annabel 
Nicolson’s work, which in putting “women’s work” on the stage, makes it 
the object of a performance; in other words, it transforms it into artistic 
activity. Paradoxical work if there ever was, as the film is a fragile support, 
which only occasionally withstands the tears and perforations, apart from 
those that allow its transport to the camera and to the projector. The film-
maker’s insistence on wanting to sew the film seems doomed to fail; a per-
version of Penelope’s endless weaving. Her perseverance, however, reveals 
the resistance of the object as much as its vulnerability. We are thus put in 
a situation in which contradictory expectations are mixed, and which illus-
trates the fact that for it to work it must stop, malfunction… The strange 
fascination with destruction of what is seen is the object of a certain predi-
lection for many filmmakers. Aside from Paul Sharits, who we have already 
mentioned, it is important to mention Jürgen Reble, of the Schmelzdahin 
collective, who made a particular projection device (Rolf I,37 then Rolf II) in 
which it was possible to see films for the first and last time. Although these 
were generally Super 8 diaries, the device wasn’t limited to just this type 
of film. The spectator activated the projection with a start button, placed  
at the foot of the device. As long as the viewer kept their foot on the but-
ton, the projection continued. Generally, it takes a little time to understand 
that we are the destructive agents of those films that we watch. Indeed, 

37  In 1993, as a continuation of the exhibition Défilé, de film, décadré, Light Cone acquired Rolf I. 
The installation was for a while the first thing that filmmakers and programmers saw when they 
arrived at the Light Cone venue. A kind of “welcome” for film distribution! 
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the film itself, once projected, spilled out into a blender that reduced the 
film-matter into particles of Super 8, into a powder of images. We were 
then the agents of a previously unseen spectacle that allowed us, for the 
last time, to see sequences intended to disappear. Once again, the experi-
ence of the duration is also the experience of a realization. The projection 
occurs here as unique and definitive. It thus avoids the simple remake 
of a film and affirms the development of “seeing” as a process of disap-
pearance. “Seeing” is no longer part of a logic of “possessing” but one of 
“remembering.” The interactivity that occupies these projections undoubt-
edly does not correspond to improvisation in the strictest sense, and that is 
considering that the proposed selections are, at least limited. 

These selections, however, are not those of a video game. They con-
nect the fragility of a medium, its transformation and ties with the world, 
because of both the representations it projects and its device; a device 
that in its functioning duplicates the very fragility of the support, while  
the video game offers us the chance to change the point of view while at the 
same time apparently controlling our “fate” in the game. 

Interactivity seems more developed, more open in some of Valie 
Export’s works, particularly in Ping Pong. Ein film Zum Spielen. Ein Spielfilm 
(1968), regardless of the version. A player must take up a table tennis racket 
and a ball to play with the projection and attempt to make an exchange 
with that virtual partner that returns the representation of a ball. This is a 
film for playing. For Valie Export:

The aesthetic of conventional film is a physiology of behaviour,  
its mode of communication a perceptual event. Ping Pong explicates the  
relationship of power between producer (director, screen) and consumer 
(viewer). In it, what the eye tells the brain occasions motor reflexes  
and responses. Ping Pong makes visible the ideological conditions.  
Viewer and screen are partners in a game with rules dictated by the di-
rector, a game requiring screen and viewer to come to terms with each 
other. To this extent, the viewer’s response is active.

In turn, with Human Flicker (1975–2007) Jun’ichi Okuyama made 
a direct action between projectors and the screen, through hand fans 
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that alternatively hide the beams of the projectors. He mocks the cine-
matographic device, driving the movement from two photographic pro-
jections with an eye open and closed. His performance consists of winking. 
There is a playful dimension in this performance, and it is what sets apart 
the implemented device, as Brian Coffey observes, in the performances of 
Ken Jacobs, Tony Conrad and Malcolm Le Grice.38

If this work is the fruit of an analysis that focuses on the device, to do 
so occupies the registers of the game and the attraction, (re)uniting two 
periods in the history of cinema, primitive cinema and expanded cinema, 
playing with their codes and, so to speak, flipping them over. It thus makes 
of that desire to cover up the beam a pseudo-performance of science fic-
tion (the device was presented for the first time in the 1970s…) and plays 
with “winking” not only the eye but also the device. It’s a little like if it set 
the image in movement almost unintentionally… The filmmaker’s body 
is transformed into a mechanics, but not into a machine: it is the shutter. 
This proposal, although prepared, is a form of interpretation. Improvised 
in each representation, it is subject to modifications that have as much to 
do with the place as with the performer. Human Flicker resembles the pro-
posals of Annabel Nicolson, Malcolm Le Grice and Guy Sherwin, who all 
use a scheme from which the cinematographic event can take place. This 
is always a staging, executing a “score” that interacts with one or numerous 
elements of the device: screen, film, room. This interaction explores move-
ments, a choreography between the body of the performer, the screen and 
the film…

In Horror Film I (1971), Malcolm Le Grice positions himself before the 
crossed-over beams of light from three projectors that diffuse short, co-
loured flicker loops and change according to the spectrum. When the three 
loops overlap they produce combinations of optical colours. These beams 
are interrupted by the filmmaker, who locates his arms, his hands, his body 
according to the coloured screen. During this performance, we pass from 
the shadow thus projected of Malcolm Le Grice’s body, transformed into a 

38  Coffey, Brian, “From the Margins of Japanese Cinema Culture: The 22nd Image Forum Festival,” 
Senses of Cinema, no. 48, August 2008 (http://sensesofcinema.com/2008/festival-reports/image- 
forum-2008/) (consulted 25 January 2016).
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coloured shutter inside the animated screen with many other colours, to 
end with the appropriation of this screen by the filmmaker. 

These interactions between an action recorded on the film and its de-
viation, or its mise en abyme live, were explored by Guy Sherwin on Super 8 
in numerous action films such as Paper Landscape (1975) and Man with Mirror 
(1976).39 In the former, a transparent plastic screen is progressively painted 
white by the filmmaker. With the whitening of this fabric there appears the 
projection of a film where the artist is seen scratching a screen identical to 
the one he is painting, an action that reveals in turn, gradually, the green 
landscape in which he destroys the screen.40 This is an action that refers to 
the synchronization of two different events, conjugating recorded and live 
content. The specificity of this event is related to the time of the projection 
that promotes, updates and finalizes the previous action, making it (co)ex-
ist in the time of the present action. 

In every one of these cases, improvisation is done in a relatively 
pre-defined framework that can be put to the test from the moment 
when the conditions of the presentation are modified (at the last minute). 
So it was that for live sessions of Des rives (1998) and the presentation of 
other multi-screen devices, I had to improvise with fewer projectors than 
planned (two instead of four); it is a relatively common experience, and 
one shared by many filmmakers who work with multi-screens, whether on 
Super 8 or 16 mm. 

live

With the Schmelzdahin’s live actions, then Jürgen Reble’s, we enter a dif-
ferent register that brings together hitherto separate practices. In effect, 
the 16 mm film loop that is projected (11 meters, that is, one minute of  
16 mm), which we see when we attend this performance, is developed, ma-
nipulated, transformed in front of us, before our eyes. In Tony Conrad’s Film 

39  For a description of the film, cf. http://www. luxonline. org. uk/artists /guy_ sherwin / man_
with_mirror. html
40  These actions by Guy Sherwin evoke those proposed by Peter Campus, who worked with 
trompe-l’œil, and simulations very close to his, particularly with Three Transitions (1973), when he 
appears on stage to act with his own image and transforms the relationships of interiority and 
exteriority.
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Feedback, the developing of the film takes place in another space (cabin), 
and also the film is fixed. With Schmelzdahin and Jürgen Reble, the film is 
chemically transformed live. At first, the image is developed progressively, 
as the film plays. Then, after new manipulations, the film is modified by 
colouring and successive chemical attacks…

In this way the development process is revealed, as is the transforma-
tion of the support live, up to its total abrasion, its total disappearance. The 
session gives us a film that is being born and consumed before our eyes. 
The sensitivity of the support is revealed through the transformations 
produced, and whose evolution we can follow over the course of the rep-
etitions of the loop, which are different every time. The action depends as 
much on Jürgen Reble’s experience as on the randomness of the chemistry 
and the temperature of the cinema room or space where the projection 
takes place. The film evolves on the screen, but also on the table where the 
projector, instruments and chemical products are, allowing the session to 
take place. 

In this experience, as in many others that come about from live film, 
and sometimes even from live cinema, the authors appear to obey the 
desire of László Moholy-Nagy, for whom the use of recording instruments 
should not have any other purpose than simple reproduction. 

Reproduction (the repetition of existing relationships), in the best of 
cases, is no more than an exercise in virtuosity from the specific point 
of view of creation. As production (creative production) above all serves 
the human structure, one must try to put the instruments (the means) 
used at the service of productive goals, hitherto used only with a view to 
reproduction.41

However, these repeated performances are different every time, although 
they are generated with the help of the same more or less precise outline. 
In most of those filmmakers who use chemical or optical manipulations, 
the performance in cinema obeys a set of tools and experiences. In the 
case of Bruce McLure, or Metamkine, the filmmaker favours certain types of 
manipulations and processing of the projected images. If the documents 

41  Moholy-Nagy, László, “Production-Reproduction,” De Stijl, no. 7, Leiden, 1922.
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are already recorded, the filmmaker works on their potentialities, crosses 
them over, weaves them with others and makes new edits. This process is 
frequent in live cinema, which is sometimes limited to using predefined 
data banks and proposing series of variations and permutations. It was 
in this spirit, introducing new elements in the installation, that I did the 
performances for Des rives. And the use of the term “performance” always 
seems pertinent in qualifying this work; it indicates the moment when the 
installation is loosened to explore certain potentialities of the proposal. 
Some investigations in the area of sound were carried out with Thomas 
Köner, isolating in given repetitions some new elements that overlapped 
the original tracks or replaced them, and which produced different ar-
rangements in which we could introduce the pseudo-plots which distrib-
ute visual events. With this way of considering the incorporation of new 
elements, the live session is the object of multiple experiments that allow 
it to progress. 

This is verified with Jürgen Reble and Metamkine, when they expand 
on or favour some processing, some manipulations of the performance. 
The introduction of new elements is at the heart of the project Tu, sempre 
(2001), whose performative form takes in a set of data about the AIDS cri-
sis, data that are projected live and mix with, stir up and complete the texts 
that appear in the original support. We can also highlight that Tu, sempre 
lends itself to many modifications that take into account the language of 
the country or region where the performance is taking place; the infor-
mation is, therefore, re-updated for each presentation. Tu, sempre and Des 
rives propose re-combinations that add or suppress information, parts of 
images, to free up new, different content and motifs. The interaction be-
tween what is recorded and the live aspect can make a work evolve and, 
in some cases, modify it radically. The sweeps of the recorded space, rep-
resentations of New York in Des rives, led me to approach a choreography 
in which the moving blades of a fan are deployed in the same space and, 
sometimes, take it over. The reversibility of the images (retro-projection 
screens) and the displacement of the projectors during the presentation 
modify what is shown, as much as the space where the piece takes place. 
The spectators are then forced to choose not just their point of view of the 
objects proposed—Des rives compares them on two separate screens that 
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can hardly be joined in an overall perception, one tends to go from one 
to the other—but also what they will see in each combined image, the 
framework of three images in a fan that propose different routes around 
Manhattan. 

This is an analogue type of live cinema, which consequently differs 
from contemporary works because of the use they make of the film (the 
celluloid) and not of the computer. These two forms of live cinema do how-
ever bear in common that they practice a certain form of remix. If the data 
bank is more reduced in the case of the analogue, it seems inexhaustible 
with digital, and very particular when one works with information flows 
available on the web. Live cinema accounts for these practices, as Natália 
Aly observes: 

Digital practices are increasingly installed in a cinematographic universe 
and increasingly attached to it. The convergence of media and program-
ming software, mapping and sharing images in real time transforms 
images into a universe of experimentation increasingly related to chance 
and improvisation. The possibility of bringing together a large variety of 
images mixed with sound and graphic and textual interferences in the 
same presentation is the profile of live cinema.42

The musical element is predominant in live cinema, and very often VJs only 
cover it with a more or less fluid and syncopated visual cloak. These deci-
sions, favouring fluidity and syncopation, are articulated according to two 
cultures of the moving image: that of play—whose trademark is fluidity—
and that of cinema, which is manifested through the interval or syncopa-
tion. The difficulty, for live cinema, lies in establishing a dialogue between 
the musician and the filmmaker or video maker. In fact, this question of 
collaboration rarely comes into play:

42  “As práticas digitais instalam-se no universo cinematográfico dia após dia de forma mais e 
mais apegada. A convergência de mídias e softwares de programação, mapeamento e compar-
tilhamento de imagem em tempo real transformam as imagens em um universo de experimen-
tação cada vez mais voltada à improvisação e ao acaso. A possibilidade de unir variadas imagens 
mescladas a som e interferências gráficas e textuais em uma mesma apresentação, é o perfil do 
live cinema.” Natália Aly, “Desdobramentos contemporâneos do cinema experimental,” in Teccogs, 
revista digital de tecnologias cognitivas, issue 6, São Paulo, Pontifícia Universidade Católica, January–
June 2012, p. 60.
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VJs or visual performers often attempt to make the visuals react to the 
music on rhythmic basis, rather than constructing audiovisual perfor-
mances where the image and the audio are in constant dialogue. This is 
also reflected in the design of real-time video software, which enables 
the visuals to be synched to the beat, thus creating the illusion of commu-
nication between music and visuals. On the other hand, more often than 
not, the visual artist or VJ does not have prior knowledge of the type of 
music that will be played, and is left with only one option: improvisation. 
It is also often the case that the DJ does not pay too much attention to the 
images created in their mix.43

In such a case, live cinema functions as wallpaper and does not explore the 
full potential of improvisation that it submits to sound rhythm. Live cin-
ema is a real-time cinema, a cinema in which the movement of coloured 
shapes is produced in real time, and where those forms imply, in turn, new 
interventions that require different graphic treatments… Thus removed 
from the narrative framework, live cinema can then come forth in the king-
dom of liquid architecture, where objects are formed and produce moving 
structures that no longer respond to animation (like argentic cinema), but 
to flow. In this sense, it appears to realize the yearning of John Whitney—
who awaited the advent of a truly audiovisual art—and also responds to 
the desires of Mary Ellen Bute, who hoped to have an audiovisual art made 
up of elements in continuous flow and whose chromatic and directional 
parameters would be modifiable in every direction and in all movement. 

43  Makela, Mia, “The Practise of Live Cinema,” a minima, no. 22, Barcelona, 2008, p. 115.
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